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Corporate Social Responsibility
and the enhancing of Corporate
Governance in the insurance market

INNOVATION TO TRANSFORM relationships, processes, products and services. That has been a policy
guiding the operations of Brazilian insurance companies over the years, given the increasingly pressing
need to blend innovation and engagement with the principles of sustainability and social responsibility
in their everyday business. As a representative of the sector, CNseg has stepped up its efforts to
encourage the companies in this respect, through the work of its theme-based committees, institutional
campaigns and partnerships with government and private institutions. Across the country, the set of
actions undertaken by the insurance companies in the social and environmental spheres is intrinsically
linked to the adoption of best practices in corporate governance, which increasingly helps to strengthen
the image and reputation of the sector.
A good example of this insurance company engagement is the significant progress made in 2014 in
achieving the goals set under the Principles for Sustainable Insurance (PSI). In this regard, the work of
the CNseg Sustainability Committee, through the respective Working Groups, has been instrumental
in providing advice, exchanging of experience, reflections and debates on this topic and thereby
encouraging and stimulating the adoption of the best practices in the areas of environmental, social and
governance matters by the companies in the sector.

Marco Antonio Rossi
President

The insurance companies’ campaigns and events dedicated to financial education, in turn, were consolidated
during 2014, through expansion of the channels for dialogue with society and the strengthening of links
between the public and private sectors and the regulatory bodies. CNseg, as a member of the National
Committee for Financial Education (CONEF), which also includes public bodies and agencies such as the
ministries of Finance, Education, Social Welfare and Justice, the Brazilian Securities Commission (CVM), the
National Department for Supplementary Pensions (Previc), the Private Insurance Agency (Susep), the São
Paulo stock exchange (BM&FBOVESPA S.A.), the Brazilian Association of Financial and Capital Market Entities
(Anbima) and the Brazilian Federation of Banks (Febraban), coordinated events, put together publications
and organized recreational activities, such as theatre and games with an insurance theme, in partnership
with the companies and the federations that make up the Brazilian Insurance Confederation (CNseg).
The aim of the financial education initiatives carried out by CNseg and other agents in the sector, always in line
with its strategic planning, is to increase the knowledge, trust, decision-making ability and understanding of
the consumer, with regard to the world of Insurance, Open Private Supplementary Pensions, Supplementary
Health and Capitalization. This, and a great many other aspects of the work of the insurance market, are
presented on the following pages of our 2014 Corporate Social Responsibility and Sustainability Report.

Enjoy your reading!
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Study shows that adherence to the
goals is within the set parameters

8

IN A STUDY CARRIED OUT by CNseg, involving

to the PSI goals, in order to guide the efforts to

20 member companies that account for 57% of

ensure that those goals are achieved by December

the total premiums collected, it was revealed

2015, and the results were impressive. “The survey

that three of the four goals for implementation

shows the high level of commitment by those

of the Principles for Sustainable Insurance

companies to inserting within their decision-

(PSI), approved in September 2013 by the

making processes the environmental, social and

confederation’s

governance issues that are relevant to insurance

Steering

Committee,

were

achieved one year ahead of schedule.

activities”, she observed.

According to CNseg executive director Solange

The Principles for Sustainable Insurance cover three

Beatriz Palheiro Mendes, the study was suggested

spheres: Environmental, Social and Governance

as a means of measuring the companies’ adherence

(ESG), as determined under the United Nations
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Environment Programme - Finance Initiative
(UNEP-FI), in partnership with the global insurance
industry, including CNseg, and launched in 2012,
during the 48th International Insurance Society
(IIS) Annual Seminar.
The survey participants provided self-analysis for

The Principles for Sustainable
Insurance cover three

levels ranging from 1 (one), for the least engaged,

spheres: Environmental,

to 5 (five), for the most engaged. The initiative

Social and Governance (ESG),

made it possible to obtain a preliminary diagnosis
that will help to guide the efforts necessary to
ensure that the goals are achieved within the set
deadline: by the end of 2015.

as determined under the
United Nations Environment
Programme.

Levels 4 and 5 were considered to be those
corresponding to the desired goal. Only the sample
relating to Goal 3 is outside the set parameters.
See the result of each one, below.

Figure – Results vs Goals
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PSI GOALS

1

40% of the insurers will integrate
ESG issues within their underwriting
policy.

2

30% of the insurers will have a
program for engagement with
brokers on ESG issues.

LEVELS
1. Does not include ESG factors within the

1. Does not address issues related to

risk assessment.
2. Identifies environmental risks in the sphere

sustainability and social responsibility.
2. Provides specific information about ESG

of civil liability insurance.

factors to develop broker awareness, using
its communication channels or leaflets.

3. Carries out research for the integration of
ESG issues within the company’s portfolio.

3. Talks to the brokers about the benefits
of the suitable management of social,

4. Has integrated risks arising from ESG

environmental and governance factors.

factors within some of its products and
services.

4. Develops mechanisms for engagement with
the brokers, for the dissemination of its

5. Has integrated risks arising from ESG

products to customers linked to ESG factors.

factors within most of its products and
services.

5. Encourages brokers to report the initiatives
in relation to ESG factors and the results
obtained.

RESULTS
n

10

41.18% of the companies that participated

n

33.33% of the insurers that participated

in the survey are at levels 4 and 5,

in the survey are already at levels 4 and 5,

confirming that the sample is within the

thus confirming that the sample is within

parameters set for the goal.

the parameters set for the goal.
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3

50% of the insurers will integrate within
their corporate social responsibility
policies the ofﬁcial public policies of the
federal, state and municipal governments.

1. Does not participate in, nor does it integrate

4

50% of the insurers will report on
ESG issues .

1. Does not have anything published,

ofﬁcial public policies within its social and

over any communication channel, about

environmental responsibility practices.

these practices.

2. Is examining ways to participate in or integrate

2. Has information published, on a sporadic

ofﬁcial public policies within its social and

basis, in response to requests from

environmental responsibility practices.

media vehicles.

3. Occasionally participates in the

3. Has information published about its social

development of ofﬁcial public policies, in a

and environmental performance, through its

manner that is coordinated with its social

communication channels, on a regular basis.

and environmental responsibility policies.

4. Publishes an annual report that speciﬁcally

4. Integrates general guidelines relating to

addresses the progress made in its

ofﬁcial public policies within its social and
environmental responsibility policies.

performance in relation to ESG issues.
5. Publishes quarterly progress reports that

5. Integrates ofﬁcial public policies within its

are aligned with its economic and ﬁnancial

social and environmental responsibility

performance.

policies, as a supporter or sponsor.

n

50% of the insurers that responded to the

n

50% of the insurers that answered the

survey are at levels 4 and 5, which shows

questions are at levels 4 and 5, which

that, in this case, the sample is not within the

confirms that the sample is within the

parameters set for the goal.

parameters set for the goal.
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Timeline
Sustainability

2014

CNSEG ORGANIZED EVENTS and both supported and participated in several
initiatives and discussions regarding sustainability, consumer protection and
financial matters over the course of 2014. These were the main activities.

APR25th
MAR17th to

APR16th

MAR12

th

Formal agreement
with the Ministry of
Science, Technology
and Innovation to
push through a
GPS project for the
insurance sector
A formal agreement
was signed for technical
cooperation between CNseg
and the National Center
for the Monitoring and
Early Warning of Natural
Disasters (Cemaden), with
the Ministry of Science,
Technology and Innovation
acting as intermediary,
to develop geographical
plotting tools for mapping
the occurrence of natural
disasters in Brazil, with
support from the Centre
for Insurance Services and
Protection (Ceser).

12
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Course on
sustainability for the
insurance sector
In another activity to
spread understanding
of and practices in
sustainability, CNseg offered
a Sustainability Course for
professionals working in the
insurance field. The initiative
was supported by the
National School of Insurance
and was the outcome of a
partnership with the Getulio
Vargas Foundation (FGV).
Comprised of ten meetings,
the course was given on the
premises of the school, two
times a week.

APR10

th

Forum for the
development of
a risk matrix and
opportunities for the
insurance, private
pension plan and
capitalization sector
Held in São Paulo, the event
was attended by 68 industry
participants, including the
chairs of the theme-based
committees set up by CNseg
and its member federations.
The discussions in the forum
will assist the development
of a sustainability materiality
matrix and the preparation
of a plan for insurance
market engagement with its
stakeholders.

Completion of the
first research phase
of a doctoral thesis
on the insurance
market
The doctoral research by
academic Flávio Nogueira,
of COPPE/UFRJ, is aimed
at understanding the
situation in the Brazilian
insurance market, with the
expectation that the results
will suggest guidelines
for the development of a
methodology for analyzing
climate risks and assist the
creation of new products.
CNseg helped the doctoral
student in the process
of applying an insurance
industry questionnaire,
which was finalized in April.

NOV26th
AUG28th
AUG28
AUG5th
Campaign for
understanding of
extended warranty
insurance
CNseg launched the
campaign, in Belo Horizonte
(Minas Gerais state), to
improve understanding
of Extended Warranty
insurance, together with
a web page devoted to
insurance. The event
brought together some of
the leaders in the insurance
market and representatives
of retail chains that are the
market’s main sales channel,
the Public Prosecution
Service of Minas Gerais, and
the Private Insurance Agency
(Susep), among other
bodies, at the headquarters
of the Insurance Company
Association of Minas Gerais,
Goiás, Mato Grosso and the
Federal District.

Access the campaign site at:
http://www.osegurogarantia
estendida.org.br/

th

Meeting of market
executives with Nick
Robins to discuss the
sustainability of the
ﬁnancial system
The role of the insurance
sector as an institutional
investor in the green
economy was the theme
of a meeting organized by
CNseg, at its Rio de Janeiro
headquarters, that brought
together industry executives
and Nick Robins, co-director
of the Inquiry into the
Design of a Sustainable
Financial System, developed
by UNEP and conducted in
Brazil by Febraban.
In his presentation, Nick
Robins spoke about
the main points of
the research, entitled
“Aligning the Financial
System with Sustainable
Development”. The project
aims to identify socioenvironmental regulations
and legislation within
the public policy context
and innovations and best
practices within the market,
as well as opportunities
for improvement in the
channeling of investment
by the financial sector
towards a more sustainable
economy.

Sustainable
production and
consumption
To promote and implement
sustainable practices
for production and
consumption, incorporating
the commitment undertaken
by Brazil in the Marrakech
Process, coordinated by UNEP
and the UN Department
of Economic and Social
Affairs (UN-DESA). That was
the objective of a seminar
that brought together
federal, state and municipal
government bodies,
professional associations
and non-governmental
organizations (NGOs), as well
as production sector and
consumer representatives.
CNseg participated in the
event, where action was
proposed for Brazil to seek
over the coming years, in
a planned and systematic
manner, sustainable patterns
of consumption and
production in, based on the
Action Plan for Sustainable
Production and Consumption
(PPCS). The plan sets out
the key environmental and
development policies for the
country, complementing and
seeking synergy with other
government activities.

New sustainability
website comes online
More modern, attractive,
collaborative and
informative, the new
website was developed
for the most up-to-date
internet technology,
adapting to mobile devices
and providing easy reading
on all screen sizes. The
virtual environment has
also gained new features
and an advanced content
search system that reinforce
CNseg’s commitment to
sustainability, which is of
vital importance to the
insurance industry.

Access the site at:
http://sustentabilidade.
cnseg.org.br/

The report is available at
the CNseg portal.
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Action to foster the sustainability
of the insurance industry
OVER THE COURSE OF ANOTHER YEAR,

To measure the adherence of the companies

the insurers that are members of the CNseg

to the PSI goals and direct efforts to achieving

Sustainability Committee have continued to

them by the December 2015 deadline, CNseg

address the most important issues on the

conducted a survey of 20 company members.

sector’s sustainability agenda. The main focus

The results showed that three of the four goals

has been meeting the four goals of the Principles

had been achieved a year earlier than expected.

for Sustainable Insurance (PSI), adopted by the
confederation’s Steering Committee.

The Sustainability Committee is tasked with
advising the confederation on insurance market

14

These goals represent the market’s commitment

engagement to achieve sustainable development.

to implementation of the PSI by the signatory

The work of the committee encourages the

companies and encouragement for other

exchange of experience and the adoption by

companies, that have not yet signed up, to start

companies in the sector of best practices in regard

integrating the sustainability concepts within

to environmental, social and governance issues,

their operations.

as well as promoting adherence to the PSI.
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During 2014, the committee also provided technical

Another notable performance by the committee

support to researcher and PhD student Flávio

in 2014 was its collaboration in a worldwide

Nogueira, who has received institutional support

survey on the development of a Sustainable

from CNseg to develop a scientific study, under the

Financial System, coordinated by the United

Energy Planning Program at Coppe/UFRJ, entitled

Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), with

“Assessment of the level of adoption of sustainability

support from CNseg and the Brazilian Federation

considerations, in risk management, operations,

of Banks (Febraban). The findings for Brazil were

relations with third parties and investments, by

presented by Febraban at an event held in Sao

the Brazilian insurance sector, including details

Paulo, in August.

of issues relating to global climate change”. The
committee participated in the dissemination of the

In

order

to

deepen

discussions

on

the

questionnaire used in the survey.

insurance sector’s role as an institutional
investor in the green economy, that same

The committee also helped to launch CNseg’s

month CNseg organized a meeting with market

new sustainability web page, with its more

representatives and the director of UNEP-FI,

interactive layout and now includes materials

Nick Robins. Febraban was also represented at

that are of special interest to insurers.

the meeting.

The goals represent the
market’s commitment to
implementation of the PSI
by the signatory companies
and encouragement for other
companies, that have not yet
signed up, to start integrating
the sustainability concepts
within their operations.
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Action of the

Working Groups

2014
16
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Education Working Group
Developed from a partnership between CNseg,
the Getulio Vargas Foundation (FGV) and the National
School of Insurance (ENS), the Course on Sustainability
for the Insurance Sector was held on the ENS premises,
in Rio de Janeiro, between March 17th and April 16th,
with the participation of 35 professionals from insurance
and reinsurance companies, insurance brokers and other
interested parties.
Comprising ten encounters, the course addressed the
principal concepts of sustainability, covering subjects such
as the fundamentals and principles of sustainability in the
business sector, general features of Brazilian Environmental
Law, public policy, National Policy for dealing with
Solid Waste, international and national initiatives and
instruments for the assimilation of sustainable conduct,
strategies for sustainability, and the communication and
marketing of sustainability to the stakeholders.
The course was given by professors from the FGV and the
preparation of the teaching materials was supervised by
CNseg and the ENS, to ensure they included topics that
were current and relevant to professionals in the sector.

Chapter 1 | Sustainability
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Materiality Matrix Working Group
The function of this WG is to support Resultante, the
consulting firm hired by CNseg, with the backing of the
WG, that is responsible for developing the materiality
matrix for the insurance market. The work is based on
the identification of the sustainability issues that are
most important to the industry.
The materiality matrix will help to mitigate risk,
identify new business opportunities and enhance
compliance. The aim is to stimulate the adoption
of sustainable practices, thereby bringing direct
and indirect benefits to society.
Another part of Resultante’s work is to submit a plan
of action for promoting the engagement of the Brazilian
insurance market’s stakeholders.

18
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CSRSR Working Group
To ensure the compatibility of the CNseg sustainability
report with the structures used by the companies in the
market was the motive for the setting up of this WG,
which works in cooperation with the Confederation’s
Communication Department. The questionnaire model
used to produce the Corporate Social Responsibility
and Sustainability Report (CSRSR) was retained for
the document relating to 2014.
For the years to come, the intention is to adopt the
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) partnership model
that, together with completion of the project to develop
an insurance industry materiality matrix, will enable
the building of a standardized model for reporting
on environmental matters by the insurance sector
and the consequent updating of the CNseg
CSRSR questionnaire.

Chapter 1 | Sustainability
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Climate Change Working Group
Developing a geographical plotting tool to map
the occurrence of natural disasters in Brazil, as well as
other climate events that are of interest of the insurance
market, is the mission of this WG, which has the support
of the Center for Insurance Services and Protection
(Ceser) and the National Federation of Private Insurance,
Capitalization and Open Supplementary Pension
Companies (Fenaseg) and works in partnership with
the National Center for the Monitoring and Early
Warning of Natural Disasters (Cemaden) and the
Institute of Astronomy, Geophysics and Atmospheric
Sciences at the University of São Paulo (IAG/USP).
The risk matrix, provided by the IAG/USP, was organized by
the companies that comprise the Sustainability Committee,
giving priority to their respective business models.
A total of 17 climate risks were mapped, including torrential
downpours or flash floods, flooding, tropical cyclones,
tornadoes, hurricanes, hail, abnormally cold spells or
heatwaves, hot, dry winds, droughts and storms.

20
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eSocial Working Group
To compile the social security and labor information, as part of the
standardization of the transmission, validation, storage and distribution to
agencies and entities, with a view to improving the control of tax collection,
in 2014 the federal government introduced eSocial, in concert with Caixa, INSS,
the ministries of Social Security (MPS) and Labor (MTE), and the Brazilian IRS.
For its part, CNseg set up the eSocial WG, to look into the main challenges
to implementation of eSocial at insurance sector companies and then come up
with suggestions to mitigate the initial impact. The first action of the working
group was to carry out a survey among the members of the CNseg Human
Resources Committee, in to find out what difficulties it was facing.
The survey results led to the preparation of an eSocial handbook, in electronic
format, which contains the main points the companies need to give attention
to during implementation of the new system. The WG also decided to hold a
workshop involving specialists, government representatives and professionals
from the companies piloting the process.

Access the website at:
http://www.cnseg.org.br/cnseg/memoria/esocial/

Chapter 1 | Sustainability
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Survey to assess the evolution of
sustainability at the companies
ASSESS THE EVOLUTION of risks relating to

The intention was not to evaluate the actions of

environmental, social and governance (ESG)

the companies in the sector, but to understand

factors in the Brazilian market, examine the

how they regard the ESG issues.

relationship between the evolution of these
risks and the management of sustainability at

The main objective was to understand the

the insurers and identify opportunities for the

situation in the Brazilian market, in the expectation

development of products linked to these risks.

that the results would help to suggest guidelines
for the development of methodology to analyze

These were the points that guided the research

climate risks and contribute to the creation of

of Flávio Geraldo Nogueira, a PhD student at

new products.

the Alberto Luiz Coimbra Engineering Post-

22

Graduate and Research Institute (COPPE/UFRJ),

Using a form that was sent to around four

who is on the Energy Planning Program, with

thousand professionals in the insurance field,

support from CNseg.

the study sought to identify, among other things,

Sustainability | Chapter 1

While emphasizing the issues
relating to climate change
and identifying opportunities
for product development,
the study also offered the
insurers metrics for the
assimilation of ESG factors
within their business.

how the insurers incorporate the increased

of these factors between Brazilian companies and

rainfall frequency and intensity caused by global

those in other countries.

warming in their underwriting.
The study also sought to understand the extent
When assessing the incorporation of these risks in

to which Brazilian insurers are concerned about

the insurers’ spreadsheets, the study used a scale

managing their internal risks, such as their carbon

developed by the United Nations Environment

emissions and those of their suppliers, service

Programme Finance Initiative (UNEP-FI), which

providers and partners – as well as to investigate

measures the development of awareness of a

how the companies are dealing with the risks

particular risk within society as a whole.

relating to the global changes.

The work made comparisons by sustainability

While emphasizing the issues relating to climate

pillar – economic, social and environmental –

change and identifying opportunities for product

against global indicators and used the same 12

development, the study also offered the insurers

ESG factors employed by UNEP to identify any

metrics for the assimilation of ESG factors within

discrepancies in perceptions of the importance

their business.
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A Materiality Matrix
is being developed
BUILDING a Sustainability Materiality Matrix

were representatives of the National Health Agency

and preparing a Plan for Insurance Market

(ANS) and the Private Insurance Agency (Susep).

Engagement with its stakeholders began in 2014.
The result of a signed agreement between CNseg

The next step was a meeting organized by CNseg

and Resultante Consultoria Estratégica, the

in São Paulo, on April 10th, which brought

projects should be completed in 2015.

together the chairmen of the confederation’s and
associated federations’ theme-based committees

24

The work kicked off in January, with interviews with

and executives chosen on the basis of their

directors and superintendents of CNseg, FenSeg,

profile and area of activity. The objective was

FenaPrevi, FenaSaúde, the confederation’s CEO

to map out the strategic environmental, social

and the chairman of the Sustainability Committee.

and governance (ESG) topics that have the most

Others interviewed over the following months

significant impact on the insurance industry. The

Sustainability | Chapter 1

interviews were carried out by consultants from

Following the meetings phase, which also involved

Resultante, along with an economist and a lawyer

consulting various stakeholders, such as service

specializing in sustainability cases.

providers, shareholders, industry organizations,
government, specialists and the media, in order

The purpose of the project is to understand

to gather the contributions for the building of the

how sustainability issues are inserted within the

matrix, key topics were chosen to form an outline

Brazilian insurance industry. To that end, certain

of the project, which will be presented at a public

steps aim to provide better understanding of what

hearing before the final version is drawn up.

is actually important for the industry to deal with
in relation to sustainability and the stakeholders.
The outcome of the Materiality Matrix will also
represent new opportunities for business and
mitigating future risks.
The many peculiarities of the Brazilian insurance
market – formed by insurers that sell only one type
of product or that are controlled by foreign capital,
for example – should be considered when assessing
the adherence of the companies to sustainability,
as well as the company size and operating area.

The many peculiarities
of the Brazilian insurance
market should be considered
when assessing the
adherence of the companies
to sustainability, including
the company size and
operating area.
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Course on Sustainability:
important discussions for the sector
AMONG THE MANY ACTIVITIES aimed at

National School of Insurance (ENS) headquarters,

spreading

sustainability

in Rio de Janeiro, two times a week. The first

practices within the insurance market, CNseg

meeting involved a general presentation of the

offered the informative Course on Sustainability

course objectives.

understanding

of

for insurance professionals, between March 17th
and April 16th, 2014.

The teaching staff included professors from the
FGV and the preparation of the teaching materials

There

26

were

ten

meetings,

in

was overseen by CNseg and the ENS, to ensure

partnership with the Getulio Vargas Foundation

that they included topics that were current and

(FGV), which were held on the premises of the

relevant to professionals in the sector.
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organized

Subject areas, objectives and topics
Fundamentals and principles
of sustainability for the
business sector: deﬁnitions
and contextualization.
Objective: study sustainability
from the economic and business
point of view.
Topics: Economic growth,
sustainable development and
sustainability. Stakeholders and
their role in society. Different levels
of involvement by the business and
government sectors.

Public Policies and
Sustainability.
Objective: present the
government positions and
action in relation to public
environmental policies emanating
from the public sector.
Topics: Public policy process.
Action, problems, challenges
and prospects for public
environmental policies.

International and national
initiatives and instruments
for the adoption of
sustainable conduct.
Objective: present initiatives and
instruments for business sector
adoption of sustainable conduct.
Topics: Principles for Responsible
Investment (PRI). Global Compact.
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI).
Corporate Sustainability Index
(ISE-BM&FBovespa). Principles
for Sustainable Insurance (PSI).
Carbon Disclosure Project.

Ecological transition and the
path to development.

General features of Brazilian
environmental law.

Objective: study the evolution
of nature and humanity from the
biological point of view.
Topics: Evolution of nature.
Concepts of ecosystems and
biodiversity. Impact of human
activities on natural systems.
Conservation measures.

Objective: present an overview
of the environmental regulations
in Brazil.
Topics: Constitutional
stewardship and national
environmental policy. Basic
principles governing the subject.

Solid waste and National Policy.

Sustainability Indicators.

Objective: present and
analyze the problems for
the environment and society
associated with the generation
and disposal of solid waste.
Topics: General notions. Applied
National Policy: principles,
goals and tools. Challenges to
implementation of the PNRS.

Objective: demonstrate the need
for measurements in order to
monitor and take decisions.
Topics: Concepts, characteristics
and functions of indicators and
indices. Leading sustainability
indicators and indices in use.

Sustainability Strategies.

Marketing and
Communication.

Objective: present sustainability
strategies and instruments used
by companies.
Topics: Critically important
matrix showing environmental,
social and occupational factors
and impacts. Analysis of the life
cycle of products and services.
Eco-efﬁciency and the Cleaner
Production methodology. Auditing
methodology for the assessment
of risk and pollution damage.

Objective: present the
concepts of Marketing and
Marketing Communication from
the perspective of Business
Sustainability.
Topics: The concept of marketing.
Contribution of marketing
to business sustainability.
Marketing practices versus sales
practices. Communication within
marketing and its importance.
The contribution of outside
communication to business
sustainability.

* Subject area, objective and topics discussed at each meeting
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2

The Consumer
- Financial education in the insurance context

- Insurance market initiatives may be awarded the ENEF seal

- Survey assesses the satisfaction of consumers with Extended
Warranty insurance

Financial Education in the
insurance context
IN FEBRUARY 2014, CNseg hired EA Consultants

sustainable market for insurance, as when they

to devise a Financial Education strategy with a

are more aware, consumers become advocates

focus on insurance, based on existing efforts in

of their own rights.

Brazil and the experience of other countries.
The

consultants

recommended

a

Financial

The initial mapping identified a growing concern

Education strategy for CNseg that includes a

among stakeholders regarding insurance protection

broad range of activities that permeate the

for low-income consumers – many of them potential

concepts of financial education, public awareness

first-time buyers of that sort of product.

and consumer protection. The strategy was based
on the premise, suggested by the research, that

30

Education has a key role to play in ensuring

low-income consumers in Brazil have little or no

consumer

knowledge regarding insurance.

protection
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and

developing

a

Proposed objectives
n
n

Improve the population’s decision-

Increase general awareness regarding

making with regard to insurance: the

insurance and, especially, micro-insurance,

study found that there are no products

as this will stimulate demand among the

designed to meet the needs of the low

low and middle income population: the

income population and that there is a

proposal suggests that, to win over these

lack of information at the time of sale.

new customers, insurers need to reinforce

Other negatives are the poor capacity and

their transparency and the integrity of

high turnover of sales personnel, difficult

products, services and communication.

access to after-sales support and delays in
the payment of claims.

n

Promote increased demand for and sale

n

Expand knowledge of the purpose and

of insurance: the proposal is to increase

utility of insurance, by involving the

the importance of financial education,

insurance company employees: according

so that it is efficient and boosts sales.

to the study, the lack of information

The idea is to establish links between

and transparency on the part of the

financial education and the ability to

sales channels is a contributing factor to

acquire a product.

customers’ difficulty in making healthy
decisions about taking out insurance.

n
n

Improve financial literacy in the current

Improve the customer’s ability to make

and future potential customer base,

effective use of insurance: the proposal is

by supporting initiatives under the

to focus on educational items targeted at

Financial Education Program of AEF-Brasil:

the final user and incorporate insurance

education enables customers to consider

concepts more ostensibly in the financial

insurance within the context of other

education efforts being made by banks,

financial decisions and to understand

brokers and sales channels.

how the products can meet their broader
financial needs.
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São Paulo launch
The 4th Conference on Insurance Consumer
Protection, one of CNseg’s activities in the 1st Week
of Financial Education, under the National Strategy
for Financial Education (ENEF), took place in São
Paulo on May 6th and 7th. This initiative brought
to the attention of the insurance companies the
activities of the National Committee for Financial
Education (CNEF) and the Brazilian Association for
Financial Education (AEF-Brasil), for which CNseg
is one of the sponsors. The event was attended by
more than 300 people.
The discussions that took place included reports
of international experience in financial education
focused on insurance, case studies of consumer
disagreements settled by Ombudsmen, and
insurance products for the low-income population,
among other topics.

32
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Insurance market initiatives
may be awarded the ENEF seal
THREE

CNseg

COMMITTEES

–

Consumer

offered to the end consumer free of charge and

Relations; Micro-Insurance and Popular Insurance;

that they are in the public interest, are not of a

and Sustainability – made contributions for the

commercial character and do not recommend

Brazilian insurance market to be able to position

financial products or services. The content must

itself in response to consultation regarding the

be impartial and of a technical nature.

draft for a Public Call to Tender by the National
Committee for Financial Education (CONEF). The

The aim of the proposal is to expand the financial

aim is to select financial education initiatives that

education initiatives in Brazil, by identifying and

have the potential to earn an ENEF Seal, as provided

disseminating initiatives that meet the criteria

for in the Master Plan of the National Strategy for

established by CONEF (see the website at http://

Financial Education (ENEF), approved in May/2011.

www.vidaedinheiro.gov.br)

The presented draft envisages that initiatives

The insurance sector contributions to the draft

offered by public or private institutions shall be

were sent in December/2014 and the Call to

eligible to earn the seal, provided that they are

Tender is to be released in 2015.
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1st National Mapping of Financial
Education Initiatives

The initiatives address personal finance and
everyday concerns, within the three spheres:
information, guidance and training. The survey

Coordinated by AEF-Brasil and sponsored by

has shown that the citizens have at their disposal

Serasa, the mapping is part of the National

a set of information to guide them in their finan-

Strategy for Financial Education (ENEF) project

cial decision making.

and is intended to convey detailed information
about initiatives for the development of educa-

The mapping has revealed the diversity of insti-

tional and social technology in relation to finan-

tutions and initiatives linked to financial educa-

cial education and free educational tools, made

tion and the importance of national coordination

available through various institutions in the public

to stimulate the convergence of the action to

and private sectors and civil society. The launch of

increase the access of the population, and espe-

the first mapping took place in April/2014, at the

cially those who are most vulnerable to consumer

BM&FBovespa auditorium, in Sao Paulo.

disputes (elderly, children and residents of areas
with less access to consumer protection agencies),

Over 800 financial education initiatives have been

which require specific action and more attention

registered in Brazil, most of which are in line with

from the project sponsors.

the ENEF guidelines. Disclosure of the results is
aimed at increasing citizens’ awareness of the scale

For the insurance sector, one of the major chal-

of the existing financial education initiatives in

lenges is to expand and strengthen the importance

Brazil, making it possible for the organizations ope-

of the channels for dialogue with policyholders,

rating in this segment to exchange their experience.

which is one of the market priorities. With more
access to information about the products, the

This work has shown that most of the projects are

insurance consumers will be able to choose those

private initiatives for the public sector. It is notable

that are best suited to their needs.

that 40% of the projects have been voluntarily
registered on the website www.vidaedinheiro.gov.
br and that 60% of them offer free services.

For the insurance sector, one of the major
challenges is to expand and strengthen the
importance of the channels for dialogue with
policyholders, which is one of the market priorities.

34
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Product assessment study using
PaCe

rience (must be pleasant), cost (must be cheap)

Developed by the Micro-Insurance Innovation

The tool is important to CNseg and the compa-

Facility of the International Labour Organization

nies participating in the project that has been

(ILO), the study to assess products using the

launched in Brazil, because it provides a preli-

Product, access, Cost, experience (PaCe) tool

minary analysis of the Brazilian micro-insurance

also benefited from contributions by the CNseg

market, as well as considering other products

Consumer Relations and Micro-Insurance and

aimed at the low-income population – the so-

Popular Insurance committees, which also helped

-called masses.

and access (must be accessible).

to develop the confederation’s financial education
strategy focused on insurance. The project also

According to the results of the study, the tool can

included co-sponsorship of the 4th Conference

help CNseg and the insurers in three ways: cre-

on Insurance Consumer Protection, which took

ating a reference index of the micro-insurance

place on May 6th and 7th, in São Paulo.

market, showing what is available to the average
Brazilian consumer and in what areas; understan-

36

The tool compares the insurance products with

ding the limitations of the regulations and how

similar products in other (formal or informal)

they determine the quantity and type of product

risk management markets, according to the four

insurers can offer the customer; and focusing

dimensions: product (must be suitable), expe-

their products on low-income consumers.
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The study determined that:
n

Customers want simple

n

The claims handling

n

The reduction of

products and a ‘human

process is slow compared

irrelevant exclusion

touch’, which is only

to the 1 to 3 days

clauses would improve

possible when offering

observed in other

all three dimensions

a single product – not a

countries. The delegating

in one go, providing:

package of products.

of certain claims

increased coverage, more

responsibilities to third

comprehensible policies,

parties in could enhance

and greater facility in

the flexibility.

responding to claims.

The companies that participated in the study were

a report showing the specific results relating to their

Allianz, BB & Mapfre, Bradesco, Capemisa, Icatu,

performance. CNseg was given a report showing

Liderança Capitalização and Zurich, who all received

the complete results for the entire industry.
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Trucker Insurance Game
Over the course of the year, working in partnership with the
company Guanabara Games, CNseg developed an online
version of the Trucker Insurance game, in three languages:
Portuguese, English and Spanish. The Spanish version was
launched at the 10th International Conference on MicroInsurance, held in Mexico City in November. The aim is to
raise awareness among children and adolescents of the
importance of an insurance culture.
The video game integrates the CNseg financial
education activities as another tool for spreading
awareness of the importance of managing everyday
risks. Through this fun experience players also develop
their knowledge about insurance.
The more credits the player builds up, the more insurance
he or she can acquire and the more points he or she can
win. The credits can be used to buy insurance at the end
of the game. In a simple and intuitive manner, the game
provides basic information about the different kinds of
products, while at the same time providing entertainment
and encouraging defensive driving.

38
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Survey assesses the satisfaction of consumers
with Extended Warranty Insurance
HAVING BEEN INVITED TO PARTICIPATE in the

A total of 1,200 interviews were conducted in the

second phase of the Micro-Insurance Development

three cities and their metropolitan areas. In each city

Program (FIDES/IDB/MIF), CNseg proposed to carry

there were 400 participants, including at least 100

out a survey on consumer acceptance of Extended

people who purchased Extended Warranty Insurance.

Warranty Insurance, partially financing by the
Inter-American Development Bank (IDB), under

The survey also sought information about the

the umbrella of the program and in collaboration

main products purchased and their values, the

with the Micro-Insurance and Popular Insurance

financing of the product purchased, the place of

Committee, working in partnership with the

purchase, how the insurance was offered, why the

Consumer Relations Committee.

consumer did or did not buy the extra insurance,
whether he or she was given information about

The survey, devised by researcher Fabiana Luci de

the main insurance exclusion clauses, the average

Oliveira, of the Federal University of São Carlos

value of the insurance undertaken, the consumer’s

(São Paulo state), and carried out by the company

assessment of the ease of acquiring the insurance,

IBOPE Inteligência, sought to measure the level

the quality of the service after the insurance was

of knowledge and satisfaction of low-income

activated, and their level of satisfaction with the

consumers – categories C and D – with regard

acquisition, among other things.

to this insurance, which extends the warranty on
products sold in retail stores during the last three

The insurance companies who made their databases

years in the cities of Belo Horizonte, Rio de Janeiro

available account for 70% of the total premiums

and Sao Paulo.

collected under the Extended Warranty Insurance.
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Social Responsibility
- Sustainability and Social Responsibility action is asYesilated into the daily
routine of the Brazilian insurance companies
- The companies’ commitment to Corporate Social Responsibility
- Performance of the companies and other entities in the market

Socially responsible and sustainability
incorporated into the routine of the
Brazilian insurance actions
YEAR AFTER YEAR, the companies in the insurance

Business profile

market consolidate their incorporated of initiatives
focused on the matters of corporate social

This year, once again, the majority of the companies

responsibility and sustainability within their daily

in the Brazilian insurance market were locally

business activities, as confirmed by the annual

owned, representing 69% of the total, against 31%

CNseg survey, aimed at measuring the extent

that are foreign companies or the local subsidiaries

to which these topics are inserted within the

of foreign companies. The business policy regarding

company management.

capital also retained the same profile, with most of
the companies being privately owned (86%). Only

The 2014 version of the survey included the

14% of the insurance companies have their shares

responses of 35 economic groups covering 66

listed at a stock exchange.

companies that account for 81.2% of the total

42

premiums collected by the market, excluding the

Another significant feature of the Brazilian market

Supplementary Health segment.

in 2014 – albeit slightly less than in the previous
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year – is the proportion of independent companies, with no ties to economic
groups: 60%. Of the rest, 31% are linked to banks, 6% are reinsurers and 3% are
companies that manage third-party assets.

Company ownership

69%

31%

Brazilian

Foreign

Capital structure

14 %

86 %
Privately owned

Listed shares

Economic group participation

60 %

31 %

6%

3%

Independent

Linked
to a bank

Reinsurers

Management
of 3rd party
assets
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Overall, 42% of the insurance companies have 21-60 branches, 25% have up to
20 branches and 22% have no branches at all. The number of states in which the
companies operate reinforces the extensiveness of the market. In 2014, 52% of the
companies operated in 24-27 federal units (FU), while 9% were present in 18-23
units, 14% operated in 12-17 units, another 14% worked out of 6-11 units and 11%
were in up to five units of the Brazilian federation.
Number of branches

25 %

42 %
21 to 60 branches

Up to 20 branches

Number of Brazilian states with company representation

44

24 to 27 FU

52 %

6 to 11 FU

14 %

12 to 17 FU

14 %

Up to 5 FU

11 %

18 to 23 FU

9%
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22 %
No branches

The number of insurance company employees working in the claims and
benefit payments areas increased substantially in 2014, reaching a total
of 47,862 (average for the year, against 23,361 in the previous year). Of
that total, 73% were company employees and 27% were outsourced. The
companies designated 5,231 employees to their Customer Care Service (SAC)
and Ombudsman’s office (5,013 and 218, respectively).

Number of employees allocated to claims/benefits and their status

(average for the year)

2013

2014

47,862

23,361
Employees

73 %

27 %

Company
employees

Outsourced
staff

Number of employees allocated to consumer assistance – SAC and Ombudsman

SAC

OUVIDORIA

5,013

218
Employees
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Corporate Social Responsibility and Sustainability
The great majority of the companies that participated in the survey (88%) develop
social responsibility and/or sustainability activities, compared to 12% that do not
have such activities or do not apply them to those purposes.
Among the participants, 75% have signed up to a voluntary commitment or use
indices that are geared to sustainability and social responsibility, notably the Principles
for Sustainable Insurance (PSI), which were shared by 21% of the companies during
the course of the year – an increase of two percentage points in relation to 2013.
Then there are the principles of the UN Global Compact, shared by 11%, the Carbon
Disclosure Project (CDP) index, by 6%, and the Corporate Sustainability Index (ISE) of
the BM&FBovespa, by 5%.
Another increase over the course of the year was in the percentage of companies
that have a Code of Ethics and/or Code of Conduct, which has reached 94%, as well
as the companies that have in-house programs to encourage voluntary efforts (69%).
Furthermore, the proportion of insurers that have an In-House Accident Prevention
Committee (CIPA) went from 54%, in 2013, to 69% in 2014.

Your company develops Social Responsibility and/or Sustainability activities

Yes

88 %

12 %

No

Your company is a signatory to a voluntary commitment or
is included in a sustainability index

Yes

46

75 %
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25 %

No

Your company has a Code of Ethics and/or a Code of Conduct

Yes

94 %

6%

No

The proportion of companies making use of the benefits of tax incentive laws
(Rouanet Law, Child and Adolescent Assistance Foundation, and the Sports Incentive
Law) to sponsor social responsibility projects remained the same in 2014: 57%.
Your company makes use of the benefits of tax incentive laws
(Rouanet Law, Child and Adolescent Assistance Foundation, Sports Incentive Law)

Yes

57 %

43 %

No

The survey showed that 63.6% of the participating companies have introduced programs
aimed at raising awareness of Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) issues. In
43% of the cases, the initiatives covered the provision of courses, lectures, training and
guidance for employees and suppliers with regard to environmental education and the
rational use of non-renewable resources. None of them had set up an internal committee
or similar body devoted to analyzing and monitoring the initiatives and activities that
were implemented. And 26% have created dedicated spaces on their websites

Your company offers programs to raise awareness of ESG issues

Yes

63,6%

36, 4%

No
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On the subject of adopting policies for educational assistance in furthering
the education of their personnel, 71% of the companies responded in the
affirmative, against 20% that said they have no policies of that kind. When it
came to educational assistance for training purposes, the percentage rose to
86%. Holding talks for the employees is a practice at 88% of companies.

Your company has a policy of Educational Assistance to further employee education

Yes

71 %

20 %

No

Your company has a policy of Educational Assistance for training purposes

Yes

86 %

14 %

No

12 %

No

Your company provides lectures for employees

Yes

48

88 %
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Suppliers and Service Providers
In their relations with suppliers and service providers, 49% of the Brazilian
companies adopt an accreditation policy that considers ESG issues. And when
it comes to monitoring, 63% of the companies responded in the affirmative.
Moreover, 17% provide training for their supply chain and service providers
that addresses ESG issues.

Your company has a Supplier/Service Provider Accreditation Policy that considers ESG issues

Yes

49 %

51 %

No

37 %

No

Your company monitors its Suppliers/Service Providers

Yes

63 %

Your company provides training for Suppliers/Service Providers that addresses ESG issues

Yes

17 %

83 %

No
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Brokers
There was a substantial increase, between 2013 and 2014, in the proportion
of companies that monitor their brokers, in order to exert some control
over the performance of their main business partners – which rose from
59% to 74%. But of those, only 23% provide training for brokers that
addresses ESG issues.

Your company monitors its Brokers

Yes

74 %

26 %

No

Your company provides training for Brokers that addresses ESG issues

Yes

50

23 %
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77 %

No

Customers
The adoption by the insurance companies of customer acceptance policies
that consider ESG issues has grown by ten percentage points over the last two
years, from 18% to 28%. Similarly, the proportion of companies that monitor
their policyholders has also increased, to 57%. However, the great majority
(86%) of those companies do not provide training for their customers that
addresses ESG practices.

Your company adopts a Customer Acceptance Policy that considers ESG issues

Yes

28 %

72 %

No

43 %

No

Your company monitors its Customers

Yes

57 %

Your company provides training for Customers that addresses ESG issues

Yes

14 %

86 %

No
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The companies’ commitment to
Corporate Social Responsibility
CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY is a style

community in which its business is inserted and

of management grounded in ethical and

the environment in which it operates.

transparent relations between companies and
their stakeholders and the determining of goals

In addition to social and environmental issues,

that encourage sustainable development, respect

strong corporate governance is another important

for diversity, the preservation of natural resources

aspect – not so much from a technical point of

and the promoting of activities aimed at reducing

view, but governance related to ethical standards,

social inequalities.

transparency and company organization, issues
that, in view of the global and local crises,

52

The role of corporate social responsibility is to

especially the latter, head the list of consumer

promote the voluntary integration of social and

concerns, according to a survey carried out in

environmental concerns within the business

2013 by the Reputation Institute. The study also

operations and in the interaction with the various

revealed that corporate social responsibility has a

stakeholders. A socially responsible organization

41% weighting in the consumer’s assessment of a

takes into account, in its decision making, the

company’s reputation.
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The companies in the market

goals set for 2015 reveals their commitment
to taking concrete steps towards implementing

The Brazilian insurance market is increasingly

the principles and the market’s strong desire to

aligned with the principles of environmental

assimilate the concepts of sustainability into their

sustainability,

daily operations.

corporate

social

responsibility

and strong corporate governance. Unequivocal
evidence of the efforts along these lines was the

After all, organizations will only be able to

early compliance, by some major companies in

successfully

the field, with the four goals set in 2013 by the

and human development if they take into

CNseg steering committee for implementing the

consideration in their activities the respect for

Principles for Sustainable Insurance (PSI) in the

human rights, investment in personal growth,

Brazilian market. The deadline was the end of 2015.

environmental protection, the fight against

drive

economic,

technological

corruption, compliance with social norms and
Those principles were introduced in 2012, during

respect for the values and ethical principles of the

the UN Conference on Sustainable Development,

society in which they are a part.

during the Rio+20 global event, and kicked off
a series of practical steps for the companies to

By making a positive and meaningful contribution

integrate the main environmental, social and

to the society in which they are inserted and

governance (ESG) issues.

managing their environmental impacts in a proper
manner, companies can generate direct benefits

The initiative demonstrated by those companies

for their business and ensure their long-term

in bringing forward the attainment of the

competitiveness.

By making a positive and meaningful
contribution to the society in which they are
inserted and managing their environmental impacts
in a proper manner, companies can generate direct
benefits for their business and ensure their longterm competitiveness.
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DECEMBER

54

IS

ALWAYS

SPECIAL

Alfa

On December 7, 2014, a group of Alfa employees

Seguradora’s employees, partners and insurance

visited the children and families served by the

brokers. Four years ago, the company introduced

Children with Cancer Support House (Casa Modelo

its Good Christmas Campaign (Campanha Natal do

de Apoio a Crianças com Câncer - CAMACC) in

Bem). Volunteers are mobilized to participate and it

São Paulo. In addition to delivering food and toys,

has been so successful that it has already become a

the children were entertained with joke telling

part of the company’s annual activities calendar. And

and a play that was staged by the Alfa crew. The

rather than seeing this as an obligation, employees

initiative was deeply appreciated by those it was

find that this collaborative effort offers them a way

meant to help. It allowed the young patients and

to interact and show their solidarity with selected ins-

their families – most of whom had traveled from

titutions, while also spreading a bit of holiday cheer.

several parts of Brazil to secure CAMACC treat-
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for

ment services – an opportunity to relax and have

involved with this visit shared in the joy of the

some fun in the state capital.

moment and everyone at the children’s facility
were grateful for Alfa’s attentions.

Initiative demonstrates solidarity
and shares some joy with at-risk
children

Located in Campinas, São Paulo, Boldrini Hospital,
a pioneering charity institution that specializes in
oncology and pediatric hematology, mobilized
Alfa branches in the city, as well as the munici-

A week later, Alfa turned its attentions to the

palities of Sorocaba, Piracicaba and São José dos

Friends of Children Project House (A Casa do PAC

Campos. Alfa’s Campinas region partner brokers

- Projeto Amigos das Crianças) in São Paulo, an

arranged for the donation of stuffed animals,

organization that welcomes children and ado-

which delighted the hospital’s children greatly.

lescents, boys and girls, from infancy until age

Once again, Europ Assistance contributed by

18, who have been mistreated, abandoned or

sponsoring the transportation of Alfa volunteers,

are socially/personally vulnerable, are orphans,

who traveled from the company’s São Paulo hea-

or disconnected from family life due to the con-

dquarters to personally deliver these gifts to the

ditions at home with parents or guardians. All

hospital on December 12.
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IN OVER 70 COUNTRIES WHERE IT OPERATES,

between 2012 and 2015, and is one of the world’s

sustainability is one of the pillars of the Allianz

largest investors in renewable energy, having

Group. For decades, it has initiated social and

already committed € 1.7 billion to such projects.

environmental projects aimed at helping to build

56

a fairer and more balanced future. Engaging

With 125 years-worth of global expertise and

in proactive risk management and identifying

over 110 years in Brazil, the company continues to

environmental, social and ethical threats, Allianz is

examine megatrends, such as demographic and

an insurance sector leader, which is part of the New

climate change, and how their effects are presently

York Stock Exchange’s Dow Jones Sustainability

shaping the planet today. Allianz believes that long-

Index. A pioneering participant in the Carbon

term, sustainable solutions can only be developed

Disclosure Project, the firm has made a voluntary

in an interconnected world in which active and

commitment to reduce its CO2 emissions by 35%

ongoing dialogue with others is taking place.
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In Brazil, Allianz operations are primarily concentrated

of generalized waste was collected and disposed of

in São Paulo, where its country headquarters and

in an environmentally sound manner. This is almost

approximately 1,000 of its 1,400 employees are

60% of the 160 tons computed since the beginning

located. To address Brazil’s current water crisis, the

of this project in 2013.

firm has taken steps to reduce its water consumption
by almost 30% in comparison to 2013.

In 2014, Allianz continued to carry out its My Finance
Coach (MFC) initiative, which aims to improve the

As its building meets strict environmental and

level of financial literacy of 10-14-year-old students

sustainability

been

in public and private schools. MFC won the Liberty,

environmentally certified to Leadership in Energy

Equality and Fraternity Sustainability Award (Prêmio

and Environmental Design (LEED) standards, the

de Sustentabilidade LIF) from the France-Brazil

company has a system in place to capture rainwater

Chamber of Commerce (CCFB) in the Domestic

for use in cleaning. Through a great deal of

Population category. Since its creation in Germany

discipline and the introduction of other equipment,

in 2010, this program has worked with more than

Allianz has been successful in reducing water waste

500,000 students worldwide.

requirements,

which

has

(e.g., toilets that discharge only six liters of water
per flush and the adoption of taps with timers and

Since its debut in Brazil in 2013 until its 2014

pressure reducers. The company has also promoted

conclusion, Allianz’s Corporate Volunteer Program

campaigns to encourage sensible water use among

introduced several topics to classrooms, including

its employees. And with an eye towards increased

Purchasing and Planning. Results achieved by the

savings in 2015, in late 2014 Allianz began

initiative include over 214 hours of classes taught,

construction of an artesian well.

almost 4,300 young people benefiting in 15 schools

Free consultation service for
policyholders on sustainable and
environmentally friendly waste
disposal practices
For yet another year, in partnership with Ecoassist,
Allianz has been offering free consultations on
sustainable and environmentally friendly waste
disposal practices to residential, condominium and
small-to-medium sized business policyholders.
Through this free service, experts offered advice and
tips on saving water and electricity, waste recycling
and recommended professionals who can assist
with the implementation of sustainable projects.
Accordingly, this initiative generated savings of
40,000 cubic meters of water and 600,000 kWh of

For yet another year, in
partnership with Ecoassist,
Allianz has been offering free
consultations on sustainable
and environmentally friendly
waste disposal practices to
residential, condominium
and small-to-medium sized
business policyholders

electricity for customers located throughout Brazil.
Between January and December 2014, ninety tons
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financial coaching.

Young people are taught at
corporate HQ by teachers from the
National Trades Apprenticeship
Service (SENAC)

As the Beneficent Association of Allianz Insurance

Another highlight was the Training Program for

Group Employees (Associação Beneficente dos

Teens. In 2014, participation rose from 30 to 90

Funcionários do Grupo Allianz Seguros - ABA)

young people who are continuing to attend classes

celebrated 20 years in assisting in the growth and

at Allianz headquarters, which are taught by teachers

development of 6,000 children and adolescents in

from Brazil’s National Trades Apprenticeship Service

the Santa Rita community, located in the Cangaíba

(SENAC). The program has classes focused on

district of São Paulo, it also expanded the range

management techniques, workplace culture and

of activities on offer. Included here is slackline

self-awareness. The partnership, which began in

practice and a yoga program for children, 4-6 years

2007, has only grown stronger.

and the participation of 140 company employees,
totaling 750 hours of training. In their own right,
these employees have also become volunteers in

of age, which is taught by a professionally qualified
teacher. And the Socio-Emotional Development

In July 2014, Allianz published its 2013 Sustainability

Program was also extended to teenagers.

Report in 100% digital format, which is available at
www.relatorioallianz.com.br. In parallel with this, the

For yet another year, in partnership with Ecoassist,

company introduced its “Sustainable Journey from A

Allianz has been offering free consultations on

to Z,” which offers informational and interactive tools

sustainable and environmentally friendly waste

that help to highlight the sustainability activities of

disposal practices to residential, condominium and

the Allianz Group. Visitors to www.relatorioallianz.

small-to-medium sized business policyholders.

com.br/jornada will encounter an explanatory
presentation on the topic of sustainability for each
letter of the alphabet.
Another

important

initiative

sustentabilidade.allianz.com.br

is

the

www.

website,

which

was launched in 2011 to share information on
important global issues, such as sustainable
tourism, street safety, climate change, renewable
energy, health and welfare, among others.
Additionally, for the past eight years, the company
has been awarding its Allianz Seguros Journalism
Prize. The competition focuses on two themes –
Insurance & Sustainability and Environmental
Change. For the 2014 edition, over two thousand
stories were submitted by 792 journalists from 22
states and 72 cities, which constituted a record
for participation from the nation’s five regions. In
Brazil, Allianz has designated this prize as one of its
most prominent sustainability activities.
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TODAY, OBESITY IS one of the biggest public

initiated a series of activities in January 2014,

health problems in the world and it affects all

calling upon society to fight for a change in the

age groups from different social classes. Data

approach to excess weight, which now reaches

from the World Health Organization (WHO)

one in three Brazilian children.

reveals that this disease constitutes a silent
epidemic that is killing approximately 2.8 million

Amil interviewed doctors from various specialties

people per year.

and found that the lack of parental information
is one of the main reasons for the incidence of

As a healthcare company pioneer in quality of

childhood obesity. Accordingly, one of Amil’s

life programs, Amil has embraced the cause of

principal efforts in the fight against obesity in

childhood obesity and is working to combat the

children is an internet portal featuring technical

root causes of this scourge. As part of this, it

and targeted information, as well as interviews
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with

doctors,

nutritionists,

educators

and

psychologists, as a means of supporting parents

Manual teaches best nutritional
choices for children

attempting to cope with this disease.
Another healthy eating initiative came in the form
of Disney’s New Nutrition Habits for Kids (Novos

Campaign addresses parental
responsibility in fostering healthy
eating habits

Hábitos de Alimentação para Crianças - NHAC)
guide, which includes information on building
a solid foundation for a healthful life by making
the best nutritional choices for children and

Amil is working to raise awareness that healthy

understanding the importance of encouraging

habits should be adopted early in life. To

them to engage in active lifestyle leisure activities.

accomplish this, the company has invested
heavily in a public service campaign that featured

To motivate wide-spread discussion, Amil also

playlets on TV, as well as newspaper, magazine,

launched an online petition to collect signatures

internet, billboard and bench advertising. With

in favor of creating a National Day to Combat

an estimated reach to over 24 million people,

Obesity. By the close of 2014, over 9,000

the goal was to encourage discussion about

individuals had joined the initiative. The goal of

parental responsibility in educating children

the campaign was to have this special day added

about healthy eating habits.

to the calendar in 2015.

One of the outdoor public service ads that had

In October 2014, Amil offered its 24,000+

a great impact was the Obese Mirror, which was

employees the opportunity to attend exclusive

in place for one month at Rio de Janeiro’s Santos

meetings of the Slim Down Program of Weight

Dumont Airport. Bearing the phrase, “It’s not

Watchers Brazil (Programa de Emagrecimento da

what we want to see our children grow up to

Vigilantes do Peso®). As part this partnership,

be,” the mirror altered an observer’s silhouette,

motivational talks were given in the workplace,

displaying a reflection showing them carrying

while access to the program was facilitated

several few extra kilos.

through scaled payment terms. The company’s
ultimate goal is to get people talking in their

Another public service ad was featured during

homes about childhood obesity and influencing

World Breastfeeding Week, which focused on the

the creation of healthier generations.

importance of breastfeeding for the balanced
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nutrition of babies. Amil also participated in

To promote this program, the Weight Watchers

an event atop Corcovado Mountain at the foot

Olympiad (Olimpíada Vigilantes do Peso) was

of Rio de Janeiro’s Christ the Redeemer statue,

created, which was divided into two categories

where

packages

– group and individual. Between October

that appeared to be breast milk cartons. The

and December of last year, 380 employees,

twist was in the positive message featured on

throughout Brazil, competed for the trophy

the cartons, which read, “It would be great if

of most weight lost. The results were beyond

something like this existed, but nothing can

expectations. In total, participants shed 782.9

replace breast milk.”

kilograms (1,726 pounds).

the

company

distributed
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TO GUARANTEE THAT ITS ACTIVITIES are

Working to achieve integrated results and more

creating value and contributing to building a

balanced performance in cooperation with its

more sustainable future, Grupo Segurador BB

stakeholders, the group offers leadership for

e MAPFRE remains committed to its mission

its value chain by encouraging the adoption

of being a company of people who protect

of sustainable practices, mitigating risks and

people, always seeking maximum returns for

promoting

its customers and the development of society.

between all involved.

To do this, its follows an operational model

This stance has been rewarded, for the second

focused on sustainability management, whose

consecutive year, with BB e MAPFRE’s inclusion,

strategic

environmental,

among the 61 most sustainable companies in Brazil,

social and governance issues, as it seeks to

in the Exame Sustainability Guide, which is published

contribute to sustainable business growth.

annually by this national Brazilian newsmagazine.

agenda

includes
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more

sustainable

relationships

To fortify an internal, high performance culture,

initiatives were advanced in 2014, including the

the group invests in training its employees. In

training of 61 risk inspectors – who comprise the

2014, individuals in different positions and levels

principal supplier chain in the Major Risks division

of responsibility, participated in a total of 47.93

– on the importance of sustainability and how

hours/training per employee. Leadership training

social, environmental, economic and governance

was also strengthened through the creation of an

issues can influence underwriting risks.

online program, for group managers across the
country, which disseminates technical knowledge

There was also active participation in the creation

about human resources.

of the Sustainable Procurement Manual, which
was developed in partnership with the Brazilian
Business Council for Sustainable Development

Investment in people places group
on Latin America’s GPTW list

(CEBDS) to help extend relationships with suppliers
by going beyond general commercial standards
through an inclusive analysis of social, ethical and

Investment in people has been recognized

reputational questions.

through the group’s inclusion, for the third
consecutive year, in the Great Place to Work

To share relevant information with brokers and

Institute’s Best Companies rankings. On the

business partners, 11 lectures were held on Rural

2014 Great Place to Work (GPTW) list, the

Insurance

company was among the Top 20 in the Best

information about this type of insurance and its

Multinational Workplaces in Latin America

benefits. The gatherings attracted the participation

(which represents firms with 5,000 or more

of 437 people and were promoted in partnership

employees). On the Best Workplaces in Brazil -

with Brazil’s National School of Insurance (ENS).

and

Sustainability

to

disseminate

Large and Multinational, the company ranked in
34th place among the 70 best companies.

To fortify an internal, high performance culture,
the group invests in training its employees. In

One of the goals of BB e Mapfre is to build

2014, individuals in different positions and levels

sustainable, transparent and durable relationships

of responsibility, participated in a total of 47.93

with its suppliers. To accomplish this, several

hours/training per employee.

To fortify an internal, high performance culture, the group
invests in training its employees. In 2014, individuals in
different positions and levels of responsibility, participated in
a total of 47.93 hours/training per employee.
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Emergency plan streamlines
assistance to disaster victims

The company also supported the Lab 60+
event, which brought together 500 people and
encouraged debate on issues of interest to

There was also the development and implementation

senior citizens, as the increase in life expectancy

of the National Emergency Plan for Climatic Events,

is a phenomenon that affects all sectors of the

designed to systematically organize the group’s

economy.

activities, in partnership with brokers, commercial
networks and suppliers, in the event of natural

Among the group’s environmentally friendly

disasters, as a means of ensuring prompt service to

activities, particular highlights include ISO

all victims.

14001 certification of the firm’s administrative
headquarters; a review of internal processes

64

BB e Mapfre supported the implementation of

and the adoption of eco-efficiency programs;

46 cultural projects developed by institutions

a 23.6% reduction in water consumption in

throughout Brazil, which benefited more than

all divisions; and the introduction of relief

three million people in 2014. In addition, the

that considers environmental hazards, such

group was involved in significant partnerships, for

as Wreckage Removal in policies for pleasure

example, with Exame magazine in the organization

boats and private aircraft and executive use,

and execution of seminars on topics relevant to the

which is offered without adding additional

industry and the country (health and sustainability),

costs to the insured, but with an eye toward

which saw the full participation of 400 people.

minimizing damage to the environment.
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TO CONTRIBUTE TO Sustainable Economic

are based on the fundamentals of employment,

Development, BNP Paribas Cardif believes that

environmental responsibility and community

society’s quality of life must be improved, and

involvement.

that it should be more just and harmonious for
all. Therefore, the company works to develop

The company develops activities and programs

and implement social responsibility programs

that guarantee employment. For example, the

that encourage and educate employees to

Young Apprentice project instructs and offers

do their part to create a better world. This

opportunities to 15 to 17-year-olds, helping

generates well-being for everyone involved in

them to develop technical and behavioral skills,

the process.

which will extend their abilities to enter the labor
market. Thus, this initiative contributes to a more

BNP Paribas Cardif’s social responsibility initiatives

promising future for the next generation.
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The program consists of a theoretical course,

BNP Paribas Cardif seeks to educate people

taught by professionals from the Rio Branco

around through activities that produce resource

Vocational Center (Centro Profissionalizante

savings and strengthen everyone’s commitment

Rio Branco - CEPRO), and activities in various

to the environment. Several local activities that

divisions of BNP Paribas Cardif.

demonstrate this commitment include printers
configured for duplex (double-sided) printing;
water taps with timers and aerators to reduce

Commitment to social inclusion
through the Persons with
Disabilities program

water consumption; adoption of LCD computer
monitors, which use less energy; recycling of ink
cartridges; as well as ongoing efforts to decrease
carbon dioxide emissions.

BNP Paribas Cardif hires professionals with
disabilities, encouraging them to be a more

Another important commitment is community

active part of social and economic life. Precisely

involvement. The company believes in engaging

as it is accomplished throughout the company,

in activities that improve quality of life.

candidates are selected according to their special

Accordingly, it partners with NGOs to assist them

knowledge and professional training.

in carrying out the work they do for society.

The company extends its team inclusion activities

One such example is Right Path (Bom Caminho), a

to its employees who are deaf and mute by

not-for-profit organization that plays an important

providing a Brazilian sign language interpreter
for all of the company’s internal events and
certain, specific meetings.

Program reinforces retention of
female personnel
BNP Paribas Cardif is part of the Brazilian federal
government’s Corporate Citizen Program and,
therefore, it extends an additional 60 days
of maternity leave to its female employees.
This offers them the opportunity to give their
newborns the care and attention they deserve
during such a special moment in the life of the

is important to everyone. In
line with the group’s global
strategies, BNP Paribas Cardif
seeks to educate people
around through activities
that produce resource

entire family, as well as facilitate breastfeeding.

savings and strengthen

The six-month maternity leave benefit adds
value to the work environment and reinforces the

everyone’s commitment to the

process of attracting and retaining female talent.

environment.

Preserving life on the planet is important to
everyone. In line with the group’s global strategies,
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Preserving life on the planet
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role in society by providing educational programs

an opportunity to promote several of its core values

for children and young people entering the labor

– providing those in a socially vulnerable position

market, psychological counseling and other

protection, dignity and prospects of a better future.

services. Bom Caminho and BNP Paribas Cardif
carried out a Warm Clothing Drive (Campanha do

Another

institution

that

benefits

from

its

Agasalho), an internal initiative that takes place

partnership with BNP Paribas Cardif is the Fundação

annually to collect clothes, shoes, blankets, and

Pró-Sangue (Pro-Blood Foundation), a public

other items. In 2014, the successful drive collected

institution connected to the to the Department

almost 3,000 pieces of clothing. Additionally,

Health of the State of São Paulo and the Hospital

there was the Christmas Stocking (Sacolinha de

of the Clinics of the School of Medicine of the

Natal) initiative, which saw employees visiting

University of São Paulo, also benefits. Through

with needy children and presenting them with

a Blood Donation Drive, people are given the

gifts of clothes, toys, shoes, hygiene kits and

opportunity and the incentive to contribute to the

sweets during the Christmas season.

health and well-being of others. Donating blood
is a simple and humane act that participants can
perform for the benefit of the community.

Wooden houses shelter families
during times of emergency

All of BNP Paribas Cardif’s divisions renewed
their commitment to sustainable development

BNP Paribas Cardif set a great example by

and the citizenry by engaging its and its

building with the hands and efforts of its own

employees’ focus on social projects. It’s not only

personnel, wooden houses for families in

a way of developing more conscious and socially

emergency situations and extreme poverty.

responsible leadership, it also increases the
satisfaction and motivation of employees, which

Developed by the NGO, Teto (Roof), the initiative

is reflected in an improvement in the entire

was embraced because the company recognized

organizational climate.
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BRADESCO INSURANCE GROUP, sponsor and

In October 2014 the IX Bradesco Seguros Longevity

insurance underwriter of the Rio 2016 Olympic

Forum was held in São Paulo. The event, which in

Games, the national market leader and elected the

previous years had the participation of actresses

13th consecutive year as Top of Mind in Insurance

Shirley MacLaine, Bibi Ferreira and Jane Fonda,

by Datafolha Institute, has been promoting

addressed the Aging and Gender topic. In the same

policies and actions, internally and externally

month, the Group expanded the discussion to Rio

to contribute to awareness of environmental,

de Janeiro, through the II International Forum for

social and corporate governance. The Group has

Longevity, which examined issues related to the

encouraged sustainable actions to reduce risks

aging process in an academic sphere.

and costs, contributing to improve the quality of
life of all stakeholders with whom it interacts.
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Bradesco Seguros Group also sponsored the 4th

edition of the Longevity Awards. For this event, in

encouraged. Every sunny Sunday, the São Paulo

addition to Journalism and Life Stories, a longevity

bike lane receives an average of 150,000 riders.

research project was launched, involving the
academic community. For its part, the Bradesco

Through the Conviva movement, the Group sponsors

Seguros Longevity Circuit was put on in 14 cities

predetermined routes from the Old Town to Avenida

and capitals. Since 2007, it has mobilized more

Paulista as part of the SP Bike Tour project. There also

than 300,000 people for walking and running

are free tours for groups of up to ten cyclists and

events, raising donations of over R$ 2 million for

two monitors equipped with Audiotour technology.

social institutions.

Designed to promote greater integration, inclusion
and social welfare, the information transmitted

In order to encourage the quality of life through

through the Audiotour equipment is now being

physical activity, among other events in 2014

translated into the Brazilian sign language (Libras).

Grupo Bradesco Seguros sponsored the Run and

The route from Avenida Paulista operates a small

Walk Against Breast Cancer program, an initiative

train ride for people with disabilities who want to

of the Brazilian Cancer Control Institute (BCC), both

learn more about São Paulo.

in Rio de Janeiro (May) and in São Paulo (August).
These combined actions, which involved some

Through the Conviva movement, the Bradesco

20,000 people, encouraged a reflection on the

Group sponsored the Tour of Rio in 2014 for

importance of health and quality of life.

the fifth consecutive year, the largest cycling
competition in Latin America.

Autonomy and mobility for long
living individuals in urban centers
The Concierge Friend of the Elderly Program
created in 2010 is another ongoing initiative. The
project contributes to the autonomy, mobility
and independence of long-lived individuals
resident in urban centers. The program trained
651 building doormen in Rio de Janeiro and São
Paulo neighborhoods.
Grupo Bradesco Seguros also continued its support
of the Conviva (Living Together) movement, which
strives to encourage harmonious coexistence
between vehicle drivers, motorcyclists, bicyclists
and pedestrians. The Cycling Leisure Lanes in São
Paulo and Osasco also are part of this movement.
Organized for on Sundays (the program in
São Paulo also has been working for five years
during national holidays), the use of bicycles is
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Free app will substitute physical cards

Ships” — digital inclusion spaces — maintained by
the Special Secretariat for Science and Technology

The Group is conducting a pilot project to launch

of Rio de Janeiro City, located in Irajá, Madureira,

the Bradesco Seguros Digital Wallet, a pioneering

Nova Brasilia, Padre Miguel, Penha, Santa Cruz,

initiative in the sector. This is a free app for iOS

Screening and Vila Aliança neighborhoods.

and Android smartphones, which provides the
user with virtual cards issued by all the Group’s
business segments. With the Digital Wallet, a
client no longer need to carry physical cards,
because their information will be integrated
within the application. Another important action
is the support offered by Bradesco Capitalização

Through the Digital Wallet,
clients no longer will need to

through its financial products, in partnership with

carry around physical cards,

organizations such as SOS Mata Atlântica and

because this information will

Amazônia Sustentável.

stored on the application.
For its part, the Group sponsored theater plays, like
“O estranho caso do cachorro morto” (The Strange
Case of Dead Dog), ”Como é que pode?” (How
can you?) and “Azul Resplendor” (Resplendent
Blue) through the Bradesco Seguros Cultural

In education, the Bradesco Seguros Group, in

Circuit. Also on the list were musical theater

partnership with the Bradesco Foundation, has been

productions “Se eu fosse você” (“If I were you), ;

promoting its Company School Integration Project

“Chacrinha, o musical” (Chacrinha, the musical);

(PIEE) for the past 10 years for students of the

“Elis, o musical” (Elis, the musical) and “O rei leão”

Bradesco Foundation in Rio de Janeiro, contributing

(The Lion King). In terms of music shows per se,

to social integration, citizenship training and quality

the Group sponsored the Globo/Dell’Arte series. In

of life through sports and culture.

the field of dance, highlights included the special
“Antonio Gades Company” Spanish spectacle and

In May, the 10th anniversary of Bradesco Seguros

the Russian “Great ballets - Kirov.” In visual arts,

Group’s Insurance University (UniverSeg) was

a solo show, “Carlos Vergara - the great journey”

celebrated with the launch of the digital Video

and the “Olympic Games: sport, culture and art.”

Classes and Digital Books teaching platform. It

Exhibitions were put on.

has 700 digital books and 6,000 video-lessons,
through which Group’s employees can improve

For the 19th consecutive year, the Group presented

their knowledge in areas such as business

the public with another edition of the Bradesco

administration, law, history, marketing, languages

Seguros Christmas Tree. Just for the inauguration

and a variety of other fields.

ceremony alone, broadcast live over the Internet,
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over 100,000 people observed from along the

In 2014 alone, UniverSeg ran 48,000 online and

banks of the Rodrigo de Freitas Lagoon in Rio de

classroom training sessions for brokers and 58,000 for

Janeiro. People in other locations were able to

the Group’s employees. Also transmitted were some

watch the inauguration through eight “Knowledge

50 lectures in Rio de Janeiro, São Paulo and Osasco.
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BRASILCAP IS SET TO COMPLETE 20 YEARS

In

of existence in 2015, and it has many reasons

environmental projects, based on its Socio-

to celebrate. In 2014, the company was

Environmental

the leader in the capitalization market for

involving: Private Social Incentives - ISP, Tax

the 18th consecutive year and received the

Social Incentives - ISF and Incentives originating

Corporate Citizen Certificate, awarded by the

from Product sales - ISPR.

2014,

Brasilcap

allocated

Responsibility

funds

(RSA)

for

policy,

Regional Accounting Council of Rio de Janeiro
(CRCRJ) for the fourth consecutive year. It was

Of the total amount earmarked for sustainability

recognition of the company’s incessant striving

actions, part went to the Banco do Brasil

to incorporate a corporate governance and

Foundation (FBB) through the ISPR (a portion of

sustainability culture - present in its strategic

Ourocap’s sales) for projects focused on education

objectives - into its day-to-day activities.

and the environment - especially the Regional
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Sustainable Water and Development Project

Brasilcap to help a number of projects based on:

(DRS). The former benefits 40 organizations in

the Sport Incentive Law (LIE); the Elderly Act; the

120 municipalities of semiarid regions in Brazil

Oncology Care Program National Law (Pronon);

and consists of the reapplication of 12,000

and the National Program to Support Health Care

Production Water - Rainwater Runoff Cisterns and

of Persons with Disabilities (Pronas).

Sidewalk Cisterns used for food production and
small animal husbandry purposes.

The year of 2014 also was notable not only for
strengthening ties with the BB’s Sustainable

The DRS actions, in turn, are intended to support

Development Unit and with the FBB, but also for

projects aimed at generating employment and

the Brasilcap’s own Solidarity Program. With the

income, focusing on socio-productive inclusion

engagement of the Brasilcap volunteers, more

of cooperatives and associations in partnership

than 15 solidarity campaigns with Private Social

with Banco do Brasil, involving the Sustainable

Incentive funds were organized, benefiting more

Development Unit (UDS), Divisions and the

than 2,300 people.

Branch Network. Brasilcap’s funds were invested
in the execution of four projects involving
recyclable material waste picker cooperatives
in the states of Rio de Janeiro, São Paulo and

Highlights of the Brasilcap
Solidarity Program:

Rio Grande do Sul.
n

Solidarity campaigns: Easter, Winter Clothing,
McHappy Day, October Pink, Blue November,

Social and environmental actions
rely on the volunteer work of the
employees

Christmas;
n

Week of actions for financial education
regarding consumer spending habits - in

In the field of Education, the BB Volunteering

line with the National Strategy for Financial

project supports social and environmental activities

Education (ENEF);

of private-sector non-profit organizations that rely
on voluntary action of the BB’s employees, both

n

active or retired. Toward this end, Brasilcap’s funds

Receipt of the Brazil Values Award for supporting
the “Music Village” social project;

were invested in 49 projects in all regions of Brazil.
n

Construction of the new pass-through process

Six other BB Volunteer projects were also

for contributions for the Social Incentive

supported by Brasilcap Solidário - a program

Products - ISPR - Votorantim Redemption (new

oriented toward sustainability initiatives. This

sales partner) program

support, based on Social Tax Incentives, was
conducted through the Fund for Childhood
and Adolescence (FIA). The ISF funding enabled
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n

Preparation of the Ethos Report - sustainable
management model

FOR

BRASILPREV,

the

commitment

to

This position is expressed in Brasilprev’s vision:

sustainability is intrinsic to its operations. The

be a leader and benchmark in the Supplementary

company’s business model, at one end, has

Pension industry in Brazil, admired for its

clients seeking private pensions as an instrument

contribution to the sustainable development of

for achieving long-term life projects and who,

people and the country. It guides the company’s

therefore, rely on the continuity of the company.

mission of enabling life projects through financial

On the other end, there are the financial and

security solutions and high quality services.

capital markets, in which the company invests,
fulfilling the role of institutional investor, moving

In May 2014, all managers in the company

the economy and generating development for

participated in an immersion course about the

the country.

subject and collectively produced Brasilprev’s
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sustainability mission statement. The document

Maintaining good relations and continual close

acts in forming a pension culture and foster

contact with its suppliers are practices that

the creation of a virtuous circle of economic,

guide Brasilprev’s operations. In its Sustainability

environmental and social development through

Guidelines,

responsible management of the company’s

commitment to circulate the subject to its trading

businesses and investments.

partners. At the annual meeting with stakeholders

the

company

expressed

its

held in 2014, the company presented its
Based on this definition, Brasilprev promoted

sustainability strategy and opened a dialogue to

a broad acculturation process amongst all

discuss how Brasilprev could help them achieve

employees on the topic and its consequences

sustainability, and vice versa.

in the company’s everyday life, underscoring
initiatives such as the Employees Meeting, an

In 2014, Brasilprev continued its partnership with

annual event in which sustainability in the context

the Trevisan Business School in the Life on the Tip

of companies was discussed.

of the Pencil Project. The initiative, conceived in
2010, promotes free financial education lectures

Moreover, some 20 half-day training sessions

for students, neighborhood associations and

were organized with all company departments

other entities in the capital and the greater São

to deepen knowledge on the subject and how it

Paulo metropolitan region (ABC). In 2014, 55,000

relates to Brasilprev. Entirely designed around the

people attended 1,190 lectures. More in line with

reality of the company, the events were attended

this focus, a highlight is Brasilprev’s YouTube

by 547 participants, about 98% of total staff.

channel, which contains more than 60 educational
videos, as well as the Welfare without Mysteries

Based on the workshop content, a one-hour-long

primer, available on the company’s website.

E-learning Sustainability course was developed.
The goal is to disseminate the subject to current

The company also continued to invest in

and new employees.

education, sports, culture and quality of life
projects, with incentive funding through various
channels: Fumcad, the Sports Law, the Rouanet

Documents formalize the company’s
sustainability management positions

Law, the Elderly Act, Pronas and Pronon. A total
of 16 projects were assisted, reaching over 4.5
million people.

In 2014, Brasilprev also published a Guidelines
Charter and its Sustainability Policy paper, documents
that formalize the positions of the company
regarding the management of sustainability. The
idea is to make them available companywide, to
assure the dissemination of the guiding principles,
promote in-house and business partner alignment
and to support the decision-making process. The
company maintained its acceptance of the UN’s
Global Compact and reaffirmed its commitment to
the Abrinq Foundation.
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Sponsoriship of an exhibition
Dalí’s artworks and the The
Nutcracker ballet

Internally, Brasilprev encouraged engagement of
employees in volunteer and social campaigns:
More than 3,900 people benefited from the
program in the year.

One of the highlights was support given the
“Salvador Dalí - a retrospective” exhibition, which

Regarding the environment, the company focuses

first brought to Brazil some of the works of one of

on efforts to reduce the impact of its operations.

the most important artists of the twentieth century,

To this end, it manages greenhouse gas (GHG)

reaching 530,000 visitors. Another successful

emissions and, to compensate them, since 2012

sponsorship was “The Nutcracker,” a ballet that

it has acquired project carbon credits from the

delighted more than 15,000 people; one of the

Cerâmica Lara/Sustainable Carbon project. It also

sessions was with special participation by the

is responsible for maintaining a six-hectare stand

Orchestra Bachiana SESI-SP, under the batons of

of native forest located in the municipality of Barra

maestros João Carlos Martins and John Boudler.

do Turvo in the state of São Paulo.

In the field of sports, the Cycling Circuit received

At its headquarters, the company has adopted

the

third

selective waste collection, operates a water

consecutive year and involved more than 23,000

storage and reutilization system, offers a bike rack

people in support of better urban mobility and

for employees and visitors and takes actions to

quality of life in the cities of Belo Horizonte,

educate the workforce about the rational use of

Brasilia, Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo.

resources such as paper, energy and water.

company’s

sponsorship

for

the
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CAIXA SEGURADORA TOOK an important

regarding energy savings, which calls for a

step in its history, inaugurating its own

number of specific solutions in pursuit of energy

headquarters building. The modern offices in

efficiency and sustainable operations.

Brasilia feature state of the art infrastructure and
more comfort and quality of life for employees

Global warming and climate change are of

and collaborators, definitively establishing the

concern to Caixa Seguradora, a company that

company’s commitment to the future and the

values energy efficiency for its headquarters

preservation of the environment.

operations. The search for solutions to minimize
the
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building’s

environmental

impacts

and

Representing an investment of about R$ 200

reduce carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions was

million, the architectural design was prepared to

fundamental. The head offices have been

meet the Procel quality standard requirements

prepared in accordance to the low environmental
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impact concepts treatment of the building’s
facade and installation of control devices for

Environmental initiatives include
waste recycling and reutilization

water consumption and lighting solutions.
Caixa Seguradora also encourages responsible
Another function of the thermo-acoustic coating

consumption habits among its employees. In

is greater isolation against outside noise. The

recent years, it promoted various environmental

facade is double-glazed so it offers only a small

initiatives for managers and employees to

degree of heat absorption, leading to interior

commit to waste reuse and recycling, reduced

environments requiring much reduced air-

consumption and rethinking of environmental

conditioning power. The lighting system is also

impacts in the workplace.

focused on diminishing consumption and light
fixtures are linked to automated systems, where

One of the most important measures for compliance

needed. Recent studies show that, with these

with all of these tasks was the implementation of

features, it is possible to save 70% to 90% of the

selective waste collection, a simple process that

energy used to heat or cool environments.

facilitates materials recycling and reuse. Established
in the company four years ago, the selective
collection program anticipated the Solid Waste Law,
which calls for prevention and reduction in waste
generation and its environmentally appropriate
disposal. Thus, Caixa Seguradora returns plastics
and paper to the chain of production and delivers
organic and non-recyclable waste to the city’s
urban sanitation services.
In addition to reducing consumption and the
recycling of in-house generated waste, the company
is committed to caring for the planet through a
program that compensates the environmental
impacts of its operations. Since 2007, the insurance
company

compensates

all

carbon

dioxide

emissions from its headquarters by planting trees
in Atlantic Forest reserves in protected areas in the
state of São Paulo. In addition, the company offers
financial incentives to small rural producers who
maintain forested areas on their properties higher
than required by law.
The aim is to preserve biodiversity, reduce impacts
of global warming and conserve environmental
resources, such as water and soil. Thanks to these
two sustainable models, for the past seven years
Caixa Seguradora planted over 80 native Atlantic
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Forest species in the state of São Paulo, contributing

recognized for being a major investor on the

to the reforestation of degraded areas.

Brazilian cultural scene.

A number of approaches to reduce
the exposure of young people to
violence

In the last decade, the company gained higher
visibility through ongoing projects that boost
access to Brazilian culture and exchanges
between Brazil and France, the country of origin

Seven years ago, Caixa Seguradora chose youth

of its shareholders, CNP Assurances.

as the focus of its social investments. As of then,
it created the Jovem de Expressão (Expressive

Just last year alone, investments in music, art and

Youth) social program that works through a

film surpassed R$ 16 million. In 2014, the company

number of approaches that are designed to

sponsored publicly renowned projects, such as the

reduce the exposure of young people (between

comedy “Made in China,” starring Regina Case, and the

18 and 29) to violence and, consequently,

exhibition “Mayas - Revelation of a time without end.”

mortality from external causes.
Upon beginning its work with this group, Caixa
Seguradora realized it could go further, and
expanded the program to focus on two urgent
causes in Brazil: health and sex education for
young people. It was with this objective that

chose youth as the focus of

the company has developed three new research

its social investments. As of

studies on sexual behavior in youths. The studies,
entitled Youth, Behavior and DST/AIDS; Attitude
and Tolerance; and Sexual and Reproductive
Health of Young Brazilians make up the Youth,
Health and Sexuality series, which can be viewed
on the company’s sustainability website, Cuidar
do Futuro (Taking Care of the Future): www.
cuidardofuturo.com.br.
In 2014, the company also invested in a new project
with the same theme, sponsoring an exhibition,
entitled “A new look at AIDS in Brazil - an augmented
reality.” The show offered participants in the Jovem
de Expressão program the opportunity to learn

then, it created the Jovem
de Expressão (Expressive
Youth) social program that
works through a number of
approaches that are designed
to reduce exposure of young
people (between 18 and 29) to
violence and, consequently,

more about the lives of people living with HIV/AIDS.

mortality from external

The experience also helped to reduce prejudice

causes.

against people with the disease.
In addition to sponsoring social projects on
the subject of HIV, Caixa Seguradora also is
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Seven years ago, the company
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IN 2014, CAPEMISA SOCIAL continued to

one social action and philanthropy paradigm to a

provide technical, political, administrative and

new vision of social assistance as a public policy,

financial advice to 148 social organizations in

starting to operate properly within this new model

62 municipalities. The institution operates in

in a manner that is integrated with the local social

a planned, ongoing and permanent fashion

assistance network.

and, to do so, conducts diagnoses in its areas,
indicates vulnerabilities and proposes actions for

Just in 2014 alone, some 367,000 people were

organizations to satisfy changing social policies.

benefited through Capemisa Social’s partner
institutions, including Lar Fabiano de Cristo. There

This is how Capemisa Social seeks to ensure that

are two main lines of action: inclusion of citizens

the assisted institutions are able to migrate from

and productive and financial inclusion.
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Within the citizen inclusion aspect, the work of Lar

The agreement was undertaken through the good

Fabiano de Cristo is very notable. Its social work,

offices of the Japan International Cooperation

which is internationally recognized by UNESCO,

Agency (JICA), part of Japan’s Foreign Ministry.

has been ongoing for over 50 years, directly
intervening in situations were there is identified

The Casa de Mãe Marocas, a Lar Fabiano unit

economic, social or moral dependence.

in Duque de Caxias in Rio de Janeiro was the
first institution to be assisted by the initiative.
A Japanese delegation visited Brazil twice

More than 100 social projects helped
37,000 people in 2014

and passed along expertise about the use of
teaching technology for Brazilian educators.
Two Brazilian committees also visited Japan.

In 2014, more than 37,000 people were helped

The partnership included the donation of

through 110 projects run by 52 Lar Fabiano de

equipment to the unit.

Cristo’s units in Brazil. These figures demonstrate
the wide reach and scope of the institution’s

The results of the project could not be more

social actions.

positive: all targets were met and, today,
children at the Casa da Mãe Marocas institute

Lar Fabiano de Cristo Fabiano completed the

study using innovative teaching techniques,

first stage of an important technical cooperation

based on quality and cutting-edge information

project in early childhood education during 2014.

technology resources. As a result of this success,
in 2015 the initiative will be expanded to two
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The organization partnered with the Educational

more Lar Fabiano de Cristo units: Casa de

Center of the Saitama Prefecture in Japan to foster

André Luiz, in Minas Gerais, and Casa Rodolfo

educational exchanges between the countries.

Aureliano in Pernambuco.
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Lar Fabiano de Cristo will continue to apply
this model of social protection, emphasizing
transformative

education.

Improvement

of

processes and development of new ways to
expand services in the communities are also
among this year’s goals.

Financing small business develops
an entrepreneurial culture
Regarding productive and financial inclusion,
the highlight was the “Fazer” (Making) action,
which seeks to develop an entrepreneurial
culture by financing small businesses, thus
promoting financial inclusion. The initiative
focuses

on

economically

disadvantaged

communities through microcredit, supporting
entrepreneurship

and

fostering

sustainable

citizenship values.
In 2014, Fazer expanded its focus, which previously
was geared only for Lar Fabiano de Cristo’s

Among the notable projects
undertaken are a partnership
with the Banco de
Providência, which includes
job training, financial
education and access to
microcredit; and the Social

families, and it now also serves the general public.

Assistance Reference Center

Among the notable projects undertaken are a

of Duque de Caxias, which

partnership with the Banco de Providência, which
includes job training, financial education and
access to microcredit; and the Social Assistance
Reference Center of Duque de Caxias, which
offers microcredit for families enrolled in the

offers microcredit for families
enrolled in the federal Bolsa
Família program.

federal Bolsa Família program. About 600 people
in the state of Rio de Janeiro benefitted from
these initiatives.
Capemisa Social also provides consultancy
services to traditional communities, such as
Quilombolas (descendants of escaped slaves)
and Gypsies; helps combat child trafficking;
supports women and children who are victims
of sexual and domestic violence; and helps
refugees and trafficked persons, among other
lines of assistance.
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CENTAURO-ON’s SUSTAINABILITY INITIATIVE

In this regard, collectors have been made available

aims to raise awareness among employees

on each floor for daily garbage separation.

about the correct way to dispose of various

Instructions on how to dispose of given materials

materials used in the company, the conscious

are posted in the areas where collection

use of available resources and the reuse of these

receptacles are installed. Information on the

materials through recycling. Implemented in

initiative is shared with all employees via e-mail

2014, the Selective Collection Program is focused

and posters. Wastes are disposed of according to

on the efficient separation and disposal of all

category – recyclable paper, dry waste, organic

waste produced in the company.

waste, special waste, and confidential documents.
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Voluntary actions contribute to a
more just society
Centauro-On’s Social Responsibility Initiative is
an annual, voluntary activity in which company
employees participate. Its objective is to promote
awareness that by contributing to a more just
society, the quality of life of employees and the
general population improves.
On

Children’s

Day,

toys

were

voluntarily

collected and delivered by company employees
to 68 children associated with two charitable
institutions in the city of Curitiba, Paraná. In
addition to this initiative, Centauro-On makes
monthly, voluntary cash donations to the João
Ferraz de Campos Institute, which develops social
projects in disadvantaged communities and acts
primarily in the areas of education, health and
vocational training.

Centauro-On’s Social
Responsibility Initiative aims
to promote awareness that
by contributing to a more just
society, the quality of life of
employees and the general
population improves.
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WOVEN INTO CHUBB’s DNA is a strong

with socio-economic growth. It believes that

commitment to the environment and the ceaseless

citizens committed to contributing to building a

desire to raise awareness in the advancement of

better world must benefit from and be stimulated

an environmentally-responsible culture among

by environmentally sound practices. Accordingly,

its customers, partners and employees. Inclusive

Chubb offers a variety of underwriting packages,

of its strategies, the company offers pricing with

which reaffirm the company’s commitment to

special conditions for eco-sustainable assets, in

customers, society and the environment.

homes and apartments, throughout Brazil.
Chubb Insurance is the official sponsor of
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The company understands that concern for the

teenage golfer Rohan Boettcher. A native of the

preservation of the planet goes hand-in-hand

southernmost state of Rio Grande do Sul, this
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“gaúcho” has proven himself to be an excellent

The firm also invests in activities aimed at

sportsman and has supported by Chubb since

providing aid to those most in need. Included

the beginning of 2013. At the 18th Faldo Series

here is support for educational and social

Grand Final, which was played in West Virginia in

institutions, such as the Municipal Fund for the

October 2014, Boettcher won in the Boys Under

Rights of Children and Adolescents (FUMCAD),

16 category. He was the first Brazilian to win in

Vinicius House, the New Life Project, Child’s

this category and the third overall. His victory

Dream Home, among others.

ensured his qualification for the Faldo Series Asia
Grand Final to be played in China in March 2016.

Chubb Seguros was one of the companies
participating in the 14th Annual GRAACC Dinner,

For Chubb Seguros, sponsoring this athlete is a

a charity event on behalf of this children’s cancer

way to stimulate interest in a traditional sport

hospital, which took place on July 23, 2014, at

and to fully connect with the company’s desire

the Syrian Sports Club in São Paulo and was

be recognized as a specialist in offering property

attended by nearly 1,000 people.

insurance for high income earners.
Chubb will be offering similar support for the sport
at the Rio 2016 Olympic Games to be held in Rio de
Janeiro, as the company considers such sponsorship
essential to raising the visibility of golf in Brazil. It’s
also in the company’s DNA to contribute to causes
that strengthen sports practice in the country.

With an eye toward the
future, Chubb has ramped

Golf tournament holds charity
auction to aid UNICEF
A For the second time, Chubb Insurance was one
of the supporting companies of the 2nd FortunA
Golf Cup, a charity event held at the Fazenda Grama

up its social responsibility
programs, involving its
employees and partners
for the benefit of various

in Itupeva, São Paulo, on June 13, 2014. Proceeds

organizations. Thus, the

went to benefit the United Nations Children’s Fund

company takes a conscious

(UNICEF). The tournament featured selected golfers
and guests, while the general public was invited to
attend an auction, which also aided UNICEF.
With an eye toward the future, Chubb has ramped
up its social responsibility programs, involving

and proactive role in building
a more humane and just
society.

its employees and partners for the benefit of
various organizations. Thus, the company takes a
conscious and proactive role in building a more
humane and just society.
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CNseg’s

INITIATIVES

reinforced

which is part of the National Strategy for

research,

Financial Education (ENEF), of which the

events, campaigns, support and partnerships,

CNseg is a member. International experiences

which have demonstrated once again the

of success, dispute settlement case studies,

confederation’s commitment to the insurance

insurance products for low income populations

market and sustainability.

and other issues.

One of the most significant initiatives was

CNseg also supported and participated in World

the execution of the 4th Insurance Consumer

Research on Building a Sustainable Financial

Protection Conference, which was held in São

System, which was coordinated by the United

Paulo in May and attended by 300 participants.

Nations

The objective was to participate in the launch

Another important partnership was established

of the 1st National Financial Education Week,

with

several
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2014
activity

fronts,

such
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as

the

Environment
Brazilian

Programme
Federation

of

(UNEP).
Banks

(FEBRABAN) to carry out UNEP Finance Initiative

social and corporate governance (ESG) issues in

research on a sustainable financial system.

their business.

And to raise awareness among children and

In October, CNseg hosted a workshop entitled,

young adults about the importance of insurance,

“GRI and the Insurance Market: What is the value

the online version of Safe Trucker game was

of this journey?” It was held in partnership with

developed in three languages – Portuguese,

the Global Reporting Initiative to disseminate best

English and Spanish. This fun and educational

sustainability practices in the insurance industry.

activity is part of a set of financial education
initiatives of the confederation.

Other sustainability initiatives launched by
CNseg in 2014 incluede the confederation’s
new hotsite on sustainability, which features a

The significance of sustainability
issues on the sector’s agenda

highly interactive layout and materials of interest
to insurers; collaboration on the preparation of
sustainability content for a course offered to

CNseg has supported scientific research at the

the sector in March and April, which was the

Alberto Luiz Coimbra Institute for Graduate

result of a partnership with the Getulio Vargas

Studies and Research in Engineering at the

Foundation in Rio de Janeiro, with participation

Federal University of Rio de Janeiro (COPPE-

from the National School of Insurance; and hiring

UFRJ), which is based on the doctoral dissertation

a consulting firm to build a materiality matrix for

of Flávio Geraldo Nogueira in the university’s

the market, which highlights the most relevant

Energy Planning Program.

sustainability issues.

The goal was to detail the situation in the Brazilian

Also in 2014, the confederation became a

insurance market and help indicate guidelines

member of the Brazilian Business Council for

for developing a methodology for the analysis of

Sustainable Development (CEBDS) to work

climate risks. The research also offered insurers

together on initiatives of interest to the sector,

metrics for the incorporation of environmental,

especially in the area of sustainability.

CNseg also supported and participated in World Research on
Building a Sustainable Financial System, which was coordinated
by the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP).
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Strategic initiatives for insurance
consumer protection

In addition to pilates classes, which are already
part of everyday life for some employees, the
Lighter in 2014 program promoted a hike on

In 2014, as a means of promoting greater
transparency

in

customer

relations,

the Parque da Catacumba trail in Rio de Janeiro.

CNseg

showcased consumers as a strategic theme. In

The year also marked a decade since the

this regard, a priority activity, which will continue

formation of the Insure Your Note chorus,

into 2015, was a project to conduct a survey on

which is comprised of employees from CNseg,

the perception of insurance by society, with a view

as well as those from Seguradora Líder-

towards whether individuals and businesses are or

DPVAT. To commemorate the date, there were

are not consumers of insurance products.

presentations on Senior Citizens’ Day with a
choral rehearsal alongside the TV Globo choir.

Employing this philosophy, the company conducted
a satisfaction survey, directed by its Microinsurance

Young people also benefitted from initiatives

and Common Insurance Committee (CMSP), of class

aimed at the children and grandchildren of

C and D consumers carrying Extended Warranty

employees and service providers. On Children’s

Insurance. CNseg’s CMSP carried out this initiative

Day, CNseg opened its doors to commemorate

with partial funding from the Inter-American

the date, complete with snacks, games and gifts.

Development Bank (IDB). The Consumer Relations
Committee (CRC) also supported the launch of a

And, once again as every year since 2009, in

pilot project for the Extended Warranty Insurance

partnership with Hemorio, CNseg employees

campaign in Belo Horizonte, as well as contributed

and partners participated in a lifesaving blood

to the development of the Best Practices Guide on

donation campaign, which collected 74 pints.

Extended Warranties.
In 2014, CNseg created a Consumer Access Guide
to Relationship Channels of Insurance Sector
Enterprises, a tool that facilitates contact with
customers as a means of obtaining information,
offering guidance and resolving disputes.

Solidarity activities touch many
players and help make a difference
In the field of solidarity, the highlight was CNseg’s
Helping Hand program, a significant social
responsibility activity that provides help to needy
institutions through donations made by employees
of the company and associated federations. There
are three campaigns each year, which focus on
senior citizens, children and abandoned animals.
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COMPREV WAS ONE OF THE FIRST pension plan

In 2014, a total R$ 170,791.52 was invested,

organizations to support philanthropic programs

of which R$ 91,370.49 went toward the

operated by private institutions and to encourage,

Educational

promote and contribute to the educational and

which beneftted 23 employees, of whom 11

professional growth of its employees.

were placed in undergraduate courses, 7 in

Assistance

Program

(PAE),

postgraduate courses and 5 in professional
As a result of its transformation into a joint stock

development courses.

company and to satisfy the legislation governing
social assistance, in 2014, the company created

The remaining funds, amounting to R$ 79,421.03,

the Comprev Institute for Social Action (ICAS),

went toward the Social Assistance Program (PAS)

which engages in social activities and manages

that benefited institutions such as the Pestalozzi

resources in keeping with statutory obligations.

Association of Goiânia, which offers specialized
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care for people with intellectual disabilities,

supply of bread, milk and butter for the children

multiple syndromes, disorders and autism, as

are provided, as are in-kind donations.

well as assistance to families.
PAS supports Project Rescue (Projeto Resgat)
Also

several

other

institutions

received

in Passa Quatro, Goiás, which treats alcohol

assistance, including the Pro-Vita Association in

and drug dependent individuals. Also receiving

Rio de Janeiro that specializes in bone marrow

support is the Clara and Francisco House (Lar de

transplants for children with cancer, which in

Clara e Francisco), which operates in the Beira

turn supports projects of Brazil’s National Cancer

Rio community, in the municipality of Vargem

Institute and Hemorio. As well, assistance was

Grande, Rio de Janeiro. The facility provides a

provided to Rise-Up Association (Associação

better quality of life for local residents through

Ressurgir) in Rio de Janeiro, which helps children

social activities, which generate opportunities for

admitted to the Salles Netto Municipal Hospital

personal and collective development. Finally, PAS

(HMSN), located in the city’s Rio Comprido

supports the work of the Good Agency (Agência

neighborhood. This support helps to raise

do Bem), which provides assistance to low-

awareness of children’s and adolescents’ rights,

income communities that lack infrastructure

providing the means by which the quality of life

and quality public services.

of assisted families can be improved.

Families in poverty helped by
Fabiano House (Casa de Fabiano)
Another Rio de Janeiro beneficiary was Fabiano
House (Casa de Fabiano), which operates an

beneficiary was Fabiano

ongoing care unit for underserved communities

House (Casa de Fabiano),

in the neighborhoods of Morro dos Macacos, Vila
Isabel, and the nearby hillsides, as well as Pau da
Bandeira, Cotia, Encontro and others. The target
population consists of families in poverty. Activities
include, among others, material and spiritual
support, soup kitchens, donations, support for
pregnant women and people with special diseases,
musical initiation lessons, charity bazaars.
CNseg also supports Rio de Janeiro’s St. Vincent de
Paul Dispensary (Dispensário São Vicente de Paulo).
This secular institution, located near Comprev’s
headquarters, is dedicated to assisting desperate
populations, especially homeless persons. The
facility maintains a day care center for children
up to seven years old. The costs to cover a daily
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Another Rio de Janeiro
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which operates an ongoing
care unit for underserved
communities in the
neighborhoods of Morro dos
Macacos, Vila Isabel, and
the nearby hillsides, as well
as Pau da Bandeira, Cotia,
Encontro and others.

ESCOLA NACIONAL DE SEGUROS, in 2014,

The program offers classes in Portuguese,

through its Insurance Friend (Amigo do Seguro)

Service Excellence, Computer Basics, Insurance

program, trained a total of 292 young people

Basics, Career Guidance, Administrative Routines

in seven Brazilian cities. There were 12 classes

and Basic Financial Mathematics. In the city of

– five in the city of São Paulo, two in Rio de

São Paulo, a new content discipline was added –

Janeiro, and one, each, in Aracaju, Sergipe; the

Sales Techniques.

cities of Ribeirão Preto and Santos, both in the
state of São Paulo; Recife, Pernambuco; and

In 2014, partnerships were maintained with

Salvador, Bahia. By December, 106 students had

Techmail Institute (Instituto Techmail) in São Paulo;

managed to secure internships at insurance

the Center for School-Business Integration (CIEE) in

market companies.

Aracaju, Sergipe; Recife, Pernambuco and Salvador,
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Bahia; the Training and Apprentice Programs

Through the donation of books and other materials

Support Institute (IAPE) in Ribeirão Preto, São

to libraries located in insurance brokers associations,

Paulo; and the Insurance Brokers Associations of

insurers associations and partner entities, the

Bahia, Pernambuco, Sergipe and Ribeirão Preto.

Insurance Knowledge (Saber Seguro) program
disseminates knowledge about insurance and

To enlarge the program’s scope, the Escola Nacional

facilitates access to specialized literature. In 2014,

de Seguros partnered with the Sergipe Insurance

the program donated 70 titles, all published by the

Brokers Association (ASCORSEG); the Center for

Escola Nacional de Seguros, to Sincor Tocantins.

Integrated Studies and Sustainable Development
Programs (CIEDS); Social Vocational Education

Insurance Knowledge also extends the reach of the

(Ensino Social Profissionalizante-ESPRO); the João

Escola Nacional de Seguros to other audiences,

Ferraz de Campos Institute (IJFC); Porto Seguro

as it donates children’s books to primary and

Institute; the Bahia/Sergipe/Tocantins Insurers

secondary public schools. Beneficiary institutions

Association; and SulAmérica Seguros.

are recommended by federations, insurance
associations and the regional units of the Escola

Insurance Friend was created to offer young

Nacional de Seguros. In 2014, over 1,000 books

people, between the ages of 16 and 20, who are

were delivered to four schools in Rio de Janeiro.

enrolled in public high schools, the opportunity
for professional training and a pathway into the

The Eco-Efficiency program, launched in 2011,

job market. The cooperation and willingness of

sensitizes Escola Nacional de Seguros suppliers to

industry companies to take on student interns is

environmental protection issues and encourages

critical to the success of this initiative.

them to adopt socio-environmental practices in
the procurement of services and products.

Program brings traffic safety
education to the classroom

In 2014, there were 14,922,000 pages of educational
materials printed by Walprint, a graphics house
that has received Chain of Custody Certification

Created with the objective of disseminating

from the Forestry Stewardship Council (FSC®).

traffic safety education, lifesaving information

This assures the use of FSC certified raw forest

and knowledge about insurance coverage for

materials, which have been produced via forest

personal injury caused by land-based motor

management practices that are considered socially,

vehicles (Seguro DPVAT), in 2014, the “If This

environmentally and economically appropriate,

Street Was My Responsibility” program benefited

following principles that respect the environment,

over 17,000 students in 220 public schools in the

workers and the community.

states of Rio de Janeiro, São Paulo, Minas Gerais,
Rio Grande do Sul, Santa Catarina and Paraná.
Its materials included books, an instruction manual,
a DVD, games, posters, recyclable materials and
a course completion certificate. The kits were
used by 391 teachers, who used the supporting
content to bring the issue of traffic education into
the classroom.
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FOUNDED IN THE CITY of Porto Alegre in 1913

Always aware that a corporation has to

by educators at the municipality’s Military School

contribute to the development of a more just

who were concerned about the financial security

society, the company supports highly relevant

of families with soldiers who had gone off to war,

social projects. In the state of Rio Grande do Sul,

on May, 24, 2015, GBOEX celebrated 102 years

it has partnerships with the Food Bank, which

in operation. During this period, the company

is a member of the Federation of Rio Grande

has always been concerned with the welfare of

do Sul Industries System – Rio Grande do Sul

its members and their families. To achieve its

Foundation of Social Banks (Sistema FFIERGS

mission, GBOEX interacts with the community,

– Fundação Gaúcha dos Bancos Sociais). This

investing

its

entity works to combat malnutrition and obesity,

workforce and remaining dedicated to healthy

promote health and wellness, reduce violence

relationships with its business partners.

and foster greater social inclusion.

in

employees,

empowering
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Other partnerships are with the Drug Addicts
Support
are

Program

focused

on

(PACTO),

whose

prevention,

efforts

recovery

Campaigns encourage the donation
of clothing and toys

and

rehabilitation of drug addicts, as well as inpatient

GBOEX has maintained its projects in the socio-

family support through mandatory weekly

environmental

meetings; the Rio Grande do Sul Hippotherapy

Environmentally Responsible Attitudes for Better

Association (Associação Gaúcha de Equoterapia)

Living Program, which it introduced in 2009. The

and the Rio Grande do Sul Hippotherapy Center

aim is to conduct outerwear clothing drives among

(Centro Gaúcho de Equoteraia) serve people

employees, brokers, associates and partners.

with special needs through horse riding and

Collected clothes are then delivered to residents of

other related activities; the Disabled Children’s

Ilha da Pintada in Porto Alegre; donations of toys

Assistance Association (Assistência à Criança

go to the Grandma Chica Project (Projeto Vó Chica),

Deficiente

philanthropic

which serves more than 200 children; and the

institution that cares for, rehabilitates and works

distribution of sweets are delivered, on Children’s

toward the societal reintegration of children,

Day, to patients at the Disabled Children’s Assistance

adolescents and adults with physical disabilities;

Association of Rio Grande do Sul (AACD-RS).

-

AACD/RS)

is

a

arena,

reinforcing

the

GBOEX

and the Youth Rescue Challenge of Novo
Hamburgo (Desafio Resgate Jovem de Novo

The Santo Antônio Home of Exceptional Children

Hamburgo) is a nonprofit organization that

(Lar

works in the substance abuse area.

organization that shelters children, adolescents

Santo

Antônio

dos

Excepcionais),

an

and adults with brain injuries, housewares, bath
towels, bed linens and blankets were donated.
The Responsible Environment Program offers GBOEX
employees Coaching and Mentoring Moments,
which works toward the development of individual
skills for the achievement of collective results.
As part of the People with Disabilities Inclusion
Program, GBOEX assures employees of quality
integration

with

follow-up

and

adaptation

assistance. For those who are hearing or speech
impaired, the company provides a dedicated
telephone line, 0800-200-0819, to attend to
their needs. Meanwhile, the visually impaired are
offered website links, which feature comments
that can be read to them by way of specialized
software. Other aids are also employed, including
the option for users to increase font sizes and
the full keyboard access, including to Contact
Us. Available links lead to pages that have been
searched by the user, facilitating the site’s usability.
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In partnership with the Center for School-Business

about these activities are shared in company

Integration (CIEE-RS), GBOEX contributes to

bulletins and through its social networks.

the education of adolescents through the Cool
Apprentice Program (Programa Aprendiz Legal).

In addition to involving employees, GBOEX

The initiative grants paid job opportunities and

encourages the participation of associates, brokers

assistance to minors who are then able to gain

and suppliers, which helps to extend campaigns

professional experience, which can even lead

through the company’s various communication

to permanent positions being offered. Psycho-

channels. The firm’s website offers a distance learning

pedagogical resources are made available to these

Sustainability Course and many partnerships in the

young people and their managers, which assists in

health sector for the benefit of customers.

the integration process.
Through

its

102

years

of

accumulated

achievements, the GBOEX name has become

GBOEX headquarters flies its colors
to raise awareness about health
campaigns

synonymous with tradition, security and sound
business practice. More information is available
at: http://gboexcentenario.com.br.

Through its Cool Employees Program (Programa
Colaborador Legal), GBOEX encourages its personnel
to participate in voluntary campaigns, including
Back-to-School, Easter egg donation, disease
prevention awareness, breast self-examination,
and hair and wig drives for donation to the IMAMA
Breast Institute. Blue November makes a difference

Also in 2014, the company

by disseminating information on human health,

continued its Wellness

which focuses on cancer, preventive screenings
and nutrition tips. During these campaigns, the
GBOEX headquarters building is illuminated in pink
and blue colors, which reference to global health

Project efforts, which
encourages individuals
to lead a healthier and

awareness campaigns.
Also in 2014, the company continued its Wellness

more active life by offering

Project efforts, which encourages individuals to

employees support with

lead a healthier and more active life by offering
employees support with resources for sporting
activities, such as running, walking and others.
Throughout

Brazil,

other

associations

were

resources for sporting
activities, such as running,
walking and others.

supported through activities developed by GBOEX
divisions, offices and service centers, which carry
out donation initiatives, fundraising programs
and other endeavors in their regions. Information
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ONE OF EUROPE’S LARGEST COMPANIES, the

Generali’s attention to the environment has

Generali Group has been notable throughout its

been rewarded with recognition in various

history for the performance and dedication of its

environmental ranking lists. The Group placed

employees and to the communities in which it

12th in the Green Ranking among the 500 largest

operates, and to the principles of professionalism,

companies in the world in 2012, published by

transparency and accountability.

Newsweek magazine.

To demonstrate its social commitment and

Generali also implemented an Environmental

respect for the environment, the Group has

Management System within the Group that

participated since 2007 and 2010, respectively,

meets the requirements of the ISO 14001

in the UN Global Compact and the Carbon

standard. The main goal is to manage the most

Disclosure Project.

significant environmental aspects and realization
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of the environmental targets policy. Due to the

activity, collecting chocolates for the Uerê project

various initiatives introduced around the world,

located in the state capital. The magic of this date

the objectives contained in the environmental

was taken to about hundred kids.

program were met. In the first months of 2013,
after verification of the results, new goals and

Relying increasingly on employee participation,

targets were established for the 2013-2015 period.

the “Doe Calor, Doe Agasalho” (Donate Warmth,
Donate Warm Clothes) campaign promoted in July

In 2014, the Generali Group received a C+

2014 benefited 972 people with the distribution

grade from ESG, which measures the impact

of clothing and blankets to the needy through

of the company’s activities in three spheres:

various institutions selected by Generali’s offices

Environmental; Social, which includes customers,

around the country.

suppliers, employees and society; and Governance.
Because it understands that the future is built on
education, Generali offers a scholarship to a young

Search for a balance between
business and the environment

Uerê project student, who is currently in the 5th
year at the Escola Nossa Senhora de Bonsucesso
school in Rio de Janeiro. Her results are monitored

In 2014, Generali invested in time, talent

on a monthly basis. In the belief that the use of

and resources in the development of socio-

technology can be a great ally of the studies, and

environmental

in recognition of the student’s good grades, the

projects

that

reflect

the

company’s four sustainability objectives in Brazil:

company presented her with an iPad.

maintenance of the ongoing sustainable growth;
maximization of employee engagement through
environmental actions; continued support of
the communities in which it operates, through
participation in initiatives that improve the welfare
of collaborators; and efforts to reduce direct and
indirect environmental impacts.
Thus, Generali makes a positive contribution
to sustainable development by managing and
reducing the environmental impact of its direct
and indirect activities, seeking a balance between
the company’s needs and the environment.

To celebrate World Water
Day on March 22, the
company published
tips for the conscientious
use of the product,

To celebrate World Water Day on March 22, the

leading to savings of this

company published tips for the conscientious

natural resource.

use of the product, leading to savings of this
natural resource.
In April, the headquarters and the Rio de Janeiro
branch offices participated in the Solidarity Easter
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ICATU SEGUROS CARRIES OUT AND SUPPORTS

in the city of Porto Alegre, Rio Grande do Sul,

activities for sustainability and social responsibility

which prepares them for Brazil’s National High

through a variety of initiatives. Since its founding,

School Exam (ENEM), a college enrollment

the company has cultivated values and made

admissions test that is administered to those

commitments that go well beyond the financial

who have completed or are completing their

arena. The firm’s initiatives are aimed at ensuring a

last year of high school.

sustainable future for customers, business partners
and employees.

The Eye on the Ball Institute (Instituto Bola pra
Frente) has been an Icatu Seguros partner since

98

Among its sponsored projects, the highlight

2009 on several notable projects, including Ace

was “Emancipate” (Emancipa), a free, pre-

on the Field and in School (Craque de Bola e

university course for public school students

de Escola), the Master’s Touch Training Center
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II (Centro de Capacitação Toque de Mestre II),

young adults. For over a decade, the company’s

and the Sports in Action Program (Programa

Young Apprentice (Menor Aprendiz) program

Esporte em Ação).

has been offering opportunities for dozens of
disadvantaged young people to secure their first

Since 2007, Icatu Seguros has sponsored sponsors

jobs as Icatu employees.

the Pro-Knowledge Foundation (Fundação ProSaber), which benefits the nursery school located in
the slum neighborhood of Paraisópolis, São Paulo.
Since 2008, the company has also supported

Support for the treatment
of children and adolescents
with cancer

the Constellation Project (Projeto Constelação),
which works with communities on the outskirts

A Icatu Seguros maintains a very successful

of the city of Rio de Janeiro by investing in the

partnership with the Ronald McDonald Institute

education and training of hundreds of children

(RMI), a non-profit organization, whose several

and young adults, as well as their families.

initiatives assist in the treatment of children and
adolescents with cancer. Icatu’s Payback Award

The firm also assists the Mangueira Social Project

(Troco Premiado), a unique product that allows

(Projeto Social da Mangueira), which contributes

customers to pass along a portion of the value

to the education of hundreds of children and

of their purchase to RMI, raising over R$ 4 million
for that organization since the award program’s
launch in 2006. Icatu also supports RMI events,
such as its benefit golf tournament.

Icatu Seguros maintains

Through donations, since 2008, Icatu Seguros has
assisted Operation Smile (Operação Sorriso), an

a very successful

NGO recognized by the United Nations, which

partnership with the

cleft palates in children and adolescents from

Ronald McDonald

performs free surguries to correct harelips and
poor communities.

Institute, a non-profit

The Icatu also supports Doctor without Borders

organization, whose

the treatment of children in malnutrition centers,

several initiatives assist
in the treatment of
children and adolescents
with cancer.

(Médecins Sans Frontières), whose initiatives include
mass vaccination campaigns, distribution of relief
items, as well as medical and psychological care in
mobile clinics and overcrowded refugee camps.
The company collaborates with Little Prince
Hospital (Hospital Pequeno Príncipe) in Curitiba,
Paraná, whose mission is to promote the health
of children and adolescents through the care,
teaching, research and social mobilization.
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Regarding the environment, for years Icatu Seguros

Janeiro’s, Jardim Gramacho in the city of Duque de

has

materials

Caxias, and Lar Santa Catarina in Petrópolis. Also

(clothing, office items and accessories) to a variety

receiving support are the Christmas Post Office

of philanthropic foundations, such as the Children’s

(Natal dos Correios), the Child Institute’s Winter

Institute (Instituto da Criança) and the Eye on the

Clothing Campaign (Campanha do Agasalho

Ball Institute (Instituto Bola pra Frente).

do Instituto da Criança), and the Back to School

donated

unused

institutional

initiative of the Beu Machado Institute (Volta às
Wastes generated by the company are recycled

Aulas da Instituição Béu Machado), among others.

through donations of these materials to the
waste collectors of the Rio Coop Association (a
selective collection and recycling cooperative).
Each year, approximately 80 tons of reusable

Commitment to Brazilian culture
is a priority

materials are donated.
Supporting Brazilian culture is one of Icatu
Every year, employees are encouraged to participate

Seguros’ priorities. The “Edu Lobo: The Beauty

in various volunteer programs, such as the Christmas

of the Songs – A Musical Biography” (Edu Lobo:

activities at Cradle Works (Obra do Berço) in the

são bonitas as canções – uma biografia musical)

Lagoa Rodrigo de Freitas neighborhood of Rio de

book project, which retraces this notable artist’s
path as a composer and musician, is an example
of this commitment. In celebration of Lobo’s 70th
birthday, the book tells the inside story of how his
classic songs were created and features 123 photos
and images, along with a complete discography.
The stage play “Let Me Love You” (Deixe que eu
te ame), written by Alcione Araújo and directed by
Adherbal Freire Filho, with musical direction by Edu
Lobo, also received support from the company.
Icatu Seguros is also an associate of Instituto
Ethos, whose mission is to mobilize, sensitize and
assist companies to manage their businesses in a
socially responsible manner, transforming them
into partners in the construction of a just and
sustainable society.
In sports, since 2011, and through next year,
company sponsorships are offered to sailing
athletes, Marco Grael and Gabriel Borges, through
the Fair Winds 2016 (Bons Ventos 2016) initiative,
whose aim is to prepare them for competition at
the 2016 Rio Olympic Games.
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IN 2014, THE JOEL MALUCELLI INSTITUTE

There were also JMI’s own initiatives, such as Let’s

(JMI) developed projects through Brazilian tax

Go to the Theater (Vamos ao Teatro), as well as the

incentive legislation, such as the Rouanet Law

Volunteer Program (Programa de Voluntariado),

for the Encouragement of Culture, Fund for

Selective

Childhood and Adolescence (FIA), National

Seletiva), and the Education Construction Project

Support

Care

(Projeto Obras da Educação). These activities

(PRONON), and the Senior Citizens Statute,

were carried out through internal campaigns.

which supports programs that ensure this

Employees participated and competed for event

population’s rights to access and be involved in

tickets. Donations were given to institutions that

sports, among other activities.

care for needy persons.

Program

for

Oncological

Collection

Project

(Projeto

Coleta
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GREEN LIGHT (SINAL LIVRE) is a Liberty Seguros

Green Light’s principle audience are public

project, launched in 2014, which disseminates

school students in middle school and high

information on best practices intended to

school. Since the project’s inception, 285 young

generate engagement and awareness of about

people have participated directly as Urban

safe urban mobility. Part of the company’s

Mobility Agents, developing and putting in

Educommunication initiative, the project has been

place plans to educate their communities about

implemented in seven cities – Belo Horizonte,

the importance of this issue.

Curitiba, Porto Alegre, São Paulo, Salvador, Rio

102

de Janeiro and Fortaleza. The project employs an

All ideas implemented by these young people

educational methodology that focuses on media

focused on three major themes – green

as a means to generate content and information.

mobility, which encourages the use of urban

Social Responsibility | Chapter 3

mobility options that cause less impact on
the environment; fluidity, improving respect
between all modes of transport in areas of major
traffic flow in urban centers; and traffic safety,
working effectively towards the prevention of
accidents. Through the ideas generated from
this project, Green Light has indirectly impacted
approximately 8,950 people.

Young people invited to attend first
round matches of the 2014 World Cup
One hundred and eight young people, who were
Green Light project participants, were asked by
Liberty Seguros to attend first round matches
of the FIFA World Cup Brazil™. In addition,
members of Olodum School (Escola Olodum)
in Salvador, the Cuca Network (Rede Cuca) in
Fortaleza, the Myriad Association (Associação
Miríade) in Curitiba, the Ana Bernardina Center
for the Promotion of Social Assistance (Centro de
Promoção e Assistência Social Ana BernardinaCEPAS)

in

Belo

Horizonte,

the

Integrated

Center for Sustainable Development Studies
and Programs (Centro Integrado de Estudos e
Programas de Desenvolvimento SustentávelCIEDS) in Rio de Janeiro, and the Quixote Project
(Projeto Quixote) in São Paulo also received
World Cup tickets from Liberty Seguros, enabling
them to attend competition round matches being

As the event’s official insurer, Liberty Seguros, in

held in their cities.

partnership with local NGOs, promoted urban
operations in six municipalities where Green Light

Fourteen-year-old student, Fábio Gonçalves, from

project activities were being carried out. Project

Belo Horizonte’s Ana Bernardina Center for the

officers involved themselves with participants of the

Promotion of Social Assistance, said it was the first

cultural initiatives of these NGOs to create artistic

time he had ever gone to a soccer stadium and

performances, which were presented at crosswalks

that he intends to hold on to his ticket as a lasting

in Salvador, Fortaleza, Curitiba, Rio de Janeiro and

memento of that unforgettable moment.

São Paulo.
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Football for Hope provides access
to programs that benefit youth
worldwide

In São Paulo, activities were carried out at four
intersections, which included graffiti artists from the
Quixote Project creating art to educate drivers and
pedestrians about the proper use of the crosswalk.

From July 7-10, Liberty Seguros participated in

The drawings remained for 90 days and bore the

FIFA’s Football for Hope Festival 2014 Festival,

campaign’s name: Passing Through the Pedestrian

which was held in Rio de Janeiro’s Mané Garrincha

Crosswalk #esseeomeuexemplo.

Olympic Village. Football for Hope provides access
to programs that benefit youth around the world.
The event brought together delegations of project
participants from various countries that benefit
from this incentive, which includes Rio’s Caju

Dissemination of best practices
stimulates urban mobility
awareness

neighborhood where the Olympic Village is located.
The idea was to promote fellowship with Fair Play-

The first edition of the Green Light Urban Mobility

style competitions.

Award (Prêmio Sinal Livre de Mobilidade Urbana)
– an activity carried out by the consulting firm,

The event, which was open to the public, featured a

Lynx Consultoria, in partnership with Liberty

Liberty booth where almost 1,500 interactions took

Seguros and the Green Light initiaive – focused on

place, with individuals playing games that encourage

the dissemination of best practices to stimulate

transit and urban mobility education. According to

engagement and awareness of safer mobility. The

Karina Louzada, Liberty Seguros’ Superintendent of

award, whose theme was, ”How does your initiative

Communications and Institutional Branding noted

contribute to an ideal city?” had 47 entries and over

that there was a roadways game that required

940 votes among the five finalists.

players to follow urban mobility rules. There was
also an urban mobility memory game, as well as

With 288 votes, the winner was the Fairbikes project,

Green Light videos and content.

entitled “Bring these bikes into the light!” Fairbikes
seeks to repair and refurbish bicycles stuck away in

On the importance of pedestrian crosswalks,

garages in the city of Curitiba and then lend them

the Green Light project engaged in awareness

to exchange students, who are part of the Curitiba

campaigns in Fortaleza, Porto Alegre and São

Exchange Students Network in Curitiba (REI Curitiba).

Paulo during National Traffic Week 2014. For that
initiative, Liberty partnered with the Cuca Institute

The students get to keep the bikes for a period of

in Fortaleza. In Porto Alegre, it partnered with

six months to two years, which usually spans most

the Bélem Novo Community and Cultural Center

exchanges. Bike recipients put down a deposit

(Núcleo Comunitário e Cultural de Belém Novo).

of R$ 200 and pay a R$ 100 fee, which is used for

Activities included the placement of posters on

maintenance. The project promotes the integration of

which were written consciousness-raising phrases

young people into the life of the city and encourages

on the topic: Passing Through the Pedestrian

the model’s replication in other communities.

Crosswalk #esseeomeuexemplo.
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IN KEEPING WITH ITS MISSION to be a reliable

This commitment was recognized in 2014 when

and trustworthy global insurer, MAPFRE focuses

the firm won the Spanish Chamber Sustainability

on geographic diversification, as well as products

Award in the Sustainability in Business category.

and services that enhance its relationship with

The award was granted by the Spanish Chamber

all stakeholders.

of Commerce in Brazil.

Sustainability, fully integrated into its strategic

Valuing and nurturing the development of

management, is another important aspect of

employees is part of MAPFRE’s strategy of

the company’s operations. It guides MAPFRE’s

investing in the professional training of its

economic, social and environmental decision-

personnel in technical, commercial and corporate

making, and encourages its value chain to search

subjects, which totals 10.05 hours/training

for integrated results and balanced performance.

per employee.
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Turning ideas into projects
In 2014, before the drought that led to severe
water shortages in cities across Brazil, initiatives
had been developed to enhance awareness
among employees about sensible water use, such
as the publication of tips and guidelines on murals,
which resulted a 9% reduction in consumption in
MAPFRE’s administrative headquarters.
Among those activities that were advanced in

In 2014, before the drought

2014, MAPFRE would highlight the execution

that led to severe water

program that originated in MAPFRE Spain,

of the Brazilian edition of Avanza, a training

shortages in cities across

which aims to improve the performance of its

Brazil, initiatives had been

their systemic view of the business and

developed to enhance
awareness among employees
about sensible water use,
such as the publication
of tips and guidelines on

participating executive managers, expanding
improving their abilities to transform ideas into
projects. In total, over 200 hours of training
were provided to each of the participants.
To offer greater security and transparency in
the investment funds process, a new tool in the
Investment segment, called Register Online,
was launched. It allows a customer to go to the

murals, which resulted a 9%

company’s website and complete an online form

reduction in consumption

identification and measurement of their risk profile.

in MAPFRE’s administrative
headquarters.

with all information necessary to enable the

During the year, MAPFRE also began a health
insurance initiative, whose operations are focused
on the corporate segment and the concept of
health management, which is positions towards
prevention and its customer’s quality of life.
Care

for

the

environment

is

a

company

commitment and it acts, accordingly. MAPFRE has
an Environmental Management Policy that guides
its performance and includes issues related to
the business, so that processes, activities and
services are carried out with the least possible
environmental impacts.
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Values aid citizen education and
development of the sector

Three programs were developed in the area of
accident prevention and road safety. On the
Right Track promotes practical activities related

The MAPFRE Foundation is a nonprofit organization

to traffic with children, ages 6-10. In 2014, there

created by the MAPFRE Group to disseminate values

were 17 sessions (in São Paulo and Minas Gerais)

and culture to society, ensuring citizen education

that involved the participation of 745 teachers

and the development of the insurance sector.

and 13,854 children.

A partner of the most important entities and
social organizations in the Brazil, the foundation
maintains a prominent position on the national

Teacher training on roadway
safety issues

scene, being increasingly recognized by society
as an institution that invests in relevant areas such

O programa Educação Viária é Vital direciona-se

as culture, accident prevention and road safety,

The Roadway Education is Vital program focuses

social action, health promotion, insurance and

on training teachers on issues related to roadway

social security.

safety. During the year, 71 training sessions were
held, involving 1,449 teachers from 728 schools,

In 2014, the Volunteers program held 20

and benefiting 15,000 students.

fundraising campaigns, which included the
participation of 80 employees and directly

Finally, the Roadway Safety for Senior Citizens

benefited 1,300 people, including children, young

program was designed to encourage discussions

adults and senior citizens. The MAPFRE Foundation

about roadway safety within this age group.

also continued its Forming Communities program

In 2014, the main results included 41 training

through continued support to 19 organizations

sessions, which benefited 3,325 seniors and 1,038

that develop projects in the areas of education,

direct professionals, and 147,308 seniors and

health and nutrition, which benefited 8,500

18,577 indirect workers.

people during the year.
To disseminate knowledge and culture between
To improve the quality of life and contribute to

insurance industry professionals and society,

the accident prevention and health promotion,

four editions of BugaMAP were carried out. This

two programs have been developed. The first,

insurance market business simulation game saw

Living with Health, encourages student to adopt

the full participation of 70 people. MAPFRE also

healthy habits. In 2014, there were 24 training

published three editions of Risk Management

sessions that involved 605 teachers from

Magazine, with the distribution of 3,000 copies to

542 schools, and the participation of 65,330

large enterprises, technicians and brokers.

students. The second, Taking Greater Care,
focuses on accident prevention for the elderly.

In the cultural sphere, the 5th, as well as the 6th final

During the year, there were 41 training sessions,

and volume in the History of the Brazilian Nation

which

series were released – Modernization (1808-2010)

benefited

3,325

direct professionals.

seniors

and

1,038

and Dictatorship and Democracy (1964-2010).
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IN 2014, MONGERAL AEGON carried out a

In parallel, Mongeral Aegon developed initiatives

restructuring process to allow for the ongoing

directly related to its core business – offering Life

incorporation of best sustainability practices into

Insurance and Individual Private Pension plan

its business strategy. For this reason, the year was

solutions. With a guiding principle that’s focused

dedicated to an in-depth diagnostic and definition

on helping people take responsibility for their

of relevant activities, which was accomplished

financial futures, company investments were

by

prioritized to impact its value chain.

the

management

of

the

company’s

Communication division, in partnership with

108

the executive board for Institutional Relations,

Since 2002, Mongeral Aegon has been one of

which is also responsible for governance and

the few insurers in the market that has been

compliance issues.

authorized by the enabled by the Escola Nacional
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de Seguros (ENS) to train insurance brokers for

The goal is to bring financial education to

the market with certification from the Brazilian

increasing numbers of people. In May 2014,

federal government’s Department of Private

during Brazil’s 1st National Financial Education

Insurance (Superintendência de Seguros Privados

Week (ENEF), the company’s content portal,

- SUSEP). Over the years, the program has enabled

EuPlanejo360.com.br, addressed a series on

more than two thousand professionals and only

this topic. It was also widely addressed through

in 2014, more than 780 trainees.

the company’s social networks and lectures for
employees from all parts of Brazil.

University has six schools offering
in-person and online classes

As a continuation of this this theme, in 2014 and
for the first time, Mongeral Aegon introduced
financial education as a Children’s Day initiative.

The launch of the Mongeral Aegon University is

In addition to engaging employees’ children

also noteworthy. There are six schools – Corporate,

with recreational activities on finance in a special

Leadership, Business, Operations, Technical, and

Children’s Week program, a content series was

Citizenship and Sustainability – and all of them

produced for the company’s social networks and

offer scalable instruction broken down into stages

the EuPlanejo360.com.br portal, which included

of education, training and development, which

a downloadable game.

are available in the classroom, online or as a
combination of both.

Throughout the year, Mongeral Aegon fortified
an integrated digital marketing strategy for the

The activities of the Citizenship and Sustainability

distribution of Life Insurance and Pension Plans,

school are outwardly directed at other audiences,

which includes the first virtual store in Brazil where

not employees or partner brokers.

the entire purchasing process can be accomplished
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online. From this new web channel, it was possible

Through the Tax Waiver Law, provided for in the

to develop customized online stores for brokers and

Statute for Children and Adolescents, Mongeral

partners, where visitors to these sites can acquire

Aegon sponsors a portion of the Right to Life

information and financial protection products for

project of the Hospital Pequeno Príncipe in

society from anywhere in the country. Mongeral

Curitiba, Paraná, which has served as a benchmark

Aegon’s digital strategy garnered it the Antônio

for pediatrics in Brazil for over 30 years. The project

Carlos de Almeida Braga Award of the National

works to acquire materials and equipment for the

Confederation of General Insurance, Private Pension

development of scientific research, professional

and Life Insurance, Supplementary Health and

training and knowledge production to improve

Savings Bond Companies (CNseg).

the quality of life of patients and reduce
child mortality.

The firm’s strategy reinforces its understanding of the
significance of making itself available to customers

Mongeral Aegon is a signatory of the U.N. Global

regardless of the means of access they choose. And

Compact, Principles for Sustainable Insurance,

the breadth of its products, packaged as My Family’s

Principles for Responsible Investment and the

General Insurance (Seguro Popular Minha Família),

Natural Capital Declaration. Regarding the

offers a wide range of solutions to meet the financial

Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) and due to the

protection needs associated with a variety of risks,

redefinition of the company’s position on the

including death and disability, as well as the needs

issue, it has chosen to participate only as an

of survivors, Whole Life and Private Solutions for

observer of CDP activities, but not as a more

people with elevated capital requirements of up to

supportive member.

R$ 15 million.

Volunteer activities incorporated
into the annual calendar
As the company pursued restructuring its existing
initiatives in line with sustainability principles, four
voluntary activities – Easter, Children’s Day, Winter

incorporation of these

and Christmas – were unified to create an ongoing

actions in the annual

relationship between the firm and its employees,

calendar of activities and

with initiative beneficiaries. Institutions throughout
Brazil have been mapped, such that they might
become steady partners in each of the regions of
the country where Mongeral Aegon operates. Thirty
institutions and more than two thousand people
have benefited. Also new and as a means of further
motivating voluntarism among employees was the
incorporation of these initiatives on the company’s
annual activities calendar, seamlessly integrating
them with programs that take place within the firm.
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Another novelty was the
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seamlessly to programs
that already occur in the
company, as the mobilization
of employees.

THE CONCEPTS AND ATTRIBUTES of social and

By

environmental responsibility have always been on

sustainability

Porto Seguro’s business and corporate strategies

systemic, directed at each of the company’s

agenda. One example can be seen in the inclusion

numerous products and services, thus enhancing

of this positioning in the company’s mission

the gentle and considerate manner by which the

statement. This conquest and its visibility means that

firm seeks to serve its stakeholders. The activities

employees and other Porto Seguro stakeholders

that Porto Seguro developed throughout the

are now committed to looking at the company’s

year were divided into two areas – social and

activities and the business itself with this bias.

environmental projects.

following

this

new

operational

has

become

model,

integrated

and
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Social projects included the Volunteer Program,

In 2014, the Partnership in Education project served

which saw approximately 1,300 participants serving

three public schools and a total of 2,450 students in

13,138 people associated with Brazilian social

educational computing; 95 in psycho-pedagogical

organizations through specific initiatives, such as

and psychological care; 42 in reading and writing

socio-educational workshops, educational lectures,

workshops; 460 in vocational education; and 118 in

leisure and quality of life activities. Household items,

the Support Project for 8 and 9-year-olds. Meanwhile,

clothing and toys drives have collected 79,050

74 teachers participated in continuing education

items, which benefited 54,381 people from 113,

workshops in Portuguese and mathematics; 145

Porto Seguro-qualified institutions.

teachers benefited from human development
workshops; and 120 other individuals received

Another 2014 social project involved vocational

professional training in management techniques,

training courses for people, ages 16-60, which

building security and tenant assistance, reception, IT

assisted 431 people with instructional courses on the

and manicurist technique.

basic technical administration of insurance, as well
as others to train mechanics assistants; auto body

In the environmental sphere, Porto Seguro is involved

repair and painting professionals; auto estimators;

in four main areas of activity – Socio-Environmental

assistants in monitored alarm instruments, electrical

Education,

and plumbing systems; porters and other building

Systems, Socio-Environmental Regulation and

security personnel; receptionists; and emergency

Sustainable Products.

Socio-Environmental

Management

motorist assistance.
As regards Socio-Environmental Education, 15
The Basic Training and Income Generation Project

meetings brought together 647 participants, who

had 680 individuals participating in the courses

discussed, among other topics, sustainability in

to

professional

business, climate change, citizenship. In addition,

hairdressers, manicurists, computer assembly and

there was an Eco-environmental Portal and Volunteer

maintenance technicians, IT, office assistants and

Talent portal, which is an online space, accessible to

craftspersons. The percentage of students earning

employees and contractors that includes updated

incomes as a result of this training was around 78%.

materials on sustainability in Porto Seguro. During the

train

hairdressers’

assistants,

course of the year, 40 different subjects were addressed.

Educational workshops complement
formal education activities

In the realm of Socio-Environmental Management
Systems, the company’s efforts are focused on
providing its business departments and corporate
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Another social project, EducAction (Ação Educa)

divisions specialized consulting in environmental

divided its 6 to 15-year-old participants into

management, such that environmental impact risk-

age group classes, which served to complement

bearing activities are effectively managed. Notable

their formal schooling activities with educational

activities included the Earth Hour Program, which

workshops. In 2014, the project served 101 children

turns off a portion of the electrical lighting in Porto

with workshops on topics such as education and

Seguro’s buildings, every day, between 11:30 am and

citizenship, collaborative sports, capoeira, dance,

1:30 pm. In 2014, this initiative resulted in a savings

music, stimulating reading and writing, crafts,

of R$ 65,048.56, which corresponds to the average,

computers and futsal.

monthly consumption of 95 families in São Paulo.
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The cooking oil recycling campaign expanded

In terms of Socio-Environmental Regulation, Porto

its collection activities to eight locations, which

Seguros’ departments and corporate divisions

collected a total of 1,346 liters. The PVC cards

strive to operate as socio-environmental regulation

and batteries collection initiative took in 2,571

change agents, ensuring compliance with socio-

kilograms of waste in 2014. Selective collection,

environmental legislation and the commitments

which only took place in the São Paulo-metro

detailed in the global and other protocols to which

area (at Porto Seguro’s headquarters, branches

the company is a signatory.

and regional offices), gathered 627 tons of organic
waste and 266 tons of recyclable waste, which

Finally, the firm’s Sustainable Products activities seek

were given to the Coopercicla trash recycling

to map socio-environmental risks and opportunities

cooperative, generating R$ 136,684 of income

in Port Seguros’ business divisions, with the aim of

for that organization. Porto Seguro’s Emissions

increasing the value of its products, reducing expenses

Inventory programs have also been expanding.

associated with administration and claims. In 2014,

Included here is support for several initiatives,

sustainability projects were carried out in several

including Bicycle Delivery, Light and Heavy Cranes,

of the company’s divisions, including Consórcio (or

the aforementioned Earth Hour Program, and the

Consortium, which manages insurance product

Home Office program.

acquisitions for pools of individuals and entities), Auto
Products, Conecta (online Contact Us and customer

Launched in 2013, the Home Office program seeks

service channels), Porto Faz (offering over 200 in-home

to improve the quality of life of its participants

and roadway assistance services for Porto Seguro

by reducing the time they otherwise devote to

policyholders and non-policyholders, alike); Dental;

commuting to work. Given the environmental

Renova Ecopeças (a Porto Seguros company, which

benefits that the project can produce, Porto

is pioneering the recycling and reuse of automotive

Seguros began with a pilot review involving

parts and components); Credit Cards, CAPS e Serviços

329 employees, which resulted in a reduction of

(Portos Seguros’ automotive service centers), Health, RE

2,422.94 tCO2 equivalent.

(business customer relations) and Human Resources.
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GUIDED BY THE UNITED NATION’S Eight

The significant number achieved is the result of

Millenium Goals, in 2014, Prudential do Brasil

the firm’s dedication to programs such as Global

reaffirmed its commitment to environmental

Volunteer Day (GVD), Challenge Grant, the Kiyo

responsibility. Throughout the year, the company

Sakaguchi Award (Prêmio Kiyo Sakaguchi Coração

supported social and educational projects, and

de Ouro) and the Dotal Child Project (Projeto Dotal

encouraged volunteerism among employees and

Criança). In addition, Prudential do Brasil made

colleagues, benefiting 58 not-for-profit institutions

two donations to the Make-A-Wish Foundation

and a total of 11,000 people who were served by

Brazil, which helps make the dreams of children and

these initiatives in the cities the company operates.

adolescents with serious diseases come true.
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In September, the company promoted the 20th

In 2014, the Amalia de Godoy Spiritualist Group

edition of Global Volunteer Day and brought

(Grupo Espírita Amália de Godoy - GEAG), based

together more than 1,800 volunteers who involved

in Belo Horizonte, was the institution of choice

themselves in activities that benefited approximately

in Brazil by the Life Planner® franchisee broker,

5,600 children, adults, and seniors.

Leonardo Mourão Cota, the Kiyo Award winner.
Other institutions benefiting from donations

Award recognizes business results
coupled with voluntary activities

include United Social Programs of Santa Marta
(Obras Sociais Unidas de Santa Marta), which
is more commonly known as Children’s World

The Kiyo Sakaguchi Golden Heart Award is

(Mundo Infantil) in Rio de Janeiro. The institution

another example of a successful partnership

was the recipient of socio-pedagogical materials

between excellence in the workplace and social

and powdered milk for 58 children. Also receiving

responsibility. The award annually recognizes

support was Make-A-Wish Brazil, which helped

a

simultaneously

make dreams come true for 16 children with life-

demonstrates good business results and proven

threatening medical conditions in the six state

voluntary activities. The winner earns the right to

capitals where Prudential operates.

franchisee

broker

who

designate an institution, which will then receive
a monetary donation from Prudential.

The Kiyo Sakaguchi Golden Heart Award is
another example of a successful partnership
between excellence in the workplace and social
responsibility. The award annually recognizes
a franchisee broker who simultaneously
demonstrates good business results and proven
voluntary activities.
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THE

QBE

FOUNDATION

seeks

to

assist

The QBE Foundation, beyond seeking donations,

educational, not-for-profit social projects in all of

also works to engage its employees in social and

the countries in which it is present. Since 2013,

volunteer work. In 2014, there were volunteer

it has worked with the Dorina Nowill Foundation

projects focused on fundraising, educational

for the Blind, whose efforts are directed at social

presentations, providing assistance in a training

inclusion for visually impaired people, through the

course for Braille editors, and the delivery of

production and distribution of Braille, audio and

invoices - each employee donated a document

digital books. It also offers free, specialized service

without

programs for people with visual impairments in

registration and generation of funds for various

the areas of special education, rehabilitation, and

activities of the Foundation.

employment, as well as a subnormal vision clinic.
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CPF

identification,

for

subsequent

GRUPO SANCOR SEGUROS does not have a pro-

Grupo Sancor Seguros intends to extend this CSR

ject that is formally included within a corporate

approach to other countries where the company

social responsibility (CSR) process similar to that

has a direct presence, such as Brazil, Paraguay and

which the company initiated in 2005 in Argentina,

Uruguay. Accordingly, the company is working to

the firm’s country of origin.

set forth a Comprehensive CSR Plan that will align
with global objectives being accomplished in the

There, the company engages in the analysis,

field of Corporate Social Responsibility.

coordination and systematization of all processes
required for it to put CSR projects into practice

In Brazil, as in other countries, Sancor is com-

and manage a sustainability strategy.

mitted to creating long-term economic, social
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and environmental value in the communities in

titutions, which pursue a variety of worthy causes

which it works.

including cancer prevention, assistance for the
disabled, and aid to homeless children.

This commitment is based on concrete activities
already carried out in 2014, which include sup-

Sancor maintains a strategic alliance with the

port for and active participation in events orga-

Credit Cooperatives System of Brazil (Sistema

nized by the Association of Parents and Friends of

de Cooperativas de Credito do Brasil - SICOOB),

Exceptional Persons (Associação de Pais e Amigos

which is considered essential in the creation of

dos Excepcionais - APAE), which received a com-

the Maringá Children’s Schoolhouse (Lar Escola

puter that was donated by the company. Sancor

da Criança de Maringá).

also assisted Rotary International, industrial and
agricultural cooperatives, among other public

These activities, though not yet systematized as

service-oriented entities.

part of a formal CSR process, correlate with Sancor’s
business philosophy, which nurtures the principles

The company frequently participates in solidarity
luncheons in support of different non-profit ins-
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and values of the cooperative movement.

COMMITTED TO THE Principles for Sustainable

Through the construction of innovative initiatives

Insurance (PSI), Seguradora Líder-DPVAT recog-

that focus on ESG issues, which are discussed at

nized an opportunity, within its operational struc-

bimonthly meetings, the group serves as a crea-

tures, to work primarily on environmental, social

tive partner in sustainability,

and governance (ESG) issues at different levels of
scope and development.

As a result of these discussions, the Attitude
Leader Project was launched, whose aim is to

To strengthen its sustainability stance and sus-

educate all employees about the importance of

tainable activities, it created the Sustainability

adopting sustainable attitudes in their daily lives

Leadership Group (Sustentabilíder Group), which

and to encourage the adoption of practices that

is comprised of company employees with the goal

will have a positive impact on ESG issues.

of promoting knowledge sharing and learning.
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With the implementation of the Attitude Leader

internet users. On a daily basis, the company posts

Project, several activities have been designed to

information from and about DPVAT Insurance,

encourage the responsible consumption of water,

stories about traffic and accident prevention tips,

energy, paper and disposable cups at Seguradora

and also showcases information shared on Living

Líder-DPVAT. Meetings were held during 2014

Safe in Traffic blog.

to present the project and its developments.
Employees attended a presentation on sustainabi-

In 2014, one of the company’s social media highli-

lity and received a primer on recycled paper, which

ghts was a video it created for National Traffic

featured 12 tips on responsible consumption.

Week in September. Published on the blog, it presents the reaction of future motorists when insti-

Informative, Did You Know? e-mails were also sent

gated to commit various roadway offenses.

to all employees, which offered further tips and
knowledge on sustainability-related issues.

A significant activity of the project was the creation of “Letting Go Of Things Week”, a special
week during which employees were encouraged

Campaign encourages the donation
of books to share with the public

to make donations of personal items. In 2014,
the initiative focused on the donation of books,
which were later shared with passersby in public

In

celebration

of

World

Environment

Day,

spaces, such as squares and parks.

Seguradora Líder-DPVAT promoted a presentation
on Urban Mobility, Biodiversity and Health.
Since 2013, Seguradora Líder-DPVAT has been
working in underserved areas of the state of Rio de

A significant activity of the

Janeiro, as a participant in Global Action, a monthly

project was the creation of

event organized by Industrial Social Services (SESI)
– a network of private Brazilian institutions that
promotes social welfare, cultural development and
improvements in the quality of life of workers – in
partnership with Rede Globo, a Brazilian national
television network. In 2014, Seguradora Líder-DPVAT
participated in all events held in Rio and participated

week during which employees
were encouraged to make
donations of personal items.

in National Global Action activities that took place in

In 2014, the initiative focused

22 states, which involved the participation of 175,000

on the donation of books,

people. The goal, to share the benefits on offer from
DPVAT Insurance, was able to reach 22,846 people
(13% of the total).
Following a technical study, Seguradora LíderDPVAT became actively present on Facebook,
Twitter and YouTube, well-known social media platforms that serve and interact with thousands of
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Semana do Desapego, a special
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which were later shared with
passersby in public spaces,
such as squares and parks.

Partnership with NGO produces
educational videos for drivers
and pedestrians

On November 16, the company raised awareness
about World Day of Remembrance for Road Traffic
Victims, a tribute that was marked by a minute of
silence during Brazilian Championship football

To complement its communication efforts, the

matches.

Líder-DPVAT became a partner of the National
Observatory for Road Safety (ONSV), a non-gover-

Líder-DPVAT also conducted awareness campaigns

nmental organization that works to develop and

during National Traffic Week, from September

manage road safety activities.

23-25. Highlights included an internal campaign,
whose slogan was, “Small Gestures, Big Impacts”

Through the Look Close Program (Programa

(“Pequenos Gestos, Grandes Reflexos”), which

Observar), Líder-DPVAT and ONSV published, on

focused on personal attitudes and how they affect

the Living Safe in Traffic blog, educational videos

all who live in traffic.

aimed at motorists, pedestrians, passengers,
motorcyclists and bicyclists.

The company’s Reconciliation Policy received an
Honorable Mention in the Advocacy category at

In 2014, Líder-DPVAT participated in another ini-

the 10th edition of the Innovare Awards, which is

tiative in partnership with ONSV – the Yellow May

sponsored by the Innovare Institute in recognition

Movement (Movimento Maio Amarelo), which is

of practices to improve and modernize the judi-

focused on drawing the attention of society to

cial system. The honor was granted due to Líder

the high rate of deaths and injuries that occur in

DPVAT’s reconciliation policy, which has been in

traffic. Although the movement began in May, it

place since 2009 as a means of optimizing insu-

was extended throughout the year with several

rance users’ claims procedures and the service

other activities, such as walks, runs, bike rides,

they receive.

lectures, among others.
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DURING 2014, the National Association of Open

corresponding prior establishment of technical

Entity Supplementary Pension Plans (Sindicato

reserves, which benefits the entire securitization

Nacional de Entidades Abertas de Previdência

market. To apprise Superior Court judges regarding

Complementar - SINAPP) worked to secure

their decision-making on the cases in question,

favorable judicial decisions in Brazil’s Superior

SINAPP provided each specialized legal opinions

Court of Justice (Superior Tribunal de Justiça) and

and records on the issue, in addition to defraying

the federal government’s Supreme Court of the

attorney costs for travel, hospitality and meals.

State of Rio Grande do Sul (Tribunal de Justiça do
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Estado do Rio Grande do Sul) regarding definitions

SINAPP promotes accessibility for all of its visually,

and limitations of civil servant rights that pertain

hearing

to revisions of benefits payments without a

policyholders and beneficiaries; associates that
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and

speech

impaired

participants,

have outsourced ombudsman services to SINAPP,

to operate, as well, with Open Supplementary

especially the Ombudsman Management System

Pensions. As a result, FENASEG also began to

(SISGO), allowing them to carry out complaint

represent SINAPP, welcoming it as an affiliate.

logging and tracking.
As in previous years, SINAPP hosted and
For the fifth consecutive year, the Technical

supported events and lectures at its headquarters,

Cooperation Agreement that was signed by

which were of interest to its associates.

SINAPP and the Brazilian Banks Association
(ABBC) with the Brazilian federal government,

The Ombudsman answered 752 complaints by

through the Department of Public Management

clients of 22 member companies, with high level

of

and

of satisfaction. Of this total, 720 were complaints,

Management (SEGEP/MP), was renewed for

generated by 522 claimants, were deemed valid,

another 12 months. The goal is to manage

while 32 were unfounded. All customers have

optional operations contained in employee

a variety of means available to them to contact

and pensioner payrolls that are linked to the

SINAPP, including the association’s webite, e-mail,

Brazilian federal government’s executive branch

fax, letter, in-person service or by telephoning

agencies, which are processed by the Integrated

0800-703-1989.

the

Ministry

of

Planning,

Budget

Human Resources Administration System (SIAPE),
including all SIAPE-authorized consignee entities.
Throughout the year, several meetings were held
with SEGEP/MP managers, with the aim of improving
the payroll consignments system. As a result of the
sound knowledge of the executive board, new rules
were discussed and approved that enable greater
return on investments, especially in relation to
financial transactions, such as partial payment for
provision and renewal of contracts containing prior
terms of the maintenance, among others.
SINAPP, National Federation of Private Insurance
and Capitalization Companies (FENASEG), and
the Association of Insurers, mediated through
the federal government’s Department of Labor
Relations, brought to conclusion a controversy
regarding association representatives involved
in the economic activity of Open Supplementary
Pensions, as well as issues related to overlapping

SINAPP represented those
entities that participate in
this economic activity, with
the exception of Private
Insurance companies
operating in the life
insurance arena and
have been authorized to
operate, as well, with Open
Supplementary Pensions.

territories. SINAPP represented those entities
that participate in this economic activity, with the
exception of Private Insurance companies operating
in the life insurance arena and have been authorized
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THE INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION of Private Insurance,

the Brazilian Association of Traffic Medicine in

Reinsurance, Supplementary Pension and Life,

Bahia (Abramet-BA) and the Bahia Public Safety

Supplementary Health and Capitalization com-

Secretariat (SSP-BA), participating in meetings

panies in the states of Bahia, Sergipe and

touching on traffic issues. The association repre-

Tocantins (SindSegBA/SE/TO) in 2014 sought

sented the Bahia insurance market at a public

to establish partnerships with public and pri-

hearing on vehicle dismantling

vate entities for implementing preventive, pro-
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tective and safety actions on behalf of society.

In partnership with the Police Department for

Thus, it developed partnerships with the National

the Suppression of Vehicle Robbery and Theft

Federation of Detran - Fenasdetran Associations,

(DRFRV), the association began receiving daily
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reports of vehicles recovered after the occur-

In partnership with the School, the association

rence of thefts and robberies, and it also began to

sponsored three events in lecture-lunch or lec-

monitor the implementation of the “Patio Legal”

ture-dinner formats for insurance professionals,

(recovered car pound) system in the state.

attracting some 80 people to each event.

SindSegBA/SE/TO joined the Transiting Safely

SindSegBA/SE/TO’s actions were represented by the

project,

National

slogan, It’s Time To Live Safely, launched in 2013.

Observatory for Road Safety (ONSV), and began

Along these lines, part of the publicity of the pro-

to pay more attention to the national road safety

ject was concentrated in institutional ads in industry

strategies in the states in which it operates.

information outlets, such as Revista Apólice and

Along these lines, the organization embraced

Jornal Nacional de Seguros, which covered the

the Yellow May Movement, disseminating issues

Cycle of Lectures and Celebraseg events.

in

partnership

with

the

facing education and awareness in traffic on its
social network pages.

The association partnered with Metrópole radio
station in Bahia (101.3 FM) to broadcast two weekly
programs: one on Automobiles and another fea-

The association began to support
the “Amigo de Seguro” (Friend of
Insurance) program

turing news relating to building superintendents
(“Where’s the Super?”). The programs emphasize
that SindSegBA/SE/TO is an institution that promotes society and the benefits of insurance. In Feira

The year marked the debut of SindSegBA/SE/TO’s

de Santana (BA), the organization supported the

support of the Friend of Insurance program, created

insurance broker appreciation campaign being dis-

by the National Insurance School, with the adoption

played on 15 billboards around the city.

of five students in Aracaju and five in Salvador.
Throughout 2014, SindSegBA/SE/TO participated
The end of year get-together event, known as

in various events, celebrations and insurance

“Celebraseg,” brought together members of

market gatherings such as the monthly Insurance

regional Bahian insurance broker and insurance

Brokers of Bahia and the Feira de Santana Insurance

clubs, including the Sindicato dos Corretores

Club lunches. It was present at meetings promoted

de Seguros da Bahia -Sincor-BA, the Clube de

by CSP-BA, known as “Question the CSP,” and the

Seguros de Pessoas – CSP-BA, the Clube dos

Insurance Innovation Award. The association had

Seguradores da Bahia – CSB and the Clube do

a presence at events promoted by Conseg-RN at

Seguro de Feira de Santana.

Christmas, and the XIV Conec in São Paulo.

The association’s training efforts are concen-

SindSegBA/SE/TO also supported the Insurance

trated on the Cycle of Lectures, involving presen-

Meeting, organized by Sincor-SE; the Baiano

tations by experts on insurance industry issues in

Insurance Market Meeting - Enbase, in Feira de

the cities of Salvador and Vitória da Conquista/

Santana; the V Insurance Market Meeting in

BA and Aracaju/SE.

Aracaju; and the VII Confraseg in Feira de Santana.
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THE SINDSEG MG/GO/MT/DF IN 2014 continued

in leading experts to discuss issues for insurers

its capacity building process through meetings of

and brokers, being helf in Belo Horizonte, Goiania,

interest to the market, with the aim of improving

Brasilia, Governador Valadares, Divinópolis, Juiz de

the knowledge of insurance professionals working

Fora, Uberlândia and Ipatinga.

in the insurance business and collaborating with
governmental institutions and bodies in matters

Another highlight was the presentation of awards

of interest to the industry.

by the Cultural Competition that is part of the
Educate to Protect Program. The project educates
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In partnership with the National School of Insurance,

young people 14 to 18 years of age about the

the lecture series promoted 14 events, with an

importance of preventive safety measures; some

average of 60 people in each. The program brought

361 workshops were taught in public and private
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schools, involving 3,200 papers written by 9,500

consolidate it. The result was a greater presence

students in 41 schools. In addition to Belo

in media outlets through interviews and special

Horizonte, the program was put on in Divinópolis,

reports about insurance issues.

Montes

Claros,

Juiz

de

Fora,

Uberlândia

and Varginha.

The entity, together with the Sincor-MG, has created
and runs an Inter-Organizational Committee
on Ethics, composed of four representatives

Communication plan helps
disseminate culture

from each group, primarily designed to ensure
the exercise proper conduct in carrying out
insurance activities.

The Strategic Communication Plan remains active
and updated, designed to give the public a clearer

Since 2008, the Belo Horizonte Insurance Patio,

idea about such key topics as Car and Transportation

an initiative of the organization and CNseg in

Insurance and Private Pension questions.

partnership with the government of the state
of Minas Gerais — through the Civil Police —

For 2014, a media plan was developed with

provides vehicle-towing services in cases of theft

specific topics and spokespersons to work with

and robbery. In seven years, approximately 53,000

the press, to boost the organization’s visibility and

cars were returned to their owners.
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THE YEAR 2014 WAS REPLETE WITH ACTIVITIES

disseminating the insurance culture and bringing

put together by the North and Northeast

the industry and the general population closer.

Insurance Companies Association (SindSegNNE).
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In early as February, the organization celebrated

The following month, a lecture by the president

the first anniversary of SindSegNNE TV, an

of Chubb Seguros do Brasil, Acacio Queiroz,

Internet communication outlet available on the

was organized, entitled “Minhas Bagagens” (My

organization’s website; and the SindSegNNE

Baggage), based on his book. In Macapá/AP and in

channel on Portal CQCS. Divided into five channels -

Belém/PA, there were lectures on the importance

Insurance Market, Tips, DPVAT, Calendar and Traffic

of insurance for entrepreneurs, both proffered by

Insurance - the TV operation offers information

Prof. Maurice Tadeu, with local Sincor support.

about the market in an easily understood format.

The Commercial Association of Pernambuco
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presented the same lecture in Petrolina in July,
with support from CDL Petrolina and it also was
put on in Recife in October.
In São Luis/MA, in April a lecture by José Márcio
Norton, Segurada DPVAT leader, was given on the
subject of “Safe DPVAT in All Dimensions.” The event
was sponsored jointly with Sincor-MA support.
The 1st edition of the Conseg - Rio Grande do
Norte event in Natal was organized in August. The
event featured a lecture by Prof. Gustavo Mello, who
presented the statistics of the Brazilian, Northeast
and Rio Grande do Norte markets and growth
prospects for the economy and for the region.
In Manaus/AM, SindSegNNE supported the IV
Insurance Forum. Prof. João Paulo M. de Melo spoke
about the insurance market in the Amazon region.
The association supported the Pernambuco
Insurance Workshop - IV edition in September,
an event covered by SindSegNNE TV. And the
5th edition of the Sincor-AL Alberto Marinho
Journalism Award was held in Maceió. In Belém/
PA, the organization organized the Sescon Forum/
PA run by the Pará State Accounting Companies
Organization with a lecture by Prof. Tadeu.
The forum’s central topic was Liability Insurance
for Accountants.

In Macapá/AP and in Belém/PA, there were lectures on the
importance of insurance for entrepreneurs, both proffered by
Prof. Tadeu, with local Sincor support.
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OVER

130

2014,

SindSegPR/MS

and

Other activities with the effective participation of

supported a series of lectures and events which

the SindSegPR/MS were: United Cycle is + Safer,

attracted thousands of people and placed the

held in Dourados (MS); What Women Want,

topic of insurance front and center in discussions.

presented by the National School of Insurance

This was the case, for example, of institutional

in Curitiba; The President’s Got the Floor, an

and financial support given to the Brokers and

initiative of Sincor-PR; and 4th Women’s Day

Insurers Meetings cycle in the cities of Ponta

Meeting in Campo Grande. There were also

Grossa, Londrina, Maringá and Cascavel, with

encounters with insurers to assess the local

over 1,200 participants; and the Insurance Brokers

market in Campo Grande and participation in

Symposium in Curitiba, with 2,000 attendees,

graduation ceremonies of new insurance brokers

both organized by Sincor-PR.

in Curitiba, Campo Grande and Dourados. The
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organized

organization played an important role in terms

News

of sponsorships and donations. In partnership

included RPC (Curitiba e Cascavel), Record News,

with Public Safety Departments, it sponsored the

Rede Mercosul, ÓTV, Rádio Evangelizar, Rádio

publishing of informational brochures about how

Paiquerê (Londrina), Folha de Londrina, CIA

to deal with the Unified Traffic Accident Report

FM (Cianorte), CBN, Jornal Bem Paraná, Jornal

distributed by Paraná’s Military Police during

Umuarama Ilustrado, Jornal Gazeta do Paraná

Operation Summer along the state’s coast.

(Cascavel), Rádio E-Paraná, Revista Apólice, Revista

organizations

running

the

campaign

Crescimento Seguro and Jornal Gazeta do Povo.
SindSegPR/MS also backed the graduation
ceremony of insurance brokers in Paraná and

Furthermore, the organization participated in

Mato Grosso do Sul; a Women’s Insurance Workers

the III Civil Liability Symposium, run by the Civil

Day event in Paraná; an Insurance Workers

Responsibility Commission and Insurance Law,

Christmas Party (PR); the 7th and 8th editions of

organized by the OAB-PR (“Compensatory Damage

the Paraná Judicial magazine, published by the

Claims in the United States and Brazil”); and the

state’s Association of Magistrates; and a series

I National Insurance Law Congress, attended by

of events of insurers and insurance brokers in

jurists from a number of Brazilian states.

Cascavel, Campo Grande, Londrina, Maringá and
Ponta Grossa.

In August, the SindSegPR/MS held a ceremony
in Curitiba commemorating the 90th anniversary
of the entity, with the presence of insurance

Donation to the program
supporting families displaced by
floods

professionals from around Brazil and civil, military
and judiciary authorities, attended by some 500
people. On the occasion, a book summarizing
the history of the entity and distributed in the

The organization also sponsored the closing

form of an Insurance notebook was launched.

Cycle 2014 lecture series, on “Outlook for

The publication is designed to enlighten society

the Economy”; and events run by the Clube

about the importance of the topic. The Notebook

de Pedrinha, the Clube da Bolinha and the

was published as an insert in major newspapers in

People and Benefits Insurance Club, all three

Paraná, totaling 45,000 copies, and Mato Grosso

in Paraná state. Some R$ 15,000 was donated

do Sul, where 17,500 were printed.

to Provopar to support families flood victims
(PR) and to provide electronic equipment to

In October, the commemorative ceremony for the

the Ferraz de Campos Institute for learning and

90th anniversary of SindSegPR/MS was held in

entertainment purposes.

Mato Grosso do Sul, with the presence of about
100 people, including authorities and insurance

SindSegPR/MS placed 26 informational spots

professionals.

through a campaign on radio, TV and newspapers
in both states, clarifying issues involving DPVAT, Car,

SindSegPR/MS won Revista Seguros em Foco’s

Cargo Transportation, Life, Residential, Commercial

Hermes Trophy, and the Golden Pinecone from

and Industrial insurance, highlighting the damages

CVG-PR, recognized as a partner entity in the

that had been caused by recent heavy rains.

insurance market.
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FOUNDED IN 1933, the Association of Insurers

Opened in 2005 in the Barra da Tijuca neigh-

RJ/ES (SindSegRJ/ES) for decades has main-

borhood, the Legal Patio operated 24 hours a

tained partnerships with civil society initiatives

day, with capacity to receive and safeguard up

and institutions supporting the fight against

to 1,200 vehicles. In 2007, it was transferred to

criminality, protection and well-being of the

Deodoro, now able to handle up to 1,800 vehicle

populations of the states of Rio de Janeiro and

returns per month. In 2015, it will also be set up in

Espírito Santo. Particularly important was the

Campo Grande and Itaboraí, considerably expan-

continuity of encouraging the Legal Patio and

ding vehicle safeguarding capacity.

the Vehicle Recovery Center telephone hotline,
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as well as the eBRAT electronic program, already

The Legal Patio frees up police stationhouse

operating in Rio de Janeiro.

areas previously used to warehouse and safe-
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guard unreturned vehicles and carcasses. For

The Educar para Proteger (Educate to Protect)

the citizen, it is a guarantee that recovered cars

program ran 343 educational workshops, with the

have been well preserved and can be removed

participation of 10,677 students in 38 schools in

comfortably and safely. From 2005 to 2014

Rio de Janeiro, Niterói, São Gonçalo and Baixada

some 162,000 vehicles were collected in them,

Fluminense. The goal is to spread the “Be Safe” cul-

of which 155,600 were returned to their rightful

ture among youths aged 12-17, emphasizing beha-

owners. In 2014, SindSegRJ/ES continued to

vioral values that prioritize prevention of everyday

provide financial support for the operation of

risks. In parallel with the workshops, 6,526 youths

these vehicle patios in Rio.

participated in an essay contest with prizes for the
best writing on the topic, “You Need to Know How

From 2010, when it was created and sup-

to Live ...with Safe Attitudes.”

ported by SindSegRJ/ES until December 2014,
the Vehicle Recovery Center’s hotline received

The publication of 50,000 copies of a pocket bro-

more than 34,000 robbery and theft denuncia-

chure, “Market Statistics - Insurance, Capitalization

tions, 32,000 reporting abandoned vehicles and

and Private Pensions,” was maintained, part of

9,750 of illegally dismantled vehicles.

policy to disseminate greater understanding of the
insurance business.

Another initiative involving the organization was the creation of eBRAT (electronic),

In September, the II Meeting of the Private Law

an online registry system of victimless traffic

Professionals, an international series of conferences

accidents, set up by the Rio Military Police in

on topics relating to Civil Liability and insurance

2013. Incidents can be reported by cell phone,

contracts, was held in the Rio de Janeiro Engineering

using the PM’s website for subsequent valida-

Club. Sponsored by SindSegRJ/ES and the National

tion by the police. Through December 2014,

School of Insurance, the meeting was attended by

116,298 occurrences had been registered on

experts from Brazil and foreign authorities.

the system, with 146,873 photos of the accidents uploaded to the site.

Voluntary mobilization helps clean
rivers, lakes and beaches
In 2014, a partnership launched in 1996 was

The Legal Patio frees up

renewed with the Associação Defensores da Terra

areas of police stations used

(Defenders of the Earth), a non-governmental
organization dedicated to the defense of the state
of Rio de Janeiro’s environmental heritage and
quality of life of the people. It teaches ecological

for storage of unreturned
vehicles and carcasses.

training courses and mobilizes volunteers to clean
rivers, lakes and beaches. The organization promoted environmental certification courses with
106 students throughout the year.
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THE RIO GRANDE DO SUL State Insurance

Marco Antonio Rossi; Secretary’s Day; and an

Companies Organization (SindSegRS) held a

Insurance Breakfast with the Press. A dinner

number of workshops in 2014 to contribute to the

with members of the Insurance market also was

training and modernizing of the Insurance market.

arranged.

These events addressed issues related to the sector,
such as private pensions, civil liabilities, cargo theft,

SindSegRS has developed a support project to

market direction, agricultural and car insurance.

encourage new writers from the Rio Grande do Sul
area, through its Insurance is + Culture program,
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Important breakfast meetings also were organized,

to disseminate literary works by the state’s young

such as one to commemorate International

writers during lunches hosted by the organization

women’s Day; honoring the president of CNseg,

with communication media.
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In its internal marketing policy, SindSegRS further

Other dissemination actions included e-mail

strengthened the outreach and penetration of

marketing and celebration of major commemorative

its daily newsletter, via a mailing list that goes to

dates of entities and institutions.

approximately 5,500 readers.
SindSegRS also was involved in stories published
In 2014, the organization continued its policy

in the state’s media outlets, focused primarily on

to further disseminate the Insurance Culture,

the issue of vehicle theft and robbery. The entity’s

maintaining fixed front light points in the capital

directors were interviewed for stories published

and a prize-winning sequential 3D freeway project

in Zero Hora, Correio Povo, Diário Gaúcho, Jornal

during the months of December/13 to March/2014.

do Comércio, O Sul, Portal G1, Seguro Gaúcho,

Meanwhile, SindSegRS continued to promote the

RS Negócios, Consumidor RS, SEGS, Jornal

brand and slogan “Quem Segura Preserva (Those

do Almoço da RBS TV, Rádio Gaúcha, Rádio

who are insured, Preserve), published daily over

Bandeirantes, TV Com and Revista Expansão RS.

the JRS Group’s electronic media as well as through
Seguro Gaucho’s facilities.
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THE

ASSOCIATION

OF

PRIVATE

Insurance

The campaign benefited over 48 organizations and

Companies, Reinsurance, Pension Plans and

families in 15 cities around the state. The campaign

Capitalization in the state of Santa Catarina

to collect personal hygiene items for children

(SindSegSC) was involved in numerous activities in

and pass them along to charities also motivated

2014, among them a personal hygiene campaign

insurance industry workers and insurance market

entitled “From an Early Age it Makes a Difference.”

partners to implement social responsibility actions.

Some 74 collection sites in the state were set up,
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between June and September, which amassed

Other activities strengthened the campaign: an

48,825 items, 13,136 more than in the previous

educational booklet containing tips and trivia

year, ensuring a clean and healthy childhood for

about insurance; a book page marker distributed

youths assisted by Santa Catarina NGOs.

to encourage reading; suggestions offered by the
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SID mascot, a cute character on the organization’s

corrections on the computer and reusing pages

website who demonstrates ways to be a partner

with blank reverse sides. These actions have been

with the environment and to live in harmony with

implemented at the organization’s headquarters for

the community.

a number of years, with excellent results.

Insurers associated with SindSegSC also had the

SindSegSC delivered donations through the

opportunity to showcase their efforts toward

Contributing to Knowledge program to Blumenau

sustainability and environmental responsibility

daycare centers. Informational brochures are

during the campaign. The websites Sustainable/

distributed to entities about the insurance market

Associated Practices section featured a selection

which, after being used, get a more dignified

of news items and actions undertaken by insurers

fate than the garbage bin: they are transformed

with a focus on sustainability.

into materials for study or recreation in children’s
centers, schools and other educational institutions.

In its three editions, the campaign raised 94,717
items and involved professionals linked to

During the Closing of Activities 2014 Fellowship

SindSegSC statewide. Sincor-SC and the National

event, SindSegSC toasted participants with the

School of Insurance sponsored the event, with

Good Deeds Mug, replacing plastic cups in a

support from CredicorSC.

conscious and sustainable manner.

In 2014, SindSegSC presented its Turn the Page

During the event, the organization collected 303

- Become More Ecological project, which aims

toys to be donated to needy children as part of its

to establish methods for reducing the use and

Solidarity Christmas program. Now in its the eighth

consumption of paper. The project advocates small

edition, delivery of the donations was made to the

steps, such as printing on both sides of a piece of

Professora Raquel Wisintainer Soares Children’s

paper, avoiding extra white spaces in the text, making

Educational Center.

Insurers associated with SindSegSC also had the opportunity
to showcase their sustainability and environmental
responsibility initiatives during the campaign. The
Sustainable/Associated Practices section on the website
featured a selection of news and actions undertaken by the
insurance companies focused on sustainability.
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IN REGULAR MEETINGS, the Insurance, Reinsurance

SindSegSP’s board held a lunch in May 2014 with

and Capitalization Association of São Paulo

the newly appointed superintendent of SUSEP,

(SindSegSP) maintained its informational and

Roberto Westenberger. It was an opportunity for

analytical initiative of the sector, geared to

an informal dialogue with a group of some 40

planning, legal, operational and technical, inter-

representatives of insurers who are members of

organizational and political issues relevant to the

our organization.

market, particularly efforts to attract new members
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and reinsurers. The organization also participated

SindSegSP preserved good relationships with the

in meetings organized by CNseg and Funenseg,

executive and legislative branches of power and

collaborating with the exchange of ideas for the

the Department of Public Safety. We monitored

improvement of the activities conducted by these

the actions of lawmakers, offering support for

insurance market entities.

standardization of legislation regarding vehicle-
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dismantling activities, of direct benefit to the

modern suite of offices marks a new cycle in

insurance market, leading to a reduction vehicle

the organization’s history and reinforces its

theft for the purpose of selling parts.

commitment to maintain quality services to
members.

Proposals help combat vehicle theft
and robbery

Throughout

the

year,

internal

discussion

groups were organized, focusing on rendering
services and seeking greater exchanges among

Also in partnership with the Department of Public

professionals.

Also

noteworthy

were

the

Safety, SindSegSP contributed to the fight against

regular meetings of the Legal Affairs Forum

crime, with proposals to combat car crimes such as

and the Automotive Forum. SindSegSP offers

duplication of license registrations and fraudulent

permanent consulting services for members on

registration in general and, illegal trade in spare

legal and labor topics.

parts through integration of monitoring cameras
and other measures. Likewise in 2014, the

In 2014, the organization continued supporting

organization maintained its financial support of

virtual meetings, through two videoconferencing

the São Paulo Institute Against Violence and the

rooms installed at its headquarters. Meetings

Crime Denunciation telephone hotline.

are held between insurers of São Paulo and
CNseg, Fenseg, FenaPrevi and FenaSaúde in

In

2014,

SindSegSP

inaugurated

its

new

Rio de Janeiro. The technology helps reduce

headquarters on Avenida Paulista, after decades

travel spending. A total of 376 virtual meetings

of being located in the center of São Paulo. The

involving 3,250 people were held.

SindSegSP’s board held a lunch in May 2014 with newly
appointed SUSEP superintendent Roberto Westenberger, an
opportunity for an informal dialogue with a group of about 40
people from its membership base.
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Campaign reinforces importance of
correct driving practices in traffic

Throughout the year, SindSeg SP realized, supported
or sponsored the following events: seminars on
Underground Construction Risk Analysis and

In partnership with the National Observatory for

Compliance, in February; lectures on Knowledge

Road Safety, SindSegSP launched its Transiting

as the Most Valuable Asset and Contaminated

Safely campaign in December to reduce traffic

Sites Management, in April; and a presentation on

accident rates and highlight the importance of

Maritime Security in the 21st Century, in May.

correct driving habits. In the field of education, it
continues to run the Insurance Culture program,

In partnership with FenSeg and participation Detran-SP,

which offers an overview of the sector, emphasizing

SindSegSP promoted two Salvaged Vehicles workshop

the role of insurance as an economic driver, a broker

cycles (July and October), two Salvaged Vehicles

of development and a social reparations agent.

seminars (August and December) and two meetings
with auctioneers (October and November).

SindSegSP maintains a partnership with Sincor-SP
in three educational programs: Educate to Protect,

The organization maintained the financial and

aimed at teenagers; University Student, a partnership

operational support it has been offering insurance

with Centro de Integração Escola Empresa (CIEE);

market entities, such as the Group Life Club (CVG),

and Insurance throughout the State, for commerce,

Paulista Association of Insurance Technicians (APTS),

industry, and services and liberal professionals. Each

National Academy of Insurance and Social Security

program uses a specific type of vocabulary designed

(ANSP), and the Experimentation and Road Safety

for each target audience.

Center (Cesvi). It also supports a traditional fraternal
fellowship group, the Clube da Bolinha de São Paulo.

Throughout the year there were five editions
of the Noticias SindSegSP newspaper, which
addresses issues of interest to the sector. Its
weekly newsletter continued to be published,
containing abstracts and contextualized analyses
of the main print and online highlights.

SindSeg SP maintains a

During the year, 40 original articles were published
on the SindSegSP website written by journalist
and lawyer Antonio Penteado Mendonça. Another
contributor was economist Francisco Galicia,
featuring analyses of savings through insurance.
Notes

about

the

member

companies

and

information regarding insurance legislation were
published, as was information related to general
insurance, pension plans and capitalization topics. In
partnership with the Diário de São Paulo newspaper,
SindSegSP prepared guidance articles explaining
the main issues of the Automobile Insurance sector.
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partnership with SincorSP for three educational
programs: Educate to
Protect, University Student
and Insurance throughout
the State.

IN 2014, SULAMÉRICA Fortified Sustainability as

sustainability in training. SulAmérica developed

part of its strategy, business model and decision-

a new sustainability education program, which is

making processes. The company implemented an

being introduced in 2015.

action agenda in several areas of its operations
that was directly focused on Environmental,

Two significant new policies, on Anti-Corruption

Social and Governance (ESG) issues, as a means

and Stakeholder Engagement, were approved by

of mitigating the impacts on its products and

the firm’s senior management. In the review process,

services, and in the value chain.

extensive energies were focused on reducing the
quantity of paper materials that are mailed to

Following on from a diagnostic completed in 2013,

customers subscribed to various products, as well as

the company revised and created new policies, and

the development of new channels of communication

redesigned processes in a manner that addressed

with customers, providers and brokers.
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The

company

also

maintained

international

In the area of human resource development, over

voluntary commitments, such as the U.N. Global

24,000 employees participated in in educational

Compact and the Principles for Responsible

programs offered by SulAmérica Corporate

Investment (PRI), as well as continuing its significant

University - UniverSAS, totaling approximately

institutional role as an Advisor on the Principles for

40,000 hours of training. Also in 2014, there were

Sustainable Insurance (PSI) and holding the Chair

32 internal events for employees from different

of the Sustainability Committee of the National

divisions, which focused on the integration of ESG

Confederation of General Insurance, Private

issues into the business.

Pension and Life Insurance, Supplementary Health
and Savings Bond Companies (CNseg).

In partnership with the Global Reporting Initiative,
the Carbon Disclosure Project and the Brazilian
Business Council for Sustainable Development,

Performance recognized by Bovespa
index for six consecutive years

there were 39 external events, which allowed
the company to share its best practices with
the business sector in general. These internal

For the sixth consecutive year, SulAmérica has

and external initiatives totaled more than 2,700

been included on BM&FBovespa’s Corporate

hours-worth of presentations, involving 1,239

Sustainability Index, which is further evidence

participants. One of the main events sponsored

of the permanency of the company’s activities in

by SulAmérica was Sustainable Brands Rio 2014,

support of sustainability practices. Since 2009, it

which was attended by approximately 1,000

has been the only insurer to be included in this

in-person and online participants.

portfolio. This confirms SulAmérica’s commitment
to act in a responsible and sustainable manner,
which influences its entire value chain.
In 2014, SulAmérica focused its activities on
five strategic themes, which are set forth in its
Corporate Sustainability Policy – Quality Customer
Care and Services, Human Resource Development,
Innovation in Products and Services, Responsibility
in the Value Chain, and Financial Education and the
Conscious Use of Insurance.
As regards Quality Customer Care and Services,
the company carried out a series of satisfaction
surveys and expanded its service channels. A
highlight of 2014 were the pension services
customer care centers, 24/7 assistance, customer
service telephone helpline, and Saúde PME, a
service for small and medium-sized businesses;
the totality of which registered users’ satisfaction
at 82.5%, 0.8% higher than was observed in 2013.
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Health management and quality of
life for the insured

education and the conscious use of insurance.
In 2014, the company staged its first Financial
Education Week, which included over 400

In the area of products and services innovation,

participants in São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro.

SulAmérica’s activities offered clear evidence that
the company is on track to becoming a leader in

In

its

strategy,

SulAmérica

has

always

the management of the health and quality of life

incorporated the concept of societal benefits

of its policyholders. Examples of this commitment

for results achieved. Therefore, there has always

include the implementation, in 2014, of the firm’s

been support for social projects and activities,

Wellness Platform and the intensification of health

which impacted almost 5,000 direct and indirect

promotion campaigns among its companies and

beneficiaries in 2014. As regards risk prevention

customers.

and the development of human resources, the
company notes its new model for SulAmérica’s

Regarding responsibility in the value chain, there

Leadership Community project.

was the inclusion of a clause addressing social
responsibility and sustainability in all new service

In 2014, the project worked with 46 young leaders

delivery contracts, as well as the Next Generation

from communities nearby the firm’s offices. It

Broker Program that offered training to brokers

provided training for 35 community workers from

and their children.

the Pereira Passos Institute (PPI) and 19 social
organizations. The project’s partner, the Integrated

As a financial services company, SulAmérica

Center for Sustainable Development Studies and

invests to support industry professionals and

Programs (CIEDS), provided more than 450 hours

clients to understand the importance of financial

of technical advice, workshops and training.
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AWARE OF THE IMPORTANT SOCIAL role

Through the automation of processes, as well

it plays, Tokio Marine Seguradora invests in

as streamlining and facilitating the daily lives of

sustainability projects, especially those focused

brokers and customers, Tokio Marine is advancing

on eliminating the unnecessary use of paper. In

the cause of sustainability. The company annually

2014 alone, the company’s initiatives avoided

invests almost R$ 100 million in improvements

the use of approximately 45 million sheets of

and systems that streamline internal processes

paper. Between 2011 and December of last year,

and support the company’s growth.

the firm achieved a significant milestone in
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avoiding the accumulated printing of some 111

One of the projects implemented in 2014 was the

million sheets.

Policy Brief (Apólice Resumida), a document that
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presents, in a personalized fashion, important
information about insurance, coverage and
contact services. The new model replaces what
used to require four printed sheets of paper. Now,
on a single sheet, a Tokio Marine customer can
consult the effective term of a policy, premium
payment date, contracted coverage, items to be
purchased, deductibles and indemnity limits.
This document is available for various products,
such as Auto, Residential (Residencial Premiado),
Condominium and others.

Online manual, accessible via the
Tokio Marine website, reduces printing
Last year, another initiative that contributed to

Since 2013, Tokio Marine
has also eliminated the
printing of copies of policies
and endorsements that are

saving paper was the company’s decision to cease

sent to brokers. Since this

the physical publication of its Manual and General

time, business partners

Conditions, which can be accessed directly on the
Tokio Marine website. This resulted in 35 million
fewer sheets being printed in 2014 alone. Since
2011, when this project began to be phased in,
the initiative has resulted in 98 million fewer
sheets being printed.
Since 2013, Tokio Marine has also eliminated the
printing of copies of policies and endorsements
that are sent to brokers. Since this time, business
partners are provided access to documents in
PDF format via the company’s Our Broker Portal.
These two processes have already eliminated the

are provided access to
documents in PDF format
via the company’s Our
Broker Portal. These two
processes have already
eliminated the printing of
almost nine million sheets
of paper.

printing of almost nine million sheets of paper.
Also for brokers, the company established a digital
commission statement, which is being improved
constantly to benefit these professionals. In
February of last year, for example, the statement was
redesigned, offering a new layout, which is more
complete, simple and easy to understand, presenting
a summary and report screen featuring a monthly
summary of data for the issuance of tax invoices.
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Tokio Marine promoted a series of solidarity

Before the telethon, AACD received a donation of

activities in 2014, many on behalf of the Association

toys to celebrate Children’s Day. In September, a

for Assistance to Disabled Children (AACD), an

group of 47 company volunteers visited AACD’s

organization that carries out recognized work

São Paulo headquarters to deliver these items and

in support of children and adolescents with

engage in a number of recreational activities for

disabilities.

the 680 children who were assembled. During the
Christmas season, Tokio Marine donated school

Employees making monthly and
one-off donations throughout the year

supplies to the institution.
Also in 2014, Tokio Marine once again supported
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On November 7th and 8th, and for the third

Earth

consecutive year, Tokio Marine participated in the

worldwide by WWF, in which governments,

Telethon, a program broadcast by the national

businesses and average citizens show their

Brazilian television network, Sistema Brasileiro

concern for the environment by turning off their

de Televisão (SBT). Together with its employees

lights for 60 minutes. Accordingly, on March 28,

and brokers, the company donated a check for R$

the eve of this global event, the company opened

200,000 to the AACD. In addition, approximately

its blinds, let the sunshine in, and turned off the

100 employees worked as volunteers, answering

lights at its headquarters building during the day.

pledge lines in its own Tokio Marine contact

Branch offices were encouraged to participate, as

center. Throughout the year, employees were

well. And that day employees received a special

also able to make monthly or one-off donations

e-mail containing tips on how to be a good

through payroll discounts.

steward of the planet.
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Hour,

a

symbolic

activity

promoted

IN 2014, SEGUROS UNIMED concentrated its

engagement ratio of employees. During the length

efforts on expanding its Sustainable Attitudes

of time the program has been in place, the company

Program, which has been a part of the company’s

has seen a 26% savings in water (in cubic meters),

activities for over four years and aims to encourage

12% in power consumption (in kW) per employee

responsible consumption by the Unimed team. The

and over six million sheets of paper left unprinted.

initiative has produced a 5% monthly reduction
in water consumption and energy, and a 25%

Sustainable resources are an integral part of the

reduction in total impressions. The results of the

two São Paulo buildings that serve as Unimed’s

program demonstrates its success and the high

headquarters. These include water supplied via an
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artesian well; a cistern for the storage of rainwater
that is then used for cleaning and gardening; more
efficient equipment to avoid water and energy
waste, such as automatic faucets with sensors
and pressure reducers; a set free air conditioning
system; and fluorescent light bulbs and anodized
aluminum reflectors.
As regards environmentally focused activities, since
2010, Seguros Unimed has carried out an annual
inventory of its indirect CO2 emissions (concentrated

As regards environmentally
focused activities, since
2010, Seguros Unimed

mostly in the transportation its employees). To
minimize impacts to the environment, in 2014, the
firm reduced its use of air travel and encouraged
carpooling.

has carried out an annual

With these initiatives, the company worked to

inventory of its indirect CO2

all employees, who could then take simple actions

emissions (concentrated

of conscious consumption into their own homes.

mostly in the transportation
its employees). To minimize
impacts to the environment,
in 2014, the firm reduced

promote changes in the consumption patterns of

Employees carpooling to reduce
environmental impacts
Beyond this, as health insurance ID cards are a key
feature of the insurance business, Seguros Unimed

its use of air travel and

continued to maintain its Recycle Project, which

encouraged carpooling.

properly disposal of these PVC objects when they

encourages customers and the community to
are expired, unused or otherwise useless (whether
they are health insurance or other types of cards,
such as from banks and credit card companies).
The initiative includes a machine, known as Papa
Cartão, which is located in the Seguros Unimed
headquarters building and the Paraíso and
Consolação stations of the São Paulo subway
system, as well as the Shopping Continental mall.
There is also a mobile Papa Cartão machine that
travels to partner brokers for the use of their
Unimed Seguros customers. The Papa Cartão
machines grind PVC cards into a material that can
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later be transformed into recycled gifts, such as

had used these references previously, they carried

notebooks, coasters and picture frames.

their greatest weight in last year’s planning activities.

In 2014, these machines collected 350,000 cards.

Seguros Unimed’s efforts in the coming years will

This was a significant number that related well with

focus on five themes, which were set out in the review

the project’s visibility during the period. This was

of its Materiality Matrix and are priorities in its 2015

further evidenced through the appearance of Papa

Strategic Plan – Quality Customer Care and Service;

Cartão in presentation of the play, “How to Make

Responsible Products and Services Innovation;

a Better World,” which showcased environmental

Customer Education and Communication; Value

education issues at ten schools in São Paulo

Chain Management; Direct Operations Management;

communities, benefiting more than 1,200 children.

and Customer Data Privacy and Security.
Seguros Unimed also maintained its volunteer

Risks and opportunities focused on
sustainability and best practices

program, called Sustainable Living, which has
benefited 2,058 people, adults and children, from
the Children’s Home of the São Paulo Jewish

For Unimed Seguros, sustainability is a key part

Congregation (Lar das Crianças da Congregação

of its corporate strategy. Accordingly, following

Israelita Paulista).

a 2014 sustainability diagnostic, the company’s
leaders identified risks and opportunities for the

Last year alone, 220 employees volunteered for

firm, with sustainability in focus and industry best

the program, which promoted internal discussions

industry practices prioritized.

on health, quality of life, environmental protection
and economic sustainability.

As part of this discussion, the following were
guiding commitments – Principles for Sustainable

In addition, a joint effort saw Seguros Unimed

Insurance (PSI), established by the United Nations

participate in Make a Difference Day, during which

Environment

Initiative

it worked with institutions in several Brazilian

(UNEP FI); and the National Quality Foundation’s

cities to perform gardening, painting and general

Management Excellence Model. While the company

renovation services.

Programme

Finance

Seguros Unimed also maintained its volunteer program,
called Sustainable Living, which has benefited 2,058 people,
adults and children, from the Children’s Home of the São
Paulo Jewish Congregation (Lar das Crianças da Congregação
Israelita Paulista).
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INTEGRATION WAS THE KEY WORD for Yasuda

During the year, in-company campaigns were run

Marítima Seguros in 2014. Once again, the

to contribute to social work entities. One example

company prepared a series of successful activities

was the Warm Clothing Campaign, which

throughout the year, thanks to staff involvement.

collected over 500 items for the needy in time for
winter, delivered to the Red Cross.

All actions taken were designed to contribute to a
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more inclusive, equitable and sustainable society.

The institution was also a partner in the Children’s

Thus, they focused on activities with a social or

Solidarity Day campaign, for which Yasuda

environmental impact or that foster better health

Marítima employees donated clothes, toys and

care and good quality of life for people.

books. All were sent to the Neymar Jr Institute
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Project, which promotes access to physical,

renders social, moral and material assistance to

educational and cultural activities for children

people in vulnerability and social risk situations.

and families from Jardim Glória on Praia Grande,

Among the institutions linked to Enkyo are four

on the São Paulo coast.

nursing homes, such as Akebono, which helps the
elderly in shelters for up to 50 persons. Another

Youngsters were also the focus of the Children’s

example is the Pro-Autism Integration Project

Christmas

employees

(PIPA), which helps children with autism become

were asked to donate clothes, toys and shoes.

independent and integrated into society as adults.

Campaign,

for

which

In addition to 70 “adopted” children, the
mobilization resulted in more than 3,100 items

To support blood centers in São Paulo, Yasuda

sent to the Casa da Criança Betinho – Lar Espírita

Marítima organized a donation campaign in

para Excepcionais charity that offers free medical

partnership with Instituto Pró-Sangue, which

and hospital care to victims of cerebral palsy

involved 49 of its own and Hospital das Clinicas

and its side effects. Currently, the entity cares

employees.

for 89 children, in specialties such as neurology,
pulmonology, pediatrics, physical therapy, speech

In

therapy,

representatives of the Ronald McDonald Institute

occupational

therapy,

psychology,

nutrition and social welfare, among others.

August,

the

company

received

two

for sale of Big Mac tickets, with the funds collected
donated to the Support Group for Teens and

Another charity helped out by Yasuda Marítima

Children with Cancer (GRAACC). McHappy Day is

is Casa da Esperança, which assists people with

the largest source of revenue for the institution.

intellectual disabilities. In addition to clinical

The employees bought 100 tickets.

care, including consultations with physicians,
physiotherapists and dentists, residents of the
institution attend craft workshops, music therapy
sessions, computer classes, literacy instruction
and many other occupational therapy activities.

Japanese entity organizes social
activities for the benefit of the
community
The Brazilian Society of Japanese Culture and Social
Assistance (Bunkyo is its acronym in Japanese) also
was supported by Yasuda Marítima. The entity, which
helps to preserve and promote Japanese culture in
Brazil and Brazilian culture in Japan, organizes social
activities for the benefit of the community.
Yasuda Maritima also was a sponsor of Beneficência
Nipo-Brasileira de São Paulo (Enkyo), which
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Insurance and Society
- Preserving families’ goods, income and health

- Human Resources: helping people to grow is a strategically important factor

Preserving families’ goods,
income and health
The Brazilian insurance industry returned to society
more than R$ 207 billion in payments relating to claims,
prize draws, benefits, indemnities and redemptions.
THIS YEAR, COMPANIES in the insurance

The insurance market has, year after year, been

market returned to Brazilian society more than

strengthening its weighting in the country’s

R$ 207 billion in payments relating to general

economic performance. The sector’s contribution

insurance claims, savings bond lucky draws,

to Brazil’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) reached

benefits, indemnities and redemptions in health

6.38%, a result that illustrates the increasing

and welfare spending on thousands of Brazilians,

confidence of the Brazilian population in the

thereby fulfilling its institutional role of preserving

protection offered by insurance products.

the insured wealth. The amount is equivalent to
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over 60% of the companies’ accumulated gross

To ensure the soundness of the market operations,

revenues for the year – an increase of 12.5% in

the insurance companies are required by law to

comparison with the previous year.

establish technical reserves, which reached R$
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578 billion this year. That amount, added to the

The taxes paid by the market during the year

net equity of the companies, came to a total

came to around R$ 13.6 billion, an increase of

of over R$ 697 billion. The sum of the assets

nearly 35% over the previous year’s figure.

amounted to almost R$ 771 billion.

2014 figures
R$207billion

R$ billion

payments in relation to
claims, prize draws, benefits,
indemnities and redemptions

R$578billion

technical reserves

R$119billion

net equity

R$771billion

combined assets

R$13.6billion

taxes collected
by the market
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Human Resources: helping people to
grow is a strategically important factor
In this globalized world, it is not news to learn that
the integration of people and processes leads to great
opportunities and guides the management of employees
towards the company goals and objectives.
HUMAN RESOURCES are assuming increasing

To this end, in 2014 they invested R$ 4.19

strategic importance in the development of

billion in the HR area, through the payment of

organizational cultures – and it is no different

remuneration and benefits. Of that total, 48.6%

in the insurance market.

was allocated to the remuneration of work, 40.5%
to outsourced staff and service providers, and

The insurance companies reaffirm, year after year,

10.9% went on benefits such as training, medical

their commitment to helping people grow as a

and dental care, life insurance, supplementary

strategic factor for maintaining the rate of growth

pension and so on.

that has been seen in the market in recent years.
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The companies also ploughed investments into the

6% were on outside courses. The figures show that

development of their employees over the course

the combined attendance on the in-house courses

of the year. Most of them (94%) participated in

amounted to 125,426 people – although participants

in-house courses sponsored by the companies, while

may have attended more than one course.

Spending on Employee Remuneration and Social Security

(R$ billion)
Remuneration

2.03

48.6%

Outsourced staff and service providers

1.70

40.5%

Benefits (training, medical and dental care, life insurance, supplementary pension and others)

0.46

10.9%

Total

4.19

100.0%

Distribution of resources and other benefits

48.6%

40.5%

10. 9%

Remuneration

Outsourced staff and
service providers

Other benefits

Employees on courses sponsored by the company

94 %

6%

Participants in internal courses

Participants in external courses
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The number of people employed in the insurance market during the year
reached 40,759. Outsourced staff (individuals employed indirectly) totaled
13,899, while the service providers (registered companies on contracts)
numbered 32,778.
Interns, trainees and apprentices continued to form part of the company
staff, with the first numbering 713 and the latter 775. The proportion of
outsourced continued to be significant, with 13,899 employees engaged
on that basis. A total of 1,394 employees were people with special needs
(PSN). Over the course of the year, the number of people hired was greater
than the number fired: 7,379 against 6,550.

Overview

Contractual
employees

40,759
Outsourced
staff

Service
providers

13,899

32,778

Trainees

Interns

775

Special
Needs

Hirings

7,379

7,379
Rescissions

6,550
158

713

People working in the
Insurance Market
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Employees by gender
The participation of women in the insurance sector labor market remained
stable in relation to 2013. Women occupied 23,078 job positions (56.6%),
against 17,681 for men (43.4%).
In the corporate area (Strategy, Investor Relations, Corporate Governance),
the employee total (632) was, by a small margin, predominantly male (51%).
The same was observed among the 7,364 employees working at the tactical
level, with men holding 52% of the positions.
The situation was reversed among the 32,297 employees working at the
operational level, with females accounting for 59% of the positions.

Employee distribution by Gender

43.4%

56.6%

Male

Female

Employees working in the Corporate area

51%

49%

Male

Female
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Employees working at the Operational level

41%

59%

Male

Female

In terms of age, the age range containing the greatest number of insurance
industry employees is between 26 and 35 years old (42%), followed by those
between the ages of 36 and 45 (26%) and those up to 25 years of age (18%). The
older age groups account for 11% (aged 46-55) and 3% (over 55), respectively.

Employee distribution by Age Group
Average over the year (%)
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Up to 25

18%

26 to 35

42 %

36 to 45

26 %

46 to 55

11%

Over 55

3%
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Remuneration
Although women make up the majority of the market’s workforce, men are
well in front when it comes to remuneration. Among those earning in the top
five pay grades, 73% are male and only 27% are female. The result is reversed
when the comparison is based on the ten lowest pay grades in the sector:
74% are female and 26% are male.

Employees earning in the top 5 pay grades

73%

27%

Male

Female

Employees earning in the bottom 10 pay grades

26%

74%

Male

Female

At the company head offices, the majority of the employees are female (56%),
which is also the case at the branches, offices and other units (58%). There
is a gender balance among the staff allocated to the technical area, at 50%
each. However, a significant majority of the employees in the commercial
area are female: 63%. Males are in the majority in financial administration
(52%) and in the corporate area (51%).
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Education Level
The proportion of women with a higher educational level than the men is
noted at all levels, but especially among those with a university degree: 9,485
are females, against 6,964 males.
Most of the 40,759 employees in the market have completed a university course
(40.7%), have done an incomplete university course (23.2%) or completed their
secondary education (20%). There are 5,502 employees with a master’s or
doctoral degree or other post-graduation (13.6%).

Employee distribution by Education Level
Average over the year (%)
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Up to 25

40.7%

26 to 35

23.2%

36 to 45

20 %

46 to 55

13.6%
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Taxes
During 2014, payments of taxes, fees and charges amounted to R$ 9.75
million. Corporate income tax (IRPJ) accounted for 37.2%, followed by Social
Contribution on Net Income (CSLL), representing 24.3%, and Social Security
Funding Contributions (Cofins), with 15.6%.

Taxes, Fees and Charges

37.2%

24.3%

15.6%

IRPJ

CSLL

Cofins
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Corporate Social Responsibility and Sustainability Report

Companies that participated in the 2014 CNseg Survey
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1

Alfa Previdência e Vida S.A.

2

Alfa Seguradora S.A.

3

Atlântica Companhia de Seguros

4

Bradesco Auto/Re Companhia de Seguros

5

Bradesco Capitalização S.A.

6

Bradesco Seguros S.A.

7

Bradesco Vida e Previdência S.A.

8

Brasilcap Capitalização S.A.

9

Brasilprev Seguros e Previdência S.A.

10

Capemisa Seguradora de Ramos Elementares S.A.

11

Capemisa Seguradora de Vida e Previdência S.A.

12

Cardif Capitalização S.A.

13

Cardifdo Brasil Seguros e Garantias S.A.

14

Cardif do Brasil Vida e Previdência S.A.

15

Luizaseg Seguros S.A.

16

GBOEX – Grêmio Beneficente

17

Generali Brasil Seguros S.A.

18

Liderança Capitalização S.A.

19

HSBC Capitalização S.A.

20

HSBC Empresa de Capitalização S.A.

21

HSBC Seguros S.A.

22

HSBC Vida e Previdência S.A.

23

Companhia Brasileira de Seguros e Previdência

24

Icatu Capitalização S.A.

25

Icatu Seguros S.A.

26

Vanguarda Companhia de Seguros Gerais

27

American Life Companhia de Seguros

28

Berkley International do Brasil Seguros S.A.

29

Chubb do Brasil Companhia de Seguros

30

Comprev Previdência S.A.

31

Mongeral Aegon Seguros e Previdência S. A.

32

Prudential do Brasil Seguros de Vida S.A.
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33

QBE Brasil Seguros S.A.

34

Sabemi Previdência Privada

35

Sabemi Seguradora S.A.

36

Cia. Itaú de Capitalização

37

Itaú BMG Seguradora S.A.

38

Itau Seguros S.A.

39

Itaú Vida e Previdência S.A.

40

J. Malucelli Seguradora S.A.

41

J. Malucelli Seguros S.A.

42

Indiana Seguros S.A.

43

Liberty Seguros S.A.

44

Mapfre Capitalização S.A.

45

Mapfre Previdência S.A.

46

Mapfre Seguradora de Crédito à Exportação S.A.

47

Aliança do Brasil Seguros S.A.

48

Capemisa Capitalização S.A.

49

Companhia de Seguros Aliança do Brasil

50

Mapfre Seguros Gerais S.A.

51

Mapfre Vida S.A.

52

Pottencial Seguradora S.A.

53

Sancor Seguros do Brasil S.A.

54

Seguradora Líder dos Consórcios do Seguro DPVAT S.A.

55

Unimed Seguros Patrimoniais S.A.

56

XL Seguros Brasil S.A.

57

Azul Companhia de Seguros Gerais

58

Itaú Seguros de Auto e Residência S.A.

59

Porto Seguro Capitalização S.A.

60

Porto Seguro Cia de Seguros Gerais

61

Porto Seguro Vida e Previdência S.A.

62

Santander Capitalização S.A.

63

Sul América Capitalização S.A. – Sulacap

64

Sul América Companhia de Seguros Gerais

65

Sul América Companhia Nacional de Seguros

66

Sul América Seguros de Pessoas e Previdência S.A.

67

Tokio Marine Seguradora S.A.

68

Unimed Seguradora S.A.
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The Segments
- The figures underpinning the good performance of the segments
- General Insurance Segment
- Personal Segment
- Supplementary Health Segment
- Capitalization Segment

The figures underpinning the
good performance of the segments
Customized products to protect the assets of
Brazilian society.
THE FOUR SEGMENTS that comprise the

(7.8% higher than in 2013), with the Automobile

Brazilian insurance industry saw a 12.1% increase

portfolio putting in a notable performance once

in revenues in 2014. The strongest performance

again, with a total revenue of R$ 31.4 billion. The

came from Supplementary Health, which grew by

capitalization segment’s total revenue came to R$

16.2% in relation to the previous year, reaching

21.8 billion (a 4.3% increase).

R$ 128.4 billion.
The amount paid to society (R$ 207.3 billion) in
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Next was the Personal segment, where the revenue

the form of claims, prize draw, benefit and welfare

was up by 11.7%, to R$ 111.4 billion. General

payments were allocated as follows among the

Insurance revenue amounted to R$ 65.3 billion

four segments: R$ 34.1 billion under General
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Insurance; R$ 16.3 billion under Capitalization; R$
49.9 billion under Supplementary Private Pensions
(R$ 7.6 billion in indemnities on risk management
plans and R$ 42.3 billion in benefits); and R$ 107
billion under Supplementary Health.
Despite the economic difficulties that the
country has been facing, the insurance segments

Despite the economic
difficulties that the
country has been facing,
the insurance segments

have been consistently maintaining this strong

have been consistently

performance in recent years. Nevertheless, the
insurance penetration rate is still low in Brazil:

maintaining a strong

the country ranks 43rd in the world for per capita

performance in recent years.

consumption, which gives a very good idea of the
exciting growth potential,
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General Insurance Segment
The indemnities paid out to society amounted to
R$ 34.1 billion, an increase of 12.4% in relation to
the previous year.
THE FIGURES SHOWN by the General Insurance

30.3 billion. The segment includes the classes

segment during 2014 reveal an increased

of Vehicle, Property, Special Risk, Civil Liability,

penetration of insurance products in the various

Transport, Financial Risk, Credit, Housing, Hull,

social strata, as well as growing awareness among

Rural and DPVAT third-party insurance.

the population of the importance of ensuring
protection for their hard-earned assets.

As in previous years, the leading area Vehicle
insurance, which accounted for almost 58% of
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The amount of compensation paid to society

the total indemnities paid, at R$ 19.6 billion – an

reached R$ 34.1 billion, an increase of 12.4%

increase of 13.4% compared to 2013. The number

in relation to the previous year’s total of R$

of vehicle owners who had insurance protection
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for those assets during the year totaled 18

past year were: Civil Liability (R$ 514 million) and

million, representing 30% of the current Brazilian

Transport (R$ 1.9 billion).

fleet, an indication of the significant potential for
portfolio growth in years to come. The data has

A total of 763,365 DPVAT insurance indemnities

a direct impact on the payment of the DPVAT

were paid out in Brazil during the year, an increase

compulsory insurance.

of 20% over the 2013 figure. One fact that stands
out is that more than 52% of the victims were in

The Property class (general home, business,

the 18 to 34 age range, which is precisely the

condominium

range in which one finds the country’s largest

and

electronic

equipment

insurance) also provided a significant return to

Economically Active Population (EAP).

society, with indemnity payments amounting to
R$ 5.3 billion, 15.6% more than the figure for the

Motorcycles were, once again, the greatest villains

previous year. Despite the continuing low level of

of the year, accounting for 76% of accident

penetration, home insurance accounted for R$ 584

indemnities. Dusk is the period when the greatest

million in compensation paid out over the course

number of registered motorcycle accidents occur,

of the year. Meanwhile, Rural insurance plays an

representing 23% of the indemnities.

ever more important role in guaranteeing the
crops in the fields, which are increasingly exposed

The Southeast of Brazil, the region that

to the effects of bad weather, and paid out R$ 1.3

accounts for the greater part of the national

billion to farmers in 2014, a 58% increase over the

fleet, registered the highest number of road

previous year’s figure, of R$ 795 million.

accidents resulting in death. In all, 38% of the
indemnities arising from fatalities were related

Other insurance classes that also saw a significant

to victims in that region.

amount paid out in compensation during the

Motorcycles were, once again, the greatest villains
of the year, accounting for 76% of accident
indemnities. Dusk is the period when the greatest
number of registered motorcycle accidents occur,
representing 23% of the indemnities.
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Personal Segment
The Life Insurance and Open Supplementary Pension
plans play an important role in the country’s social and
economic development.
THE PERSONAL SEGMENT, covering individual

To this end, the insurance companies and open-

risk and survivors through Personal Life Insurance

ended Supplementary Pension bodies put

and Open Supplementary Pension plans, plays

together and sell a variety of plans, all of which

an important role in the country’s economic and

are intended to alleviate the financial pressures

social development.

arising from situations such as disability, serious
illness, reduction or loss of income or death.

Through a wide range of products, the segment
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seeks to protect individuals and families against

Personal

any financial hardship arising from the mishaps

socio-economic function by, among other

to which everybody tends to be subject during

things, eliminating the risk of default (Credit

the course of their lives.

Insurance), discontinuity in the education
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insurance

fulfills

a

significant

of

children

and

adolescents

(Educational

Aware of the important economic and social

Insurance) and the major financial impact of

role of the segments that FenaPrevi represents,

a loss of income (Unemployment and Income

the statutory board of that entity (National

Protection insurance).

federation

for

Private

Pensions

and

Life

Insurance) continually monitors the economic,
There is also Housing Insurance, providing

social and demographic scenarios and the

coverage

contractually

technological and scientific progress made by

unforeseen circumstances, with the discharging

the country, analyzing the feedback and seeking

of mortgages, including properties acquired

initiatives that will make it possible to better

under the federal government’s “My Home

serve a growing number of people and fulfill the

My Life” program. By reducing the risk of

needs, desires and potential of each one.

in

the

event

of

default, it makes it possible to reduce the
interest charged on such loans, paving the

This analysis has shown that the demographic

way for more people to have access to home

changes in Brazil and the challenges that they

ownership and stimulating the construction

present for the whole country and for the Personal

industry, a powerful job creator.

segment are a major factor to be considered,
particularly when developing new products, given

Personal micro-insurance, aimed at protecting the

that the population is ageing and living ever longer.

lower-income population, contributes to social
and financial inclusion and greater social justice.

Attentive to the various changes and innovations,
the FenaPrevi statutory board engaged strategic

The various pension plans are also aimed at

consultants to, based on analysis of the Brazilian

providing financial protection in the event of

situation and experience in other countries,

death or disability and, especially, supplementing

identify initiatives that will make it possible to

the pensioner’s income during their retirement,

fulfill, more and better, the people’s wishes, with

thus enabling the elderly to get more out of this

a positive effect on the country’s sustainable

stage of their life.

social and economic development.

Personal micro-insurance, aimed at protecting the
lower-income population, contributes to social and
financial inclusion and greater social justice.
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Supplementary Health Segment
Number of beneficiaries passes 70 million and
FenaSaúde members account for 40% of the total.
THE 25 MEMBERS of FenaSaúde provided

Among the federation members, approximately

coverage for 29 million beneficiaries, equivalent

97% of the beneficiaries are on full plans,

to 40.5% of the beneficiaries in the Supplementary

covering outpatient and hospital care, with or

Health market at the end of December/2014. That

without obstetric coverage. These products

represents an increase of 3.5% in the number of

represented 93.9% of the total beneficiaries

beneficiaries in comparison with the end of 2013.

in the Supplementary Health field at the end
of December/2014.

The Supplementary Health market provided

174

coverage to a total of 72.2 million beneficiaries

With regard to when they were signed, some

with health plans and insurance, an increase of

91.5% of the beneficiaries of medical plans and

3.4% over that same period. The sector’s growth

97.5% of those on dental plans are covered by

was mainly driven by rising average real income

new plans, whose coverage is guaranteed under

and employment levels.

Law No. 9,656/98. In the Supplementary Health
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insurance field, such plans account for 88.7%

their beneficiaries – amounted to R$ 52.4 billion

and 97.8%, respectively, of the total.

in 2014, equivalent to 40.2% of the total
Supplementary Health market revenue.

Sources and Uses of Funds

Healthcare spending consumed 83.4% of the income,
meaning that for every R$ 100 received in the form

The income from installment payments in relation

of monthly installments on the plans, around R$ 83

to private supplementary health care plans and

were allocated to covering the cost of providing

insurance – provided by FenaSaúde members to

medical and dental care services to the beneficiaries.

Figure 1 – Income, expenses and claims ratio – FenaSaúde
R$ Bilhões
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Source: Document showing periodical information about the operators of private healthcare plans - DIOPS/ANS - accessed on April 30, 2015.
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Net operating income

R$ 43.7 billion (83.4% of total income) allocated
to healthcare expenses, to cover the payments

The net operating income for the period came

for professional services and the cost of running

to R$ 0.7 billion, equivalent to 1.4% of the total

the health establishments.

income. The funding allocated to covering the
total expenses – equivalent to 98.6% of the

R$ 8 billion (15.2% of total income) allocated

income from installments – was used as follows:

to other expenses incurred by the operators
(administrative, marketing and taxes).

Figure 2 – Net operating income – FenaSaúde

52.4

43.7

4.5

2.7

0.8

Income

Healthcare

Administrative

Marketing

Taxes

expenses

expenses

expenses

Income from installments

0.7

%

Net operating
income

Healthcare expenses

Source: Document showing periodical information about the operators of private healthcare plans - DIOPS/ANS - accessed on April 30, 2015.
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difference

between

and

are used to fund future investments. It should be

expenditures is the net operating income of the

noted that, out of every R$ 100 received, only R$

operators, which amounted to R$ 0.7 billion.

0.70 is allocated to remunerating the operators

These resources remunerate the investors and

and investors.
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the

income

Beneficiaries
Beneficiaries¹ of healthcare plans, by types of coverage and care
according to the type of plan (Dec/14)

Medical care, with or without dental cover
Type of plan
Total

Total
Group³
Individual
Not specified

Outpatient

Hospital²

Hospital²
and
outpatient

Not
specified

Referrals

Total
medical
and dental

13,093,455

29,042,209

15,948,754

21,345

203,970

14,938,884

711,048

14,044,017

19,657

91,687

13,247,056

685,617

-

11,207,726

25,251,743

1,831,187

1,688

112,283

1,691,785

25,431

-

1,883,865

3,715,052

43

-

1,864

75,414

73,550

-

-

73,507

Dental only

73,507

New

14,863,006

20,429

99,457

14,032,072

711,048

-

12,784,759

27,647,765

Group³

13,498,119

18,949

85,235

12,708,318

685,617

-

10,900,969

24,399,088

1,364,887

1,480

14,222

1,323,754

25,431

-

1,883,790

3,248,677

1,085,748

916

104,513

906,812

-

308,696

1,394,444

Group³

545,898

708

6,452

538,738

-

-

306,757

852,655

Individual

466,300

208

98,061

368,031

-

-

75

466,375

43

-

1,864

75,414

Individual
Old

Not specified

73,550

-

-

73,507

73,507

Source: Beneficiary Information System - National Health Agency/Ministry of Health - February/2015.
Note: ¹ The term “beneficiary” refers to the individuals covered by a health plan, which may include a number of people besides the title holder. ² Includes
hospital plans with or without obstetrics. 3 Includes the beneficiaries covered under “Group unidentified”.
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Beneficiaries of medical plans (with or without dental cover),
by region and federal unit, according to the type of plan (Dec/14)

Medical care, with or without dental cover
Major
regions and
federal units

Brasil
North
Rondônia
Acre
Amazonas
Roraima
Pará
Amapá
Tocantins
Northeast
Maranhão

Total

Total

15,948,754 14,833,006

Group

Old
Individual

Total

Group

Individual

Not
specified

13,498,119

1,364,887

1,085,748

545,898

466,300

73,550

598,353

585,601

480,612

104,989

12,752

10,787

1,834

131

29,063

27,688

27,599

89

1,375

1,296

78

1

3,636

3,295

3,248

47

341

287

54

0

305,113

300,941

279,996

20,945

4,172

3,646

482

44

2,566

2,250

2,224

26

316

293

23

0

235,519

230,903

147,236

83,667

4,616

3,506

1,086

24

13,791

13,282

13,159

123

509

447

27

35

8,665

7,242

7,150

92

1,423

1,312

84

27

2,964,224 2,770,793

2,264,556

506,237

193,431

64,085

110,609

18,737

187,044

182,593

165,690

16,903

4,451

3,704

710

37

Piauí

20,667

19,654

16,124

3,530

1,013

866

126

1

Ceará

571,170

554,514

420,384

134,130

16,656

8,377

6,848

1,431

Rio Grande
do Norte

297,690

292,529

181,008

111,521

5,161

2,536

2,263

362

84,478

81,224

73,304

7,920

3,254

2,379

810

65

Pernambuco

771,229

701,811

570,341

131,470

69,418

16,708

36,860

15,850

Alagoas

129,266

124,968

90,374

34,594

4,298

2,274

2,003

21

Sergipe

96,553

94,834

72,173

22,661

1,719

984

709

26

806,127

718,666

675,158

43,508

87,461

26,237

60,280

944

10,915,000 10,124,169

9,452,008

672,161

790,831

404,912

334,327

51,592

Paraíba

Bahia
Southeast

178

New

Minas Gerais

516,448

472,207

467,489

4,718

44,241

37,405

6,162

674

Espírito Santo

104,902

99,347

98,584

763

5,555

4,897

605

53

Rio de Janeiro

2,601,463 2,385,026

2,195,843

189,183

216,437

134,762

73,331

8,344

São Paulo

7,692,187 1,167,589

6,690,092

477,497

524,598

227,848

254,229

42,521
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Continuation
Medical care, with or without dental cover
Major
regions and
federal units

Total

South

767,909

705,121

651,085

54,036

62,788

46,902

14,358

1,528

Paraná

371,411

349,870

297,660

52,210

21,541

14,415

6,039

1,087

Santa
Catarina

160,001

136,504

135,768

736

23,497

22,284

1,078

135

Rio Grande
do Sul

236,497

218,747

217,657

1,090

17,750

10,203

7,241

306

Mid-West

703,227

677,287

649,832

27,455

25,940

19,212

5,166

1,562

Mato Grosso
do Sul

43,810

40,548

40,096

452

3,262

2,649

582

31

Mato Grosso

43,407

39,827

39,488

339

3,580

2,895

652

33

Goiás

157,595

150,535

142,338

8,197

7,060

5,507

862

691

Federal
District

458,415

446,377

427,910

18,467

12,038

8,161

3,070

807

41

35

26

9

6

0

6

0

Unspecified

New
Total

Group

Old
Individual

Total

Group

Individual

Not
specified

Source: Beneficiary Information System - National Health Agency/Ministry of Health - February/2015
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Beneficiaries of exclusive dental plans, by region and federal unit,
according to the type of plan (Dec/14)

Dental care only
Major
regions and
federal units

Brasil
North

Total

Total

13,093,455 12,784,759

Group

Old
Individual

Total

Group

Individual

Not
specified

10,900,969

1,883,790

308,696

306,757

75

1,864

651,058

639,527

435,659

203,868

11,531

11,531

0

0

25,920

24,801

20,950

3,851

1,119

1,119

0

0

6,202

5,770

4,610

1,160

432

432

0

0

337,143

333,452

282,094

51,358

3,691

3,691

0

0

3,956

3,603

2,563

1,040

353

353

0

0

242,201

237,969

96,967

141,002

4,232

4,232

0

0

Amapá

10,176

9,665

6,174

3,491

511

511

0

0

Tocantins

24,460

24,267

22,301

1,966

1,193

1,193

0

0

2,385,135 2,347,616

1,590,600

757,016

37,519

37,116

0

403

Rondônia
Acre
Amazonas
Roraima
Pará

Northeast
Maranhão

136,005

133,281

88,409

44,872

2,724

2,724

0

0

Piauí

28,653

27,544

18,358

9,186

1,109

1,109

0

0

Ceará

335,293

329,964

180,710

149,254

5,329

5,321

0

8

Rio Grande
do Norte

168,116

166,672

89,940

76,732

1,444

1,444

0

0

61,103

59,346

40,511

18,835

1,757

1,757

0

0

Pernambuco

608,308

597,859

445,109

152,750

10,449

10,446

0

3

Alagoas

180,287

179,121

89,810

89,311

1,166

1,166

0

0

Sergipe

139,338

138,491

74,857

63,634

847

847

0

0

Bahia

728,032

715,338

562,896

152,442

12,694

12,302

0

392

8,012,764

7,801,253

7,011,448

789,805

211,511

210,004

75

1,432

Minas Gerais

801,728

763,677

693,787

69,890

38,051

38,028

0

23

Espírito Santo

201,066

198,609

171,169

27,440

2,457

2,457

0

0

Rio de Janeiro

2,353,375 2,309,761

1,919,121

390,640

43,614

43,457

42

115

São Paulo

4,656,595 4,529,206

4,227,371

301,835

127,389

126,062

33

1,294

Paraíba

Southeast
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New
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Continuation
Dental care only
Major
regions and
federal units

Total

Sul

994,372

962,784

889,142

73,642

31,588

Paraná

467,075

457,914

417,501

40,413

Santa
Catarina

206,733

200,919

188,656

Rio Grande
do Sul

320,564

303,951

1,050,076 1,033,529

Mid-West

New
Total

Old
Individual

Not
specified

31,563

0

25

9,161

9,155

0

6

12,263

5,814

5,803

0

11

282,985

20,966

16,613

16,605

0

8

974,070

59,459

16,547

16,543

0

4

Group

Individual

Total

Group

Mato Grosso
do Sul

66,794

64,305

58,854

5,451

2,489

2,488

0

1

Mato Grosso

81,922

79,114

72,477

6,637

2,808

2,808

0

0

Goiás

225,634

220,791

199,806

20,985

4,843

4,843

0

0

Federal
District

675,726

669,319

642,933

26,386

6,407

6,404

0

3

50

50

50

0

0

0

0

0

Unspecified

Source: Beneficiary Information System - National Health Agency/Ministry of Health - February/2015.
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Medical care
Number of occasions when medical care¹ was provided by FenaSaúde members, by type

Group medical
care

Insurer
specializing in
health care

Medical treatment

40,738,129

35,606,377

-

76,344,506

Other outpatient treatment

23,725,169

25,900,304

-

49,625,473

Medical exams

91,652,757

128,224,519

-

219,877,276

8,032,288

6,929,199

-

14,961,487

988,138

1,073,604

-

2,061,742

17,731,972

2,396,735

Incident

Therapy
Hospitalization
Dental procedures

Group dental
care

41,063,948

Total

61,192,655

Source: Product Information System – National Health Agency/Ministry of Health – September/2014 (ref. 2013).

MRI, CT and appointment rates – Brazil and selected OECD countries

Country

MRI per 1,000
inhab.

CT per 1,000 inhab.

Appointments
per capita

Brazil
Public Health System (SUS)¹

5,1

20,9

3,5 (2012)

Supplementary Health

102,5

107,0

5,6

FenaSaúde²

147,8

150,4

5,5

OECD average

50,6

125,5

6,7

Germany

95,2

117,1

9,7 (2012)

Australia

27,6

109,8

7,1

Canada

53,7

129,3

7,9 (2013)

106,8

240,2

4,0 (2010)

France

82,0

172,1

6,7

UK

41,4

75,7

5,0 (2009)

USA

Sources: SUS Outpatient Information System – SIA/SUS/MS – Datasus – accessed on October 21, 2014. Supplementary Health Information Dossier –
September/2014. IBGE – Population forecast for Brazil, by gender and age, for the period 2000-2060. Product Information System – SIP/ANS/MS – accessed
on September 17, 2014. Beneficiary Information System – SIB/ANS/MS – Tabnet – accessed on October 21, 2014. Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) Health Data – June 2014.
Notes: ¹ Does not include Supplementary Health beneficiaries. ² The amounts obtained for Brazil in this
edition differ from those shown in the 4th edition, due to the updating of the number of beneficiaries by the National Health Agency (ANS) and the new IBGE
population forecast.
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Capitalization Segment
The savings set aside by the customers during 2014
amounted to almost R$ 30 billion, 11.6% more than the
figure for the previous year.
ENCOURAGEMENT TO SAVE is an intrinsic

amounted to almost R$ 30 billion, 11.6% more

characteristic of the savings bond. The grace

than the figure for the previous year.

period mechanism, together with the playful

184

aspect of the prize draws, have contributed

In times of fluctuating economic activity, such

significantly to enable thousands of Brazilian

behavior is even more important, because

families to plan and administer their household

the habit of saving money protects existing

budget. This is borne out in the growth in

achievements, provides an emergency fallback

the volume of the technical reserves – linked

and avoids a build-up in the level of the

to the amount deposited by the savings

population’s

bond customers and returned in the form of

hand, the expansion of the reserves also has

redemptions, upon termination of the plan. The

very positive impact, from a macroeconomic

savings set aside by the customers during 2014

point of view, since these resources comprise

The Segments | Chapter 5

indebtedness.

On

the

other

the country’s domestic savings, which are

about personal finances and encouragement to

an indicator of its investment capacity and

develop a culture of saving over the long term,

growth prospects.

and are targeted at both young audiences and
the adult portion of the population.

In this context, the Capitalization segment
is consolidating its position as an important

As part of these efforts, Capitalization companies

agent for development, whether in terms of the

have sought to provide increasing transparency

benefits it brings to the consumer or its ability to

to aspects of the capitalization contracts, in

leverage other economic segments.

an effort to fulfill the wishes of the consumer
and to offer products that make it even easier

Hence the efforts that the industry as a whole is

to begin to build up one’s capital. That is a

expending to promote financial education, in line

commitment made by all the companies that

with Brazil’s social and economic agenda. These

are members of FenaCap.

initiatives include action to broaden knowledge

Reserves
R$ billion

30
20
26.8

29.9

2013

2014

10
0

Prize Draws and Redemptions
During 2014, 15 billion savings bonds were redeemed, yielding a total of R$ 15.2 billion. A total of 192,000
savings bonds were selected in the prize draws, which represented R$ 1.1 billion paid out in prizes.
Return to Society

Savings
bonds
redeemed

93 %

7%

Savings
bonds
selected
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